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2 For travel tips, latest offers and exclusive competitions join us on:

Imagine your perfect 
getaway and all the things 
you love about an overseas 
short break. 

We’ve been working to create 
short break experiences for 
35 years – from cultural hotspots 
and bustling cities thriving 
with shopping and nightlife to 
beautiful beach resorts, at 
Super Break we’ve got it all! 

The choice is incredible

Whether you want to lose 
yourself in your favourite 
hideaway or venture somewhere 
new and exciting, there’s so 
much waiting to be discovered 
across Europe and beyond!

And don’t worry about 
arranging all those little extras 
that make your break even more 
memorable – travel, luggage, 
airport transfers, sightseeing 
tickets, entry to a top attraction 
– we can take care of it all. 

At Super Break we're about 
turning the ordinary into the 
extra ordinary and that’s why 
we’ve become known for our 
wonderful breaks. 

Start making memories
          with Super Break today

What makes a Super Break?

+ Great value and choice

+ Flexible packages

+ Added value extras

+ Excellent service

+ 4.5 Star Rating 

Paris
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Choosing Super Break allows you to book every 
element of your trip in one simple place. From 
2 - 5 star hotels, travel, theatre and event tickets to 
sightseeing and attractions around the world, we help 
tailor the entire package exactly how you want it. 

So when you’re ready for your next much-needed 
escape, trust us to create a truly unique and 
unforgettable short break.  

Creating your Overseas Short Break is so simple! Creating your Overseas Short Break is so simple! 

Choose your 
destination 

add your hotel add tours and 
experiences

+ + +

Amsterdam

‘‘
Being able to book 

flights, hotels, 
transfers & trips in 

all one go is superb!

‘‘

Super Break Customer, March 2017

add travel

Venice
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4 Peace of mind with ABTA and ATOL protection

At Super Break, we aim to be a travel company with a 
difference. This is because of the unique experiences 
we offer, ensuring our customers get excellent value for 
their money. 

Instead of just offering hotel stays, we also have a 
wide range of tickets to theatre shows, concerts and 
attractions as well as rail, flight, eurostar and minicruise 
travel with leading providers. 

Our awards speak for themselves

Prague

Barcelona

Iceland
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Florence

With 35 years experience in the Travel Industry, booking millions of breaks for 
our customers to enjoy and working hand in hand with Travel Agents throughout the UK, 

we have established a firm reputation for excellence and quality. 

Here are some recent awards we’ve won for our outstanding service. 

Travel with confidence

When it comes to booking your short break, we understand that you'll want to feel protected. 
That’s why, at Super Break we are a proud member of ABTA and an ATOL license holder – providing 

peace of mind to all of our customers, so you can relax and enjoy your short break.
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6 Add rail from your local station and save up to 50% on standard fares

It’s also handy to have your trips and attractions sorted before you set off. Whether you’re planning an exciting 
adventure, family getaway, a relaxing break for two or a full-on city slicker group getaway, the Super Break team are 
here to help make sure you don’t miss out on any of the action.

We’ll make it happen

Imagine your perfect Super Break

Super Break star ratings 

Super Break star ratings are given as a guide to help you choose between our hotels and 
do not necessarily relate to those awarded by other organisations. They symbolise the 
level of service and range of facilities that you can expect at the property, ranging from 
1 star: hotels with the simplest range of facilities, to 5 stars: luxury hotels with a wider 
range of facilities. 

Please note that different countries have different standards and star ratings may differ according to the 
country where the hotel is located.

Special Requirements
We are not a 
specialist disabled 
holiday company 
but we will do our 

utmost to cater for any special 
requirements you may have. 
If you or any member of your 
party has any medical problem 
or disability which may affect 
your holiday, please tell us 
before you confirm your 
booking so we can assist you 
in considering the suitability 
of your booking and assisting 
if your chosen choice does not 
match your needs. 

One of our team is here to 
help, please call us on  
01904 420 446.

Netherlands Venice
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With over 30 years’ experience in providing great hotel 
packages, we understand that before you book any 
short break you’ll want an idea of what the hotel is really 
like. To give you an impartial view on the products we 
have on offer we’ve teamed up with TripAdvisor to 
display ratings, reviews and opinions from millions of 
travellers to help you plan your perfect break. 

To view these ratings alongside our customer reviews, 
visit Super Break.com. 

Iceland

Budapest

Rooms

Service

Value

Cleanliness

Give the gift of a Super Break

Treat your family and friends to a 
Super Break gift voucher. Available in 
denominations of £10, £25, £50 and £100, 
redeemable against all Super Break packages.

Visit www.superbreak.com/gift-vouchers 
for more information.
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USA

Ireland

Northern 
Ireland

Iceland

Channel Islands
Belgium

Germany

Netherlands

Poland

Czech Republic

Hungary

Croatia

Austria

France

Portugal

Spain

Gibraltar

Morocco

Italy

Greece

Lapland

UAE

FinlandNorway

Belfast

Reykjavik

Dublin

Guernsey
Jersey

Bruges

Brussels
Antwerp

Ghent
Flanders Fields

Disneyland Paris
Villages Nature

Lille

Paris

Amsterdam
Berlin

Frankfurt
Prague Krakow

Budapest

Vienna
SalzburgInnsbruck

Milan
Venice

Nice
Avignon

Marseille Cannes

Rome
Barcelona

Palma Majorca

Madrid

Benidorm

The Algarve

Lisbon

Marrakech

Athens

Kittilä

Dubai

Seville

Malaga
Costa del SolTenerife         

Florence

Warsaw

Gdansk

Salou

Dubrovnik
Podstrana

Hvar

South Coast Iceland

Helsinki

Malta

Oslo Sweden
Stockholm

Las Vegas
New York

Lyon

Madeira

Montenegro

Pisa

Verona

Lake Garda

Akureyri

Don't forget to send us your pictures, we would love to see them.

Join our social community to get short break 
inspiration and see our latest offers

SuperBreak @SuperBreak @SuperBreak_ SuperBreak

For more inspiration visit blog.superbreak.com 
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Enjoy a flight inclusive break from  
your local airport to worldwide destinations 

Wherever you’re heading, getting you there 
relaxed and ready for your short break is all part 
of the service. With a huge range of airlines, we 

can make sure you have an excellent choice of regional 
airports to depart from across the UK. Great flight times 
and airport check-in included at no extra cost all adds to the 
convenience of a Super Break escape.

We take great care to make sure you can tailor your holiday 
to suit you. You can create a bespoke itinerary and stay as 
long as you want or move on. There’s also no credit or debit 
card fees and, we include your taxes too for an even better 
value break. For total peace of mind, we’re ATOL and ABTA 
protected so you’re flight and hotel are in safe hands. 

Super Break  
Airport Extras
Little touches can make a big 
difference to your short break. 

From staying in a hotel at the 
airport so you’re fresh for your 
flight to relaxing in an Airport 
Lounge before your trip – we 
have a range of added extras 
available.  

Add rail from your  
local station
Leave the car at home, arrive 
relaxed and refreshed by rail.

Simply choose your local 
station, put your feet up and 
enjoy 50% savings on tickets 
booked with Super Break. Easy.
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Choose from a wide selection of flight inclusive breaks in top destinations

Paris
Paris city breaks offer a wealth of culture and 
history, renowned museums and galleries 
as well as world-class sightseeing and the 
pinnacle of fashion – it’s the ideal choice for 
a trip to remember. 

3 nights + flight from £164pp 

2 nights + flight from £155pp    

2 nights + flight from £120pp 

2 nights + flight from £144pp    

3 nights + flight from £105pp 

3 nights + flight from £163pp    

Rome
The Eternal City of Rome is the ideal 
destination for a short break – combining 
breath-taking history with all the benefits  
of a modern metropolis for the ultimate  
city break getaway.

Amsterdam
Amsterdam city breaks are the perfect 
way to experience the beauty of the Dutch 
capital. Hire a bicycle to explore the city, 
stroll along the canals or visit the world’s 
only floating flower market. 

Bruges
Discover the charm of the ‘Venice of the 
North’, teeming with canals and quaint 
medieval houses. See for yourself the 
timeless appeal of this picturesque historic 
Belgian city. 

Barcelona
Soak up the sun on the edge of the 
Mediterranean before exploring Barcelona’s 
stunning architecture, luxury shops, 
tantalising restaurants and world-class 
cultural attractions.

Prague
The Czech Republic is a fantastic destination 
for a short break. With a range of flights and 
hotels in Prague to choose from, you will be 
ideally located for exploring this city’s striking 
architecture and stunning landscapes.
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Enjoy an exciting city break by EurostarTM

Standard Premier offers the freedom to work, 
think or simply unwind. Relax in quiet, spacious 
surroundings, with a light meal and drinks. 

The Eurostar™ experience
Standard offers excellent value for money 
with no hidden extras and a convenient  

30 minute check in. Travellers can purchase food 
and drinks from the bar buffet or take their own 
food on board.

Why not include a 1 night 
stopover in a London hotel  

plus rail from your local station?

Rail from York + stopover in London  
from £89pp 

Rail from Leeds + stopover in London  
from £89pp 

Rail from Birmingham + stopover in 
London from £95pp 

Includes:
  Quick and easy automated check-in

  Dedicated Standard Premier carriages

   Spacious and comfortable Standard Premier  
reserved seating

   Selection of complimentary newspapers  
and magazines on board

   Complimentary light meal and drinks  
served at your seat

   Attentive service on board

   Quiet coaches

Upgrade to Standard Premier  
from £76pp each way

Includes:
  Quick and easy automated check-in

  Reserved and comfortable seats

   Bar buffet serving drinks and light refreshments
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London St Pancras

Take EurostarTM to all your favourite destinations throughout Europe…

Paris
Culture, history, world-class 
sightseeing and shopping await 
you in Paris. London to Paris by 
Eurostar takes approx 2 hours  
20 minutes.

Lille
Lille offers a delightful blend of 
French and Flemish flair. London 
to Lille by Eurostar takes approx  
1 hour 30 minutes.

Eurostar + 2 nights hotel  
from £160pp 

Eurostar + 2 nights hotel  
from £216pp 

Eurostar + 2 nights hotel  
from £154pp 

Eurostar + 2 nights hotel  
from £309pp 

Eurostar + 2 nights hotel  
from £226pp 

Eurostar + 2 nights hotel  
from £537pp 

Eurostar + 2 nights hotel  
from £388pp 

Eurostar + 2 nights hotel  
from £179pp 

Brussels
From gothic buidlings to delicious 
waffles, Brussels has it all. London 
to Brussels by Eurostar takes 
approx 2 hours.

Disneyland® Paris
From white knuckle thrills to 
family fun, Disneyland® Paris has 
it all! London to Disneyland Paris 
by Eurostar takes approx 2 hours 
40 minutes.

Lyon
Often described as the Culinary 
Capital of France, Lyon is a  
food-lovers dream. London to 
Lyon by Eurostar takes approx  
4 hours 40 minutes. 

Marseille
Marseille offers a great mix of 
urban life and relaxing elegant 
parks. London to Marseille by 
Eurostar takes approx 6 hours  
30 minutes.

Avignon
Located on the river Rhone, 
Avignon is a city full of culture 
and heritage. London to Avignon 
by Eurostar takes approx 5 hours 
50 minutes.

Antwerp
Known as The Capital of 
Diamonds, Antwerp is a real gem! 
London to Antwerp by Eurostar 
takes approx 2 hours 40 minutes.
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Bruges

Enjoy a refreshing break by sea
Just imagine delicious dishes, evening shows, comfy beds and that’s all before you arrive at your destination. A wonderful 
minicruise break takes the hassle out of travelling. So drop your bags and relax with a drink as your holiday starts the 
moment you step on board. 

With total flexibility you can plan your perfect getaway; choose from vibrant, eclectic Amsterdam, the romance of Bruges or the 
warming beaches of Ostend. And it’s easy! Just decide on your destination, choose a hotel and add any tours you’d love to try, 
then relax. 

Enjoy the comfort of a Minicruise
Wonderful views, great food and a range of entertainment for 
all the family, what more could you ask for? With P&O Ferries 
and DFDS Seaways you’ll enjoy an overnight cruise each 
way. If you’re sailing with Stena Line why not upgrade to an 
overnight sailing with a cabin? 

For larger bookings, contact our specialist Groups Team on: 01904 420 454 

Amsterdam

Amsterdam Rotterdam Flanders
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Many more destinations available – please ask for more information

There’s plenty to entertain everyone here. Relax in the Sky Lounge 
or head to the Casino at Sea. With two eateries and Starbucks 
Coffee you won’t go hungry. Plus, play areas keep the kids happy 
and there’s shopping too.

Minicruise to Bruges or Amsterdam 
Price includes 2 nights in a standard 2 berth cabin on board & return 
transfers from Rotterdam (Europoort) to your chosen location.  
Sailing from Hull.

Choose to extend your stay for 1, 2 or 3 nights in a choice of hotels  
in Amsterdam or Bruges. 

From £99pp

From lively music in the Navigator’s Bar to the Explorer’s 
Steakhouse, there won’t be a dull moment. Enjoy a leisurely  
cocktail, or pop to the casino, a live show or film, you’re certainly 
spoilt for choice.

Minicruise to Amsterdam 
Price includes 2 nights in a standard 2 berth cabin on board & return 
transfers from IJmuiden Port to Amsterdam Central Station.  
Sailing from Newcastle.

Choose to extend your stay for 1, 2 or 3 nights in a choice of hotels  
in Amsterdam. 

From £95pp
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Exclusive North Iceland Arctic Experience

For more inspiration visit blog.superbreak.com 

Experience the spectacular beauty of Akureyri, Northern Iceland 
with an exclusive ‘Exclusive North Iceland Arctic Experience’ 
short break flying from regional airports across the UK.

Famous for its surrounding volcanic landscape, geothermal pools 
and roaring waterfalls, Akureyri is the perfect base to discover 
and experience all that North Iceland has to offer.  
As one of the best places in Iceland to view the famous Aurora 
Borealis, you can enjoy a once-in-a-lifetime experience for as 
little as £499 per person – secure today for low deposit*. 

* Remaining balance payable 12 weeks prior to departure

Dates and Departures ‘‘
‘‘

“We were on the inaugural flight from 
Cardiff and had a wonderful time.  

The Super Break staff, and the staff at  
the hotel, were superb.”

Super Break Customer,  
January 2018

Fly from 2018/19 Departure dates No. of nights

Exeter 10/12/2018 4 nights

Liverpool 14/12/2018 3 nights

Norwich 17/12/2018 4 nights

Humberside 21/12/2018 3 nights

Manchester 24/12/2018 4 nights

Cardiff 28/12/2018 3 nights

Leeds 31/12/2018 4 nights

Newcastle 04/01/2019 3 nights

Bournemouth 07/01/2019 4 nights

Newquay 11/01/2019 3 nights

Norwich 14/01/2019 4 nights

Humberside 18/01/2019 3 nights

Cardiff 21/01/2019 4 nights

Derry 25/01/2019 3 nights

Fly from 2018/19 Departure dates No. of nights

Newcastle 28/01/2019 4 nights

East Midlands 01/02/2019 3 nights

Bournemouth 04/02/2019 4 nights

Humberside 08/02/2019 3 nights

Exeter 11/02/2019 4 nights

Leeds 15/02/2019 3 nights

Durham 18/02/2019 4 nights

Humberside 22/02/2019 3 nights

Southend 25/02/2019 4 nights

Cornwall Newquay 04/03/2019 4 nights

Inverness 08/03/2019 3 nights

Jersey 11/03/2019 4 nights

Isle of Man 15/03/2019 3 nights

Birmingham 18/03/2019 4 nights
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Hotel Nordurland by Kea 

A relaxed hotel 
located in downtown 
Akureyri, only a 
short walk from the 
waterfront and a few 
steps from the main 
street with its shops, 
bars and restaurants.

Hotel Kea by Keahotels 

Located in the 
heart of Akureyri, 
equipped with all the 
modern amenities 
including free WiFi, 
satellite TV and an 
ensuite bathroom for 
a pleasant stay in the 
centre of the town.

Saeluhus Akureyri 

Excellent self-
catering studio 
apartments and 
houses complete with 
outdoor private hot 
tubs, a kitchenette 
and majestic views 
towards the town and 
fjord.

Hotel Kjarnalundur  

Peaceful and 
comfortable, only 
a 10 minutes’ drive 
from the centre of 
Akureyri with breath-
taking views from 
most rooms over the 
surrounding forest 
and fjord.

Acco Luxury Apartments 

Lovely, fully 
furnished apartments 
with fully equipped 
kitchens located 
in the centre of 
Akureyri next to the 
town hall square.

Icelandair Hotel Akureyri 

Offering a warm and 
inviting atmosphere, 
the freshest local 
produce, modern 
conveniences and an 
amazing indoor salt 
water geothermal-
heated swimming 
pool and hot tub.

Lake Myvatn – Land of Fire  
and Ice Tour
A full day adventure led by an experienced local 
guide. Explore Lake Myvatn, a natural volcanic 
lake, see the mythical Godafoss Waterfall and the 
boiling mud pools of Namafjall before stopping at 
Vogafjos working farm. 

Search for the Northern Lights Tour
A breathtaking 4-hour tour on your night of 
arrival. Just 60 miles from the Arctic Circle, 
Akureyri is one of the best places in Iceland to 
view the famous Aurora Borealis. Be amazed by 
the incredible displays of light dancing across the 
night sky – one of earth’s true natural wonders. 

Choose your hotel

Included excursions
       

  Return flights to Akureyri 

  20 kgs hold luggage 

  5 kgs hand luggage 

  Airport transfers 

  3 or 4 nights’ accommodation 

  Search for the Northern Lights Tour

  Lake Myvatn – Land of Fire and Ice Experience 

  Super Break representative in resort 

Your North Iceland break includes

3 nights from £699pp
4 nights from £749pp
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Lake Mývatn
Magical, mystical, moving… just some of the 
words used to describe this amazing natural 
wonder. Part of the famed sightseeing 
route known as The Diamond Circle, Lake 
Mývatn is a place like no other – home to 
geothermal areas chock-full of bubbling hot 
springs, mossy volcanic craters and misty 
caves filled with gorgeous blue water. Take 
a dip in one of 
Mother Nature’s 
bathtubs and 
soak up the 
outstanding 
surrounding 
landscape. 

See page 20

The Land of the Firsts. Made by fire and founded by Vikings, Iceland was destined to be a magical place from the moment it rose 
from the sea. Today, around 338,349 call this stunning corner of the world home, and over two million people visit each year. Why? 
Let’s find out…

The Northern Lights
If you’ve come to witness the most spectacular natural show on Earth, you’ve come 
to the right place. As long as the sky is clear, the famous Northern Lights can be seen 
across Akureyri and the surrounding area from September to April. Colliding particles 
in our atmosphere trigger a sort of 'light dance’, a fluorescent shimmer blowing in the 
wind below the stars. Science can explain this phenomenon, but only the naked eye 
can truly appreciate its beauty.

Did you know...?
The Northern lights appear at the Earth’s 
outermost layer, where the atmosphere is 
extremely thin. The mesmerising waves of colour 
you’re seeing are created by electrically charged 
particles trapped in Earth's magnetic field 
colliding with molecules in the atmosphere. At 
extremely high altitudes, where the pressure is 
low, there tends to be a reddish glow produced by 
oxygen molecules. At lower altitudes, where there 
is higher pressure, the impact-irritated oxygen 
molecules may glow with a greenish tinge.

North Iceland – your next bucket list break

. 

Whale watching
There’s nothing 
like a spot of 
whale watching 
to put things 
into perspective. 
Words can’t 
describe watching 
a humpback, minke 
or even a blue whale, the largest creature 
on Earth, launch itself out of the water like 
a 10-tonne ballerina. It’s a moment you’ll 
never forget. North Iceland’s fjords are 
renowned feeding grounds for a variety of 
whale species, so the chances of you leaving 
disappointed are slim. 

See page 21

Waterfalls
North Iceland is home to the largest 
waterfall in Europe. Standing 45 metres high 
and 100 metres wide, Dettifoss is a sight 
to behold and serves as a stunning reward 
for those exploring the hiking trails in the 
area. The region is also home to a number 
of other beautiful waterfalls, as well as 
Vatnajökull National Park where you’ll find 
a variety of volcanic pools, mountains and 
jaw-dropping views around every bend. 
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Shopping
Akureryri is home to North Iceland’s largest 
shopping mall, Glerártorg. It’s also the 
largest outside of the country’s Capital, 
Reykjavik so you can rest assured that you’ll 
find anything you may need inside. A few 
more layers to fight the cold, groceries, food 
and drink, electronics (remember, the plug 
sockets are different here), entertainment, 
health and beauty… you name it, 
Glerártorg’s got it. 

There’s plenty else happening throughout 
Akureryri and the rest of North Iceland, 
too. You’ll find a handful of international 
shopping chains, markets with handmade 
products, stores specialising in Icelandic 
design and, of course, souvenir shops 
scattered around. While you’re out and 
about, stop by KIDKA for genuine Icelandic 
sweaters, cardigans and scarves made from 
Icelandic wool. After all, they don’t call it 
Iceland for nothing.

Art & culture 
Art, culture and the way of life from past 
centuries are commemorated in historical 
museums across North Iceland. At 
Foteviken Museum, you’ll find a living and 
breathing Viking town inhabited by locals. In 
Húsavík, The Whale Museum informs on the 
species and their habitat, while in Akureyri 
you’ll find the long-celebrated Akureyri Art 
Museum. Iceland’s history is fascinating and 
plentiful. Be sure to explore!

Customer favourites
Mountains and snow… if only there were 
some sort of activity that made use of the 
two. One of our most popular bookings in 
Iceland is Hlidarfjall skiing resort, located 
just outside of Akureyri, North Iceland. 
After all, there’s nothing quite like standing 
above the rest of the world while gliding 
over fresh snow.

Beer Spa
Iceland’s Beer Spa in Árskógssandur is one 
of the only places in the world employing 
beer to treat the body, skin and soul. Touted 
as a powerful anti-toxicant, a beer bath 
is also said to clear blemishes and acne, 
condition your hair and help to hydrate and 
repair damaged skin cells – offering a whole 
new perspective to “drowning your sorrows”.

See page 21

Food
Icelandic food is an adventure in itself. 
Be daring and try grilled whale, puffin 
or fermented shark. Not for you? Other 
traditional treats include hot spring rye 
bread, dried fish (similar to jerky) and Skyr, 
a yoghurt-like dairy product. For those 
missing home, there’s plenty of familiar 
foods around Akureryri – from burgers and 
chips to pasta and pizza – but we think you’ll 
enjoy the abundance of Icelandic cafés, 
restaurants and fine-dining options available 
much more. Verði þér að góðu (that’s Bon 
Appetit in Icelandic)!

Godafoss Northern Lights

Liquorice
Scandinavians are renowned for their love 
of liquorice. But when it comes to down to 
it, you can put Iceland firmly ahead of the 
competition. Perhaps years of candy import 
bans have forced the hands of the locals, 
but now there’s no going back. Chocolate 
covered liquorice, liquorice covered raisins… 
you name it, they’ve probably done it.  
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Specialist Iceland

Freedom of North 
Iceland – Self Drive
Whether you want to see the 
Arctic Henge, experience the 
many breath-taking waterfalls 
in the region from Dettifoss 
to Kolugjúfur or explore the 
stunning Vatnajökull National 
Park which covers more than 
13% of Iceland, North Iceland is 
sure to take your breath away. 

Plus, with included vehicle hire, 
you can discover the beauty of 
Northern Iceland at your own 
pace. 

Includes:
  Return fl ights to Akureyri 
  20 kgs hold luggage 
  5 kgs hand luggage
  3 or 4 nights at 4  Fosshotel 
Myvatn or 4  Fosshotel 
Husavik + breakfast
  Hire of a Suzuki Vitara 
4 wheel drive with unlimited 
mileage, theft waiver, 
Collision Damage Waiver and 
Personal Accident Insurance
  Freedom to explore 
everything North Iceland has 
to off er 

from £999pp

Lake Myvatn – 
Iceland’s Winter 
Wilderness
Get back to nature with the 
Lake Myvatn – Iceland’s Winter 
Wilderness break.

The Sel Hotel Myvatn is 
perfectly placed to explore the 
Myvatn area with magnificent 
views to the north and south. 

Explore some of the country’s 
most beautiful natural wonders 
including the stunning Godafoss 
Waterfall, ‘The Waterfall of 
the Gods’, and the beauty and 
wildlife of the Lake Myvatn area 
before heading out in search for 
the famous Northern Lights and 
much more. Perfect for nature 
lovers and adventure-seekers 
alike – all in a small group of no 
more than 16 passengers.

Includes:
  Return fl ights to Akureyri 
  20 kgs hold luggage 
  5 kgs hand luggage
  3 or 4 nights at 3  Sel Hotel 
Myvatn
  Transfers to and from 
Akureyri Airport
  Akureyri sightseeing
  Godafoss Waterfall visit
  Search for Northern Lights 
tour
  Lake Myvatn Highlights and 
Hidden Gems tour
  Visit and entrance to Lake 
Myvatn Nature Baths
  Visit and entrance to 
Sigurgeirs Bird Museum
  Small group guarantee – 
max 16 passengers   

from £1,099pp

Ski North Iceland
Enjoy a 5 day ski pass to 
five of Iceland’s top skiing 
resorts including, Akureyri, 
Siglufjörður and Dalvík. With 
a range of slopes and lifts to 
suit all abilities and ages, from 
treeless slopes to backcountry 
routes, the possibilities are 
endless.

After a day of skiing, return 
to your comfortable lodge or 
apartment complete with your 
own outdoor private hot tub 
and majestic views of Akureyri 
and the fjord.  

Luxury North 
Iceland Escape
Experience a different side to 
Iceland with a Luxury North 
Iceland Escape in Siglufjordur, a 
quiet little fisherman’s town on 
the outskirts of Akureyri.

Relax in your beautiful 5  room 
with views of the surrounding 
mountains and peaceful 
environment of Siglufjord before 
enjoying a night under the stars 
in the hotel's outdoor hot tubs.

Enjoy exciting visits to the Kaldi 
and Segul 67 Breweries with 
tasting, explore a local sheep 
farm and the surrounding area 
on the Siglufjordur walking tour 
and indulge with lunch at the 
hotel’s Hannes Boy and Kaffi 
Rauðka restaurants – all in a 
small group of no more than 16 
passengers.

Includes:
  Return fl ights to Akureyri 
  20 kgs hold luggage 
  5 kgs hand luggage
  3 or 4 nights at 5  Siglo Hotel, 
Siglufjordur

  Transfers to and from 
Akureyri Airport
  Visit to Ekta Fiskur for 
late lunch
  Kaldi Brewery visit and tasting
  Local sheep farm visit
  Lunch at Hannes Boy 
Restaurant
  Segul 67 Brewery visit 
and tasting
  Walking tour of Siglufjordur
  Prime Northern Lights 
viewing from the hotel's 
outdoor hot tubs
  Small group guarantee – 
max 16 passengers 

from £1,199pp

Includes:
  Return fl ights to Akureyri 
  20 kgs hold luggage 
  5 kgs hand luggage
  3 or 4 nights at 4  Saeluhus 
Akureyri

  5x5 5 day Ski Pass with 
unlimited access to all 5 ski 
areas in North Iceland 
  Hire of a Suzuki Vitara 4 wheel 
drive with unlimited mileage, 
theft waiver, Collision 
Damage Waiver and Personal 
Accident Insurance
  Ski hire available or add Ski 
and Snowboard carriage to 
your return fl ight for £30pp 
return

from £899pp
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Whether you want to go whale watching, experience exhilarating snowmobiling or relax in the Beer Spa, we have a fantastic range of optional extra 
experiences to choose from. Take a look at some of our customer favourites below.

Incredible Iceland at Christmas
Discover a magical winter wonderland in Iceland 
this Christmas. Packed with Yuletide traditions from 
delicious delicacies including smoked meats to the 
13 Yule Lads (Jólasveinar) who descend from the 
mountains to cause festive mischief providing a unique 
Christmas experience. 

 Choice of hotels 
  Search for the Northern  
Lights Tour 

  Lake Myvatn –  
Land of Fire  and Ice 
full day tour 

4 nights from £499pp

  Return flights from 
Manchester Airport 
departing  
24th December 2018 

  20kg hold luggage and  
5kg hand luggage 

 Resort airport transfers 

Your Christmas break includes: 

  Transfers to/from Akureyri  
bonfire and fireworks display 

  Search for the Northern Lights 
tour 

  Lake Myvatn – Land of Fire and 
Ice full day tour    

4 nights from £1,039pp

  Return flights from Leeds 
Bradford Airport departing  
31st December 2018 

  20kg hold luggage and  
5kg hand luggage 

  Resort airport transfers 
  Choice of hotels 
  3 course New Year’s Eve Gala 
dinner & party cruise

Your New Year break includes:  

Incredible Iceland at New Year
New Year’s Eve is a highly celebrated event in Akureyri. With a giant 
bonfire in the centre of town accompanied by a breath-taking firework 
display that lights up the sky, it’s sure to be a New Year’s Eve to 
remember. 

Beer Spa – Beer Bath
Discover the unique Bjorbodin spa. 
Relax in a private room with a beer 
bath and tap (with unlimited beer), 
before a brewery tour, dinner or 
bathing in the outdoor hot tub. 

Snowmobiling 
Add snowmobiling to your  
Lake Myvatn tour and see 
magnificent views of the 
surrounding mountains and 
beautiful Krafla Volcano. 

Myvatn Nature Baths
Add entrance to the Myvatn 
Nature Baths to your Lake 
Myvatn tour, the Blue Lagoon 
of the North, and indulge in the 
geothermally heated water. 

Dogsledding
A fantastic experience where you 
can learn to be a musher with a 
team of huskies before running the 
sledge with an expert guide.

Whale Watching
See the incredible Eyjaford 
Humpback Whales in their natural 
habitat. Sighting success is 99%, 
however, this can vary between 
seasons.

Wellbeing Spa
Enjoy a spa day like no other with 
return transfers, Finish sauna, 
lounge access and outdoor Jacuzzi 
where you can view the Northern 
Lights until close.

from £96pp from £108pp

from £29pp from £181pp

from £79pp from £44pp

Festive Iceland

Optional experiences
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Think of beautiful Iceland and you’ll immediately imagine the 
mind-blowing Northern Lights dazzling in the sky. There’s 
so much more in this fascinating landscape. Mineral rich 
geothermal waters, gushing geysers and ice-topped volcanoes 
create unforgettable sights. 

Remarkable landscapes, a myriad of beautiful wildlife and 
breath-taking natural wonders await in this striking country. 
Full of infectious culture and urban charm coupled with unique 
food, drink and music – Iceland has plenty to offer. 

Discover Iceland, the land of fire and ice

What’s your short break style?
With so many hotels to choose from, we have something to suit all budgets. 

Treat yourself to a stay 
at the 4  CenterHotel 

Thingholt 
– see page 31

For great value, 
stay at the 

3  Hotel Cabin 
– see page 28

Code: 9329

Relax at the 
4  Radisson Blu 

Saga Hotel 
– see page 31

Code: 8177 Code: 9322

Save £ Spend £ £ Splurge £ £ £ 

How to get there
Flight inclusive breaks
3 nights accommodation + fl ight 
from £282 per person

Fly to Kefl avík International (KEF)

For travel tips, latest offers and exclusive competitions, join us on:
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Reykjavík

Take to the seas for a whale 
watching excursion 
Enjoy an unforgettable trip where you 
can see the likes of minke and humpback 
whales, white-beaked dolphins and tiny 
porpoises. Operates year round daily. If 
you don’t see any whales, you can go on 
another excursion for free.

Adult from £49pp

Imagine Peace Tower
Take a trip on the Imagine Peace Tour 
on Videy Island. Enjoy a guided walk 
which will take you to the tower itself, 
with interesting stop-off points along 
the way and return ferry travel.

Adult from £60pp

Natural Wonders of Iceland
Drive through the historic village 
Eyrarbakki en route to Strandakirkja 
church. Explore the geothermal area, 
including the hot springs of Krysuvik 
and Gunnuhver, see the coast by 
Reykjanesviti lighthouse and visit the 
“Bridge Between the Continents”.
Adult from £73pp

Enjoy a Golden Circle Tour
Discover the geyser geothermal area, 
where hot springs are in abundance, 
geysers explode and pools of mud 
bubble. Visit the magnificent Gullfoss 
waterfall, Thingvellir National Park, and 
more. Hotel pick-up included. Operates 
year round daily 

Adult from £50pp

Take a dip in the relaxing Blue Lagoon
Bathe in the famous Blue Lagoon, a unique geothermal spa, and relax 
in the warm geothermal water in the fresh air, surrounded by a surreal 
lava field. The water stays warm at an inviting 36-39º throughout the 
year. Saunas and steam rooms are also onsite. 

Includes return transport to either Reykjavík or Keflavík International 
Airport, Mud mask, towel, drink of choice and admission to the Blue 
Lagoon. Operates year round daily. 

Adult from £104pp

Add 
attractions & 
experiences
to your 
Super Break‘‘
‘‘

“The staff were very helpful and friendly.  
My booking was made easy, the price I paid 

was very good – I will definitely be using 
Super Break again in the future!”

Super Break Customer,  
February 2018
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Iceland from the Sea – Winter Package
Winter is a fabulous season bringing exciting whale watching 
opportunities. This magical package involves sailing out at night under 
the twinkling stars in search of the Northern Lights. For dinner, why 
not enjoy sumptuous seafood at the MAR restaurant, on the beautiful 
Old Harbour. 

If you don’t see the Northern Lights, don’t worry, join another tour  
for free.

Such a striking country with its remarkable landscapes, myriad of beautiful wildlife and warm, friendly people deserves to be truly appreciated. 
We’ve a host of packages to choose from to make sure you don’t miss any of this fantastic place. 

Our three day Ultimate Iceland packages, introduce you to some of the incredible things that make Iceland so spectacular. Experience the 
hypnotic Aurora Borealis, the hot geysers of the Golden Circle and enjoy the privilege of watching graceful, elegant whales in the ocean. 

Every exciting package includes Flybus transfers to and from your accommodation, so your short break begins the moment you land.

Ultimate Iceland for a truly memorable experience

Winter at its best
Day 1:  Experience the stunning Northern Lights, early in your trip, if 

you’re unlucky and they don’t appear you can join another trip 
later for free

Day 2:  Discover waterfalls and 
geysers on the Golden Circle 
morning/afternoon tour

Day 3:     Visit the astonishing 
geothermal Blue Lagoon with 
admission

Winter package available Sep – Apr, 
please ask for more details

Your Winter Package includes: 

  Return Flybus transfers

  Search for Northern Lights

  Golden Circle morning/afternoon tour

  Blue Lagoon incl. transport & admission

4 night break + accommodation & tour: Adult from £519pp 

Sparkling Summer Special
Day 1:  Enjoy the stunning Whale Watching tour early in your trip, if 

you’re unlucky and they don’t appear you can join another trip 
later for free

Day 2:  Marvel at geysers and 
National Parks, on the Golden 
Circle morning/afternoon tour

Day 3:  Relax in the stunning natural 
marvel of the Blue Lagoon 
with admission

Summer package available May – 
Aug, please ask for more details

Your Summer Package includes: 

  Return Flybus transfers

  Whale Watching Excursion

  Golden Circle morning/afternoon tour

   Blue Lagoon incl. transport & admission 

3 night break + accommodation & tour: Adult from £633pp

Your Winter Package includes: 

  Whale Watching 

  Northern Lights Cruise  

  Seafood Gratin Meal at MAR

Adult from £218pp
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Take a walk on the Ice Side 

Enjoy a bracing hike on a glacier only a few hours’ 
drive from Reykjavik on this fun-filled excursion. 
Take an easy glacier walk on crampons up onto 
the ice field where a spectacular landscape of 
ice sculptures, ridges and deep crevasses awaits. 
During the hike you learn more about these 
disappearing ice formations.

Adult from £132pp

Warm Baths, Cool Lights  
– Northern Lights tour 
This tour combines relaxation, Icelandic cuisine 
and an exciting Northern Lights hunt. Drive 
via the UNESCO site Þingvellir National Park 
towards Laugarvatn Fontana, a geothermal spa 
and wellness centre set in a stunning natural 
environment. After relaxing in the hot springs, 
enjoy a local style dinner buffet before hunting for 
the Northern Lights on the way back to Reykjavik.

Adult from £124pp

Jokulsarlon Glacier lagoon  
with boat tour
Be amazed by this awe-inspiring glacial lagoon 
as you sail among the gigantic icebergs and take 
in the power and the peace of this magnificent 
natural phenomenon. En route to the lagoon 
you will see some of Iceland’s most magnificent 
scenery, including the tallest mountain in Iceland, 
Hvannadalshnjúkur, and the sprawling black sand 
desert between Skaftafell National Park and the 
lagoon itself.

Adult from £203pp

The beauty of Iceland in a Nutshell
The Snæfellsnes peninsula in West Iceland is 
almost a miniature version of the island, so this 
tour gives you a little of everything Icelandic. Stop 
at the small fishing village Arnarstapi, the ancient 
fishing village Hellnar, visit Djúpalónssandur beach 
and the iconic Kirkjufell mountain.

Adult from £118pp

Golden Circle and snowmobiling
Enjoy scenic landscapes and an incredible 1 hour 
guided snowmobile tour on Europe’s second 
biggest glacier, Langjökull. The giant super Jeep 
will take you first to Þingvellir National Park, iconic 
Geysir with its spouting hot springs, and Gullfoss 
waterfall, a stunning sight to behold. 

Adult from £339pp
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Land of Northern 
Lights Escorted Tour
Explore Southwest Iceland, 
known for its natural wonders 
and cultural sights. 

Day 1: Flybus transfer from 
Kefl avik Airport to your hotel 
Day 2: Reykjavík City Tour, 
the Blue Lagoon & Reykjanes 
Peninsula
Day 3: South Iceland
Day 4: Horses and Golden 
Circle

Arrivals in Iceland on Tues or Thurs 
(guided tour starts Weds or Fri).
New Year departures available at a 
surcharge.

*Budget option

**From £859pp for Comfort option, 
based on 4 night break incl. fl ights, 
accommodation & tour

Arrival in Iceland every Sun 
(guided tour starts Mon). 
New Year departures available at a 
surcharge.

Your package includes:
   Must-see nature visits to the 
Golden Circle, the South 
Coast & the Blue Lagoon

   Visit to Skógar Folk Museum
   2 nights in Reykjavík & 
2 nights in South Iceland

   2 evenings with a combination 
of presentations, fi lm & 
guided searches for the 
Aurora Borealis 

   4 Breakfasts
   Return Flybus transfers

Optional: 
   Northern Lights fjord cruise
   Hotel ‘Comfort’ upgrade 
available**

4 Oct  – 13 Apr 
(excl. certain dates in Dec). 

4 night break + flights, 
accommodation & tour: 
Adult from £920pp

Northern Lights 
Exploration Escorted 
Tour
This tour includes the highlights 
of Iceland and aims to maximise 
the chances of seeing the elusive 
Northern Lights. 

Day 1: Flybus transfer from 
Kefl avik Airport  to your hotel 
Day 2: Reykjavík City tour 
& Borgarf Jördur Saga Valley
Day 3: Snæfellsnes Peninsula 
& Fjord Cruise
Day 4: Golden Circle, 
Geothermal Fields & Icelandic 
Horses
Day 5: South Iceland & 
Eyjafjallajökull Volcano
Day 6: Skaftafell National Park 
& Vatnajökull Glacier
Day 7: South Shore, Reykjavík 
& Blue Lagoon
Day 8: Flybus transfer from your 
hotel to Kefl avik Airport

Your package includes:
   Climb a volcano crater & 
walk between two continental 
tectonic plates

   Visit a traditional shark 
farmer

   Relax in the Blue Lagoon 
& learn about living next to 
Eyjafjallajökull volcano

   See Icelandic horses & enjoy 
a fjord cruise

   6 evenings Northern Lights 
Academy 

   7 Breakfasts, 1 light lunch, 
1 farewell dinner

   Return Flybus transfers

30 Sep – 9 Apr (excl. certain 
dates in Dec/Jan).
Arrivals in Iceland on Fri or Sun 
(guided tour starts Fri or Mon).

7 night break + flights, 
accommodation & tour: 
Adult from £1,934pp

Northern Lights, 
Volcanoes & Glacier 
Lagoon Escorted Tour
Visit Iceland’s most popular sites 
including the Golden Circle 
route, the South coast and 
Vatnajökull National Park.

Day 1: Flybus transfer from 
Kefl avik Airport to your hotel 
Day 2: Volcano House & The 
Golden Circle Route
Day 3: Vatnajökull National Park 
& Glacier Lagoon
Day 4: South Coast 
Day 5: Flybus transfer from your 
hotel to Kefl avik Airport

Iceland Circle 
Escorted Tour
A local expert guide helps you 
explore the unspoiled Icelandic 
countryside with volcanoes, 
lava fi elds, hot mountains and 
waterfalls. 

Day 1: Flybus transfer from 
Kefl avik Airport to your hotel
Day 2: Volcano Crater, Seals, 
Fjords & Mountains
Day 3: Capital Of North Iceland, 
Lake Mývatn & Geothermal Baths
Day 4: Lava Labyrinth, Hot 
Springs & Travel East
Day 5: Fjords, Glacier & Ice
Day 6: South Coast
Day 7: Icelandic Horses 
& Golden Circle
Day 8: Depart for Home

Your package includes:
  Escorted coach tour around 
Iceland’s ring road

 Visit two national parks
  Included are visits to small 
local museums, cultural 
experiences and soft 
adventures

 Weekly departures year round

Year round tours available.

7 night break + flights, 
accommodation & tour: 
Adult from £1,881pp

Your package includes:
   2 nights in Reykjavík & 
2 nights in the countryside

   Visit Vatnajökull glacier & 
Jökulsárlón ice lagoon

   Explore hot springs, lava fi elds, 
waterfalls & volcano craters

   Visit the volcano house 
in Reykjavík

   2 evenings with a combination 
of presentations, fi lm & guided 
searches for the Aurora Borealis

   4 Breakfasts & 2x two-course 
dinners

   Return Flybus transfers
Optional: 

   Northern Lights fjord cruise

30 Sep – 9 Apr 
(excl. certain dates in Dec).

4 night break + flights, 
accommodation & tour: 
Adult from £1,055pp
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Land of the Hot Springs – Hveragerði 
Hveragerði is the hot spring capital of the world offering visitors a 
truly Icelandic experience in an area of outstanding natural beauty. 
Several hot springs can be seen throwing colourful mud and clear 
water in the air. A spectacular sight that should not be missed.

Iceland South Coast

South Shore Adventure
Travel along the south coast of 
Iceland, one of the country’s most 
scenic regions, as far as Vik, a 
charming village surrounded by 
high beautiful bird cliffs. Along 
the way stop at the gorgeous 
Seljalandsfloss waterfall – if the 
weather is kind visitors can walk 
behind the cascade and gaze out 
through the curtain of water. Also 
included are visits to the majestic 
Skogafloss waterfall, plunging and 
impressive 60m, and the Skogar 
Folk Museum. 
Adult from £85pp

South Shore

In the Shadow of the Volcanoes 
The infamous Eyjafjallajökull & Hekla Mountains certainly provide a 
fantastic backdrop in an already picturesque landscape. This area of 
the South Coast clear skies prevail providing breathtaking skyscape 
views at night.

Hótel Stracta   
South Coast
•  Enjoy the garden saunas and hot tubs  

and take in the stunning views
•  Guests can purchase packed lunches to 

take with them whilst exploring

       

Code: 20723

P   

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £339pp

Extra Night  
from £83pp +

Hótel Eldhestar  
South Coast
•  Restaurant and bar with a comfortable 

cognac corner and open fire place 
•  Set in stunning natural surroundings near 

the volcanoes, rivers and the ocean

       

Code: 20792

P   

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £344pp

Extra Night  
from £84pp +

Hótel Örk    
South Coast
•  Explore the heated, outdoor swimming 

pool, hot tubs and the geothermal sauna
•  Enjoy Icelandic delicacies in the restaurant, 

some of which is grown right next-door

       

Code: 20748

P   

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £308pp

Extra Night  
from £102pp +
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Hotel Cabin
Reykjavík
A comfortable and great value hotel, 
located a short walk away from the 
main street of Reykjavík, Laugavegur. 
All attractions, such as Laugardalslaug 
swimming pool, are easily accessible.

     

P

3 Nights 
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive 
from £282pp

Extra Night 
from £66pp +

Code: 9329

CenterHotel Klopp
Reykjavík
In the heart of the city centre, it’s ideally 
located to explore the city on foot as 
there’s a multitude of shops, restaurants, 
cafes, bars and museums all on
your doorstep.

    

P

3 Nights 
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive 
from £409pp

Extra Night 
from £109pp +

Code: 9324

Fosshotel Baron
Reykjavík
Fosshotel Baron is in downtown Reykjavík 
and only a few steps away from the main 
shopping street in the heart of the city. 
With great views of the Esja Mountains and 
close to many attractions.

    

P

3 Nights 
Room Only

Flight inclusive 
from £299pp

Extra Night 
from £72pp +

Code: 9252

CenterHotel Plaza
Reykjavík
Situated in the main square in the heart of 
Reykjavík with a wide variety of restaurants, 
cafés, shopping and nightlife at your 
doorstep, this contemporary hotel offers a 
welcoming atmosphere.

    

P

3 Nights 
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive 
from £409pp

Extra Night 
from £109pp +

Code: 9319

Apotek Hotel
Reykjavík
A high quality boutique hotel located 
in the centre of Reykjavík at the corner 
of Austurstræti and Pósthússtræti, just 
minutes away from a variety of restaurants, 
museums and shops. 

Offering a range of fully equipped 
luxurious rooms with black out curtains, 
an in-room safe and complimentary WiFi 
ensuring your stay is a peaceful home away 
from home.

      

P

3 Nights 
Room Only

Flight inclusive 
from £439pp

Extra Night 
from £110pp +

Code: 9334

Fosshotel Lind
Reykjavík
Centrally located, this great value 
hotel is only a minute’s walk from 
Laugavegur, the main entertainment 
street. A variety of restaurants are in 
the neighbourhood along with many 
interesting museums.

    

P

3 Nights 
Room Only

Flight inclusive 
from £299pp

Extra Night 
from £72pp +

Code: 8156

Prices valid from 1 July 18 - 30 June 19. Prices are in £’s per person based on 2 adults sharing a room. 

For details of our latest special offers visit:
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CenterHotel Arnarhvoll
Reykjavík
On the waterfront, opposite Harpa 
Reykjavík Concert Hall and close to 
Reykjavík ’s main shopping street, 
Laugavegur. The hotel is ideally located 
for exploring the historic centre, shops 
and restaurants, and for a trip to see the 
Northern Lights.

      

P

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £430pp

Extra Night  
from £116pp +

Code: 9323

CenterHotel Midgardur
Reykjavík
Ideally located in the heart of the city, this 
stylish and modern hotel is set within short 
walking distance of the main attractions in 
Reykjavík.

    

P

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £451pp

Extra Night  
from £123pp +

Code: 9321

Storm Hotel
Reykjavík
Set in Thorunnartun 4, between Reykjavík ’s 
main business district and Laugavegur 
shopping street. Near the hotel you’ll 
find one of the largest swimming pools in 
Iceland, Reykjavík Park and  
the zoo.

    

P

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £385pp

Extra Night  
from £101pp +

Code: 19811

Hotel Island
Reykjavík
A contemporary hotel, surrounded by the 
scenic Esja Mountains, boasting panoramic 
and picturesque views. Within walking 
distance of Reykjavík's top attractions and 
city centre.

    

P

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £392pp

Extra Night  
from £103pp +

Code: 11118

Fosshotel Raudara
Reykjavík
A beautiful hotel in the heart of the town, 
just a few minutes walk from the city’s 
main shopping areas, restaurants, art 
galleries, cafes and clubs. The Church of 
Hallgrímskirkja is located less than  
1 km from the hotel.

    

P

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £390pp

Extra Night  
from £103pp +

Code: 13038

Reykjavík Lights Hotel
Reykjavík
Perfectly located on the edge of 
the vibrant city centre, this Nordic 
style hotel offers access to shops, 
restaurants, museums and exciting 
nightlife with the main attractions just a 
short bus ride away. 

    

P

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £320pp

Extra Night  
from £81pp +

Code: 9332

Prices valid from 1 July 18 - 30 June 19. Prices are in £’s per person based on 2 adults sharing a room.  
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Skuggi Hotel
Reykjavík
This recently opened hotel, with welcoming 
interior design, is perfectly located in the 
centre of Reykjavík on one of the oldest 
streets, Hverfisgata, within walking distance 
of the main shopping street, Laugarvegur.

    

P

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £384pp

Extra Night  
from £91pp +

Code:  9333

Radisson Blu 1919 Hotel
Reykjavík
This elegant hotel is conveniently located, 
in the heart of the city, near many cultural 
attractions and beautiful natural sights 
as well as public transportation and 
the airport.

      

P

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £419pp

Extra Night  
from £112pp +

Code: 15155

Grand Hotel Reykjavík
Reykjavík
Centrally positioned in a quiet area of the 
city, this modern hotel is the largest in the 
city, and within easy reach of all attractions 
and business districts.

       

P

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £369pp

Extra Night  
from £96pp +

Code: 13037

Fosshotel Reykjavík
Reykjavík
Brand new in 2015, this hotel is located in 
Reykjavík ’s business district, a short walking 
distance away from Laugavegur, the main  
shopping street.

      

P

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £369pp

Extra Night  
from £96pp +

Code: 11360

Icelandair Hotel Reykjavik 
Marina
Reykjavík
In the up-and-coming downtown harbour 
district, next to the dry-dock called Slippur, 
this quirky hotel delivers an authentic 
Reykjavík experience, just a stone’s throw 
from the capital’s attractions.

        

P

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £446pp

Extra Night  
from £121pp +

Code: 17829

CenterHotel Skjaldbreid
Reykjavík
This cosy hotel, ideally located on one 
of Reykjavík ’s oldest shopping streets, 
Laugavegur. Perfect for exploring the 
historic city centre, as well as the cafes, 
bars and shops.

      

P

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £409pp

Extra Night  
from £109pp +

Code: 9320

Prices valid from 1 July 18 - 30 June 19. Prices are in £’s per person based on 2 adults sharing a room. 
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Icelandair Hotel Reykjavík 
Natura
Reykjavík
Inside you’ll find a warm and inviting 
atmosphere, filled with thoughtful details 
inspired by the beautiful nature that 
surrounds the property itself.

       

P

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £364pp

Extra Night  
from £94pp +

Code: 17906

Reykjavík Centrum Hotel
Reykjavík
Set in the heart of the city, located on one 
of Reykjavík ’s oldest streets, Adalstraeti. In 
a newly renovated building, the oldest part 
of which was built in 1764, this hotel offers 
traditional Icelandic hospitality.

       

P

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £404pp

Extra Night  
from £107pp +

Code: 13036

Radisson Blu Saga Hotel
Reykjavík
From the hotel, enjoy a walk along the 
picturesque Reykjavík pond to the bustling 
city centre with National Museum, National 
Library and University of Iceland nearby.

        

P

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £402pp

Extra Night  
from £106pp +

Code: 8177

CenterHotel Thingholt
Reykjavík
Located on a charming side street a few 
footsteps from Reykjavík ’s main shopping 
stretch, Laugavegur, with restaurants, 
cafés, bars, nightlife and all the main city 
centre attractions within easy walking 
distance.

      

P

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £691pp

Extra Night  
from £203pp +

Code: 9322

Canopy by Hilton Reykjavík
Reykjavík
Set across six connected houses, in a 
vibrant neighbourhood, this is the first 
Canopy brand hotel in the world, offering 
impeccable service. Visit the shops and 
restaurants on Laugavegur Street, or 
Hallgrímskirkja Church.

       

P

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £424pp

Extra Night  
from £123pp +

Code: 19973

Hilton Reykjavík
Reykjavík
This contemporary hotel is situated in 
the financial district, five minutes from 
Laugardalur, and offers stunning views 
of Reykjavík Bay.

       

P

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £346pp

Extra Night  
from £82pp +

Code: 18159

Prices valid from 1 July 18 - 30 June 19. Prices are in £’s per person based on 2 adults sharing a room. 
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Paris is synonymous with romance, gastronomy and sheer 
style. And why not? This capital city is overflowing with 
stunning attractions, irresistible culture and enticing 
boulevards. You’ll find everything here from museums to chic 
boutiques and pavement cafés offering delicious pastries.

There’s plenty to explore from the stunning Arc de Triomphe 
to the wonderful Champs-Élysées, or why not climb the 
Galerie Lafayette for its magnificent views? Discover haute 
couture and vintage markets, masterpieces from Renoir to 
Manet and sumptuous French cuisine. 

Awaken your joie de vivre in Paris

What’s your short break style?
With so many hotels to choose from, we have something to suit all budgets. 

Treat yourself to a 
stay at the 5  Renaissance 

Paris Republique
– see page 40

For great value,
stay at the 

2  Paris France Hotel 
– see page 36

Code: 16120

Relax at the 
4  Crowne Plaza Paris 

Republique 
– see page 39

Code: 8234 Code: 20475

Save £ Spend £ £ Splurge £ £ £ 

How to get there
Flight inclusive breaks
2 nights accommodation + fl ight from £155 per person

Fly to Charles de Gaulle International (CDG)

Eurostar inclusive breaks
2 nights accommodation + Eurostar 
from £180 per person

For travel tips, latest offers and exclusive competitions, join us on:
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Paris

The ultimate sightseeing package including entry 
to over 60 world-class museums, art galleries and 
monuments in Paris. Plus unlimited travel on the 
metro, RER and buses.

See more, do more and save 
money with the Paris Pass

Paris Museums
  Louvre Museum    
  Orsay Museum
  Palace of Versailles 
  Arc de Triomphe   
  Notre Dame Cathedral 
  Dali Museum
  Centre Pompidou – National Modern 
Art Museum

  Pantheon

Paris Attractions
  Ô Château Wine Tasting
  The Paris Story  
  Grevin Wax Museum
  Montparnasse Tower
  Bateaux Parisiens River Cruise 

Paris Visite
  Free unlimited travel on the metro, 
buses and RER within central Paris

Paris Bus Tour
  Free hop-on-hop-off  bus tour of 
Paris. Every Pass comes with an 
unlimited use ticket, valid for 
24 hours.

1 night hotel + 2 day pass: 
Adult from £174pp

Arc de Triomphe
Eiffel Tower

Notre DameBateaux Parisiens River Cruise

Louvre Museum
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Enjoy Bateux Parisiens Dinner Cruise Etoile Service 
Experience the full splendour of Paris from a fantastic Seine River Cruise. Beautiful 
by day, magnificent by moonlight. Relax and discover amazing architecture from 
a different perspective, before sitting down to a sumptuous meal of the finest 
ingredients. A comfortable cruise to discover Paris from aboard a glass-panelled boat 
with tremendous views of the city. 

Adult from £89pp

Tuck into the Great Paris Food Tour
Savour local delicacies and explore Paris’ Montorguiel 
Street, under the guide of a local, passionate food 
lover. Be treated to fabulous morsels, decadent dishes 
and refreshing drinks, with a double helping of French 
food culture. 

Adult from £79pp

Paris Flea Market – The Insider’s Tour
Hunt for treasures at Parisians’ favourite antique 
market – marché aux Puces St-Ouen – on this  
1.5-hour walking tour. Led by an expert local guide you 
will explore 1,800+ stores, learn the tricks of the trade, 
meet merchants, and have the chance to find that 
perfect one-of-a-kind item.

Adult from £27pp
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Paris

Adult from £21pp Adult from £40pp

Sainte Chapelle
Discover the flamboyant Gothic architecture, unique stained glass 
windows and more with skip-the-line tickets – valid for 1 year from the 
date of purchase. 

Adult from £9pp

Private visit of the Musée Yves Saint Laurent Paris 
Explore the world of one of France’s greatest couturiers during a VIP 
visit outside normal opening hours. See some of Yves Saint Laurent’s 
most iconic designs and discover the secrets of how an haute couture 
house works.

Adult from £21pp

Arc de Triomphe
Visit one of Paris’ top attractions, the Arc de Triomphe. Skip the line 
tickets give you access to the rooftop from where you can see the  
12 Parisian Avenues and fantastic views across the city.

Adult from £11pp

The Impressionist Montmartre walk  
with fast-track entry to Orsay Museum
Learn about Impressionist art in Paris on this art-lovers walking tour 
of Montmartre. Plus, with your flexible skip-the-line ticket you can 
see Paris’ largest collection of impressionist art at Musée d’Orsay.

Adult from £40pp
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Prices valid from 1 July 2018 - 30 June 2019. Prices are in £’s per person based on 2 adults sharing a room. Lowest prices shown will vary within the date band depending on departure date, time of 

Little Hotel - République
Paris
Perfectly located in Place de la République, 
with an array of excellent restaurants, bars, 
clubs and shops just a short walk away. Ideal 
for travellers on a budget, with the Gare 
du Nord and Gare de l’Est Metro stations 
close by.

         

P  
 

m Lacques Bonsergent 
100 metres 

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Eurostar inclusive  
from £187pp

Flight inclusive  
from £185pp

Extra Night  
from £50pp +

Code: 8764

Hotel at Gare du Nord
Paris
Centrally located half way between the 
Gare du Nord and the Gare de l’Est, and 
within easy reach of the Eurostar Terminus, 
this basic, good value hotel is in a peaceful 
setting close to the Canal St Martin, the 
Buttes Chaumont Gardens and the Parc  
de la Villette.

         

P  
 

R  
600 metres 

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Eurostar inclusive  
from £224pp

Flight inclusive  
from £167pp

Extra Night  
from £44pp +

Code: 17243

Opera Lafayette Hotel
Paris
Close to Gare du Nord station, making 
it easy to access the key attractions of 
the city so guests can explore the Opéra 
Garnier, the Louvre, Moulin Rouge, Notre 
Dame and the Eiffel Tower.

         

P  
 

R  
800 metres 

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Eurostar inclusive  
from £180pp

Flight inclusive  
from £193pp

Extra Night  
from £53pp +

Code: 17393

Appia La Fayette
Paris
Appia La Fayette is situated near 
Montmartre and Sacré-Cœur in Paris 
and offers a comfortable and peaceful 
stay. Enjoy luxury in a great location close 
to public transport links making getting 
around and visiting the local 
attractions effortless. 

         

P  
 

R  
300 metres 

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Eurostar inclusive  
from £187pp

Flight inclusive  
from £185pp

Extra Night  
from £50pp +

Code: 21196

For more inspiration visit blog.superbreak.com 

Paris France Hotel
Paris
Ideally located in a quiet area, within the 
triangle formed by the Marais Quarters, 
the Louvre and the Opéra, this characterful 
hotel has a large choice of restaurants, 
bakeries and shops on the doorstep. A 
great value hotel perfect for visiting many 
of Paris’ famous attractions.

         

P  
 

m République 250 metres 

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Eurostar inclusive  
from £198pp

Flight inclusive  
from £196pp

Extra Night  
from £56pp +

Code: 16120

Timhotel Nation
Paris
The small and friendly Timhotel Nation 
offers excellent value for money and 
is ideally located with easy access to 
all the key sights. Set near Place de 
la Nation, it’s just 50 metres from the 
nearest Metro station.

         

P  
 

m Avron 50 metres 

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Eurostar inclusive  
from £194pp

Flight inclusive  
from £228pp

Extra Night  
from £49pp +

Code: 8091

Save 10% for 1-2 nts, 2 Jul-2 Sep.  
3 nights for the price of 2, 2 Jul-2 Sep.
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Prices valid from 1 July 2018 - 30 June 2019. Prices are in £’s per person based on 2 adults sharing a room. Lowest prices shown will vary within the date band depending on departure date, time of 

Best Western Faubourg 
Saint Martin
Paris
Located in the heart of Paris in a calm and 
fully pedestrianised area, close to the Gare 
de l’Est and Gare du Nord meaning you 
can get out and fully explore the many 
nearby Parisian brasseries, theatres, jazz 
clubs and bars with ease. 

         

P  
 

R

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Eurostar inclusive  
from £256pp

Flight inclusive  
from £201pp

Extra Night  
from £63pp +

Code: 21197

Murat Hotel
Paris
This traditional Parisian Haussman style 
hotel with classic decor, built in 1850, 
is located close to the River Seine. Just 
minutes away from the metro station 
providing easy access to the Eiffel Tower, 
the Trocadero and the Champs-Élysées.

         

P  
 

m Passy 300 metres 

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Eurostar inclusive  
from £160pp

Flight inclusive  
from £155pp

Extra Night  
from £38pp +

Code: 16126

Mercure Montmartre 
Sacré-Cœur
Paris
Offering spacious and contemporary 
rooms, perfect for travel or romantic short 
breaks in Paris. Within easy reach of the 
Gare du Nord station and Paris' main 
tourist attractions including Moulin Rouge 
and the Haussman-Opéra district's stores. 

         

P  
 

R

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Eurostar inclusive  
from £253pp

Flight inclusive  
from £252pp

Extra Night  
from £96pp +

Code: 18282

Comfort Andre Latin Hotel
Paris
Situated in the famous "Latin Quarter" in 
the 5th district of Paris - the perfect choice 
for your short break away. Pick up a daily 
newspaper from the reception relax in the 
spacious living room, and take advantage 
of the left-luggage office which is available 
24hrs to facilitate the start or end of 
your stay.

         

P  
 

R

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Eurostar inclusive  
from £259pp

Flight inclusive  
from £244pp

Extra Night  
from £77pp +

Code: 9999

Faubourg Hotel 216-224 
– Gare du Nord
Paris
This great value, contemporary hotel, with 
recently renovated public areas, is ideally 
situated near the Gare du Nord Metro 
station, giving you access in minutes to so 
many of this fabulous city’s top attractions.

         

P  
 

m  
150 metres 

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Eurostar inclusive  
from £187pp

Flight inclusive  
from £185pp

Extra Night  
from £50pp +

Code: 17386

Best Western Ronceray Opéra
Paris
Situated in a stunning 19th century 
building, this comfortable hotel is close 
to Opéra Garnier, in the heart of Paris, 
and major Parisian department stores 
are just a short walk away.

         

P
 

m
180 metres  

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Eurostar inclusive  
from £214pp

Flight inclusive  
from £209pp

Extra Night  
from £67pp +

Code: 8779

4 nights for the price of 3, Jul/Aug 18 & Jul/
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Prices valid from 1 July 2018 - 30 June 2019. Prices are in £’s per person based on 2 adults sharing a room. Lowest prices shown will vary within the date band depending on departure date, time of 

For details of our latest special offers visit:

Avalon Hotel Gare du Nord
Paris
Just 5 minutes walk from the Gare du 
Nord station, with access to Eurostar, 
this traditional Parisian hotel is a great 
spot from where to explore many sights 
including the Louvre Museum, the 
Champs-Élysées, Notre Dame and the 
Eiffel Tower.

    

+

Code: 12104

Hotel Soft
Paris
Located in the centre of Paris, offering 
a modern design and very friendly 
atmosphere. The hotel is situated 5 mins 
from Gare de l’Est station and near canal 
Saint Martin and Place de la République 
giving you the ideal location to explore the 
French capital.

         

P

R
 400 metres 

2 Nights 
Bed & Breakfast

Eurostar inclusive 
from £196pp

Flight inclusive 
from £194pp

Extra Night 
from £54pp +

Code: 18687

Holiday Inn Paris Gare de l’Est
Paris
Housed in a grand, century-old building 
with stained-glass windows, this 
contemporary hotel is conveniently located 
opposite Gare de l'Est, and just a short 
walk from Gare du Nord, which welcomes 
the Eurostar.

         

P

R
100 metres 

2 Nights 
Bed & Breakfast

Eurostar inclusive 
from £208pp

Flight inclusive 
from £246pp

Extra Night 
from £86pp +

Code: 8251

Timhotel Place D Italie Hotel
Paris
In the heart of the 13th arrondissement, 
just a few steps from the metro so you can 
easily reach the Louvre, the Eiffel Tower 
and many more points of interest.

Before settling into your room, stop by the 
Live & Life Caffè, with high-performance 
3D sound, fun, interactive multimedia 
entertainment, "live" music ambiance and 
gourmet bistro cuisine.

         

P

m
250 metres 

2 Nights 
Bed & Breakfast

Eurostar inclusive 
from £187pp

Flight inclusive 
from £185pp

Extra Night 
from £50pp +

Code: 9998

P

R
300 metres 

2 Nights 
Bed & Breakfast

Eurostar inclusive 
from £215pp

Flight inclusive 
from £188pp

Extra Night 
from £54pp 

Alane Hotel – Gare du Nord
Paris
Situated at the heart of this stylish city, 
conveniently close to Gare de l’Est and 
Gare du Nord, this family owned and run 
hotel is a cosy and friendly place to stay. A 
2 minute walk to the metro station
gives you access to many of the city’s
top attractions.

         

+

Code: 14034

P

R
160 metres 

2 Nights 
Room Only

Eurostar inclusive 
from £195pp

Flight inclusive 
from £191pp

Extra Night 
from £52pp 

 

Berne Opera Hotel
Paris
This newly refurbished hotel is centrally 
located in a quiet street, within 
walking distance of the Moulin Rouge, 
Montmatre and Pigalle districts. There 
is easy access to the Eiffel Tower and 
Sacré-Cœur Basilica by the nearby 
metro.

         

P

m Rome 100 metres 

2 Nights 
Bed & Breakfast

Eurostar inclusive 
from £195pp

Flight inclusive 
from £194pp

Extra Night 
from £54pp +

Code: 8933

nights including Sun and save 50% on Sun, 1 Nov-
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Best Western Premier 
Horset Opera
Paris
Enjoy this unrivalled location whilst staying 
in a spacious, light and boutique style  
guest rooms.

Set in-between the Opéra Garnier and 
the Louvre Museum, the Best Western 
Premier Horset Opera is perfectly placed 
for exploring all the shops, restaurants and 
famous landmarks of Paris.

         

P  
 

m Opera 150 metres 

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Eurostar inclusive  
from £420pp

Flight inclusive  
from £302pp

Extra Night  
from £108pp +

Code: 8751

Plaza Tour Eiffel
Paris
Ideally located in the 16th district which 
offers a multitude of museums, this hotel 
is close to the Eiffel Tower, restaurants and 
luxury boutiques and shops. Trocadero 
Metro is a five minute walk away and offers 
swift transportation across the city.

         

+

Code: 19831

Holiday Inn Paris – Montmartre
Paris
Offering rooms that are contemporary 
design and comfortable, creating a 
spacious place to relax on your short break 
to Paris.

Enjoy a delicious buffet breakfast on the 
hotel’s sunny terrace or, alternatively, you 
can relax with a drink in the stylish Bar and 
Lounge, where traditional French meals are 
served throughout the day.

         

P  
 

R

2 Nights  
Room Only

Eurostar inclusive  
from £277pp

Flight inclusive  
from £229pp

Extra Night  
from £71pp +

Code: 16903

Novotel Paris Charenton
Paris
As well as being close to the vibrant 
Bastille and Bercy districts, renowned for 
their wonderful parks and landscapes, 
the Liberté Metro Station (line 8) is just 
opposite the hotel, offering excellent 
transport links.

         

P  
 

m Liberté 50 metres 

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Eurostar inclusive  
from £224pp

Flight inclusive  
from £197pp

Extra Night  
from £78pp +

Code: 18287

Mercure Paris Opera 
Montmartre
Paris
Boasting a fantastic location on a quiet 
street in the centre of Paris, opposite the 
Folies Bergères and within easy reach of the 
Grands Boulevards, the main department 
stores and the Opera.

The sights start on the doorstep and 
excellent transport links will take you 
further afield with ease, helping you to 
make the most of your stay.

         

P  
 

m

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Eurostar inclusive  
from £253pp

Flight inclusive  
from £252pp

Extra Night  
from £90pp +

Code: 18285

P  
 

m Trocadero  
300 metres

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Eurostar inclusive  
from £315pp

Flight inclusive  
from £316pp

Extra Night  
from £115pp 

Crowne Plaza Paris 
Republique
Paris
Situated on the Place de la République, 
close to Le Marais and the Grands 
Boulevards, this large but well designed 
hotel is perfectly placed in the heart of 
the French capital.

         

P  
 

m Republique 150 metres 

2 Nights  
Room Only

Eurostar inclusive  
from £269pp

Flight inclusive  
from £246pp

Extra Night  
from £71pp +

Code: 8234
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Connect to your Eurostar break with UK regional rail

Opéra Cadet
Paris
This stylish and graceful hotel, especially 
popular with British guests, is situated just 
a few steps from the Opéra Garnier, 
the Grands Boulevards and top 
department stores. 

         

P  
 

m

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Eurostar inclusive  
from £247p

Flight inclusive  
from £246pp

Extra Night  
from £80pp +

Code: 18108

Best Western Hotel The Playce
Paris
A modern hotel, located in the centre 
of Paris, within walking distance of the 
famous Montmartre, Sacré-Cœur Basilica 
and Moulin Rouge. It’s also close to public 
transport, and just 2 stops by tube from 
Gare du Nord. 

Beaugrenelle Tour Eiffel
Paris
This comfortable hotel is located on the 
left bank in central Paris, just a 10-minute 
stroll from the Eiffel Tower. 

Dupleix Metro Station is 240 metres away, 
providing access to the Arc de Triomphe, 
Montparnesse and the famous  
Champs-Élysées.

         

P  
 

R

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Eurostar inclusive  
from £228pp

Flight inclusive  
from £221pp

Extra Night  
from £67pp 

P  
 

R

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Eurostar inclusive  
from £183pp

Flight inclusive  
from £184pp

Extra Night  
from £48pp + +

Code: 20569 Code: 20569

Holiday Inn Paris Opera – 
Grands Blvds
Paris
Just a minute’s walk from Grands 
Boulevards Metro Station, with many 
excellent bars and restaurants on the 
doorstep, the hotel provides the ideal 
location for a central city break, with 
convenient access from Charles de Gaulle 
and Orly airports.

         

P  
 

m  

2 Nights  
Room Only

Eurostar inclusive  
from £202pp

Flight inclusive  
from £219pp

Extra Night  
from £72pp +

Code: 16928

Renaissance Paris Republique
Paris
Enjoy a relaxed stay in your comfortable 
room at the Renaissance Paris 
Republique Hotel.

All of Paris’ top attractions and landmarks 
are a short journey away, meaning you  
can start your French adventure as soon  
as you arrive in the area. 

         

P  
 

R

2 Nights  
Room Only

Eurostar inclusive  
from £320pp

Flight inclusive  
from £319pp

Extra Night  
from £145pp +

Code: 20475

         

Plaza Élysées Hotel
Paris
Step inside the traditional 19th century 
façade of this well placed hotel and 
find yourself surrounded by elegant 
decor, beautiful art work and an air of 
sophistication. 

Located within minutes of the Arc de 
Triomphe, the Champs-Élysées and just 
a few steps from the luxurious shops of 
Faubourg Saint Honore making it the 
ideal base for exploring the city.

         

P  
 

R

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Eurostar inclusive  
from £384pp

Flight inclusive  
from £276pp

Extra Night  
from £96pp +

Code: 12980
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Welcome to Les Villages Nature Paris

Clan Comfort Cottages
Hidden in the heart of the forest these 
super modern hideaways offer smart, 
playful décor with a welcoming feel. 
Choose from 2 or 3 bedrooms. All 
cottages come with a large outside 
terrace and vast windows to enjoy the 
woodland views. 

All accommodation comes with modern facilities including a  
well-equipped kitchen with a dishwasher, TV, a safe, hairdryer, free 
WiFi and parking as standard. Plus, you can choose to stay for 3, 4  
or 7 nights in this stunning carbon-neutral environment. 

Cocoon VIP Cottage  
or Apartment
Overlooking the Lakeside Promenade 
or next to the lake, these apartments 
and cottages give a luxurious feel.  
Extra touches include a jacuzzi bath  
and  Nespresso coffee machine.  
All have a wood burning stove.

Country Premium 
Apartments or Cottages
These beautiful, rustic retreats 
nestle by the lake or overlooking the 
Extraordinary Gardens. Each cosy 
escape has contemporary décor  
offering a natural, English countryside 
feel. Fresh and modern, choose from  
1 to 3 bedrooms.   

Three stunning escapes await

  
How to get there

Flight inclusive breaks
4 nights accommodation + flight  
from £251 per person

Fly to Paris Charles de Gaulle (CDG)

Eurostar inclusive breaks
4 nights accommodation + Eurostar  
from £328 per person

Self-drive inclusive breaks
4 nights accommodation + ferry crossing  
from £618 per family of 4

Discover an all new holiday 
experience just minutes from 
Disneyland Paris.

Les Villages Nature Paris is a 
brand new eco-village offering 
a completely new holiday experience. Developed in original 
woodland it has been designed to bring man in harmony  
with nature.  

Explore all five immersive worlds and the unforgettable 
experiences they promise. There are over 60 activities 
to enjoy including; The Farm Bellevie, the Extraordinary 
Gardens and the Forest of Legends offering pony rides, 
forest shows, segway tours & more.

Villages Nature Paris 
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Fairytales come true at Disneyland® Paris

You can discover fun for kids, teens and adults at Disneyland® 
Paris. Fairytales take flight across 5 incredible lands filled with 
classic attractions, shows and street parades. Rub shoulders 
with swashbuckling pirates, zoom through time and space and 
look on in awe at the unforgettable firework and light displays 
over Sleeping Beauty Castle.

Walt Disney Studios® 
Park
Welcome to Walt Disney 
Studios® Park, where it’s Lights! 
Camera! 360° Magic! Step 
through the Studio Gates and 
let your imagination soar. Time 
to immerse yourself in the 
never-ending, always-fascinating 
world of movies, animation and 
television.Four Zones. One single 
focus: ENTERTAINMENT!

Disney® Village
Ideally situated between the 
Disneyland® Park, the Walt Disney 
Studios® Park and the Disney® 
Hotels, Disney® Village allows 
you to get a taste of America. 
Boutiques, bars, restaurants 
and the Buffalo Bill’s Wild West 
Dinner-Show let you travel from 
Florida to California, from Chicago 
to New York, from the Wild West 
to the Hollywood dream. 

Disneyland® Park
In a magical kingdom not so far 
away, classic Disney® heroes 
and heroines live once upon 
a time in fairytales that are, 
happily, never ending. 

The story begins in the good 
ol’ days of the early 1900s in 
Main Street, U.S.A®. Then, 
turn the page and saddle 
up for some serious fun in 
Frontierland – Yee Ha! Set 
sail for an Adventureland 
of swashbuckling thrills. 
Take flight into Fantasyland 
where Disney® princes and 
princesses are real. Or, charter 
a course into the past and live 
extraordinary visions of the 
future in Discoveryland!

How to get there
Flight inclusive breaks
2 nights accommodation + flight  
from £176 per person

Fly to Paris Charles de Gualle (CDG)

Eurostar inclusive breaks
2 nights accommodation + Eurostar  
from £274 per person

For more inspiration visit blog.superbreak.com 
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3 Days Entrance 
2 nights hotel stay + tickets 2 nights hotel stay + tickets + Eurostar
Family of 4 from £743 Family of 4 from £1,048

4 Days Entrance 
3 nights hotel stay + tickets 3 nights hotel stay + tickets + Eurostar
Family of 4 from £842 Family of 4 from £1,147

5 Days Entrance 
4 nights hotel stay + tickets 4 nights hotel stay + tickets + Eurostar
Family of 4 from £975 Family of 4 from £1,280

Prices for a family of 4  
(2 adults and 2 children) including 
hotel & Disneyland® Paris tickets

Why not enhance your stay with one 
of these prebookable add ons?

Lunch or dinner with Disney® 
Characters
Enjoy Mickey and Minnie’s favourite 
dishes! The fixed menu includes an 
appetiser, main course and delicious 
dessert! And for children, there’s a 
special children’s menu! 
Please note: All table reservations must be 
made upon arrival with the hotel ’s concierge. 

Ticket: Adult from £58pp, 
Child from £31pp

Prince and Princess 
Character dining
Come and join Suzy and Perla at the 
Auberge de Cendrillon for a fairytale 
lunch or dinner. Cinderella’s mice friends 
will be there to greet you and make this 
an experience you will never forget.
Please note: All table reservations must be 
made upon arrival with the hotel’s concierge.

Child ages 3-11 years old. Eurostar based on return travel to Paris Gare du Nord.
Ticket: Adult from £67pp,  
Child from £40pp

Buffalo Bill’s Wild West Show…
with Mickey and Friends!
Join Disney’s biggest interactive dinner 
show, where you can relive the taming of 
the Wild West with Mickey and Friends. 
No show Wed/Thur. The Buffalo Bill’s Wild 
West Show arena is located in Disney Village. 
*Your time and date will be confirmed before 
arrival/upon booking. 

Ticket: Adult from £50pp,  
Child from £37pp
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Prices valid from 1 July 2018 - 1 June 2019. Prices are in £’s per person based on 2 adults sharing a room. Lowest prices shown will vary within the date band depending on departure date, time of 

other airports and dates available. Prices correct at time of print and are subject to change. 

Kyriad Hotel at Disneyland® Paris
Disneyland® Paris
This Disney® associated hotel is just 
minutes from the park which is accessible 
via the free shuttle service. 

Nestled in the French countryside, this 
charming property is both family  
friendly and functional – making it one 
of the most popular places to stay at 
Disneyland® Paris. 

P  
 

R  
La Vallée 2 km 

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Eurostar inclusive  
from £318pp

Flight inclusive  
from £148pp

Extra Night  
from £38pp 

+

Code: 11017

         

Vienna House Magic Circus 
Hotel at Disneyland® Paris 
Disneyland® Paris
Surrounded by peaceful gardens, this 
family friendly hotel is minutes from the 
Disneyland® Paris Theme Parks thanks 
to the free shuttle service 

With brightly coloured rooms and 
images of acrobats, jugglers and clowns 
throughout, this hotel has a real circus 
feel – great for kids.

         

P  
 

R  
La Vallée 3 km   

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Eurostar inclusive  
from £353pp

Flight inclusive  
from £171pp

Extra Night  
from £48pp +

Code: 16350

Many more hotels and locations available online 

B&B Hotel Disneyland® Paris
Disneyland® Paris
Enjoy a calm, comfortable and peaceful 
atmosphere at the B&B Hotel. 

With it’s close location to the  
Val d’Europe shopping centre and just  
a few minutes away from Disneyland® Paris 
Theme Parks on the free shuttle  
bus – this hotel really is ideal for  
families with children. 

         

P  
 

R

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Eurostar inclusive  
from £320pp

Flight inclusive  
from £130pp

Extra Night  
from £27pp +

Code: 19936

Algonquin’s Explorers Hotel at 
Disneyland® Paris 
Disneyland® Paris
Gather your family and set sail for a  
pirate-themed world of adventure!  
This hotel is perfect for families; equipped 
with comfortable rooms and located 
just 1km from the famous attractions of 
Disneyland® Paris Theme Parks. 

P  
 

R  

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Eurostar inclusive  
from £320pp

Flight inclusive  
from £158pp

Extra Night  
from £41pp 

+

Code: 11542

         

or more, on selected dates
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Holiday Inn Paris – Marne  
La Vallée
Disneyland® Paris
Superbly located just 20 minutes from the 
centre of Paris, Holiday Inn Paris – Marne 
La Vallée is the perfect destination for 
enjoying the magic of Disneyland® Paris 
Theme Parks.

The Vallée Village designer outlet is also 
close at hand; perfect for those who love  
a shopping spree. 

         

P  
 

R  

2 Nights  
Room Only

Eurostar inclusive  
from £309pp

Flight inclusive  
from £169pp

Extra Night  
from £46pp +

Code: 16913

Apartments Residhome 
Val d’Europe
Disneyland® Paris
These sophisticated and modern 
apartments are located within close 
proximity to the Disneyland® Paris  
Theme Parks, La Vallée Village designer 
outlet centre and SEA LIFE aquarium 
– making this the ideal base for families 
looking for a home from home.

         

P  
 

R Val d’Europe  

2 Nights  
Room Only

Eurostar inclusive  
from £365pp

Flight inclusive  
from £163pp

Extra Night  
from £41pp 

+

Code: 17486

Vienna House Dream Castle 
Hotel at Disneyland® Paris
Disneyland® Paris
Live the life of a royal in this luxurious 
4-star hotel – inspired by historic 
European castles, this is a regal retreat 
with a magical twist. 

Plus, the hotel is located just 8 minutes 
from Disneyland® Paris Theme Parks 
(accessible by a free shuttle bus). 

                  

P  
 

R  
La Vallée 4 km 

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Eurostar inclusive  
from £365pp

Flight inclusive  
from £184pp

Extra Night  
from £54pp 

+

Code: 12092

Novotel Marne la Vallée 
Noisy le Grand
Near Disneyland® Paris
Perfect for families to experience the  
magic of Disneyland® Paris Theme Parks 
and for exploring the city of Paris. 

Great shopping is just 20 minutes away  
at the La Vallée Village designer outlet  
and Val d’Europe shopping centre. 

P  
 

R  

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Eurostar inclusive  
from £362pp

Flight inclusive  
from £187pp

Extra Night  
from £56pp +

Code: 18296
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Be charmed by cultural Lille
Thriving and vibrant, this northern French city is bursting  
with Flemish influences. Once a bustling merchant centre, Lille 
has become a cultural hub with museums, shops, cafes and bars. 
Beautiful 17th century architecture abounds in Vieux Lille where 
you can stroll through pretty cobbled streets to the buzzing 
square at Grand Place. Art enthusiasts will enjoy exploring  
Palais des Beaux-Arts and its wonderful masterpieces. 

Explore with a Lille City Pass
Discover the gems of the city by metro, tramway or bus with this 
versatile pass. Enjoy free entry to 28 fascinating attractions from the 
Lille Fine Arts Museum to the birthplace of Charles de Gaulle. 

Enjoy Saturday’s Walking 
Tour of Lille Old City
Immerse yourself in architecture, 
shops and museums. Stroll around 
the squares to discover the heritage 
through monuments like the Palais 
Rihour, the Old Stock Exchange, the 
Opera House and more.

All Aboard for Lille’s City 
Coach Tour 
Enjoy the sunshine and an open 
top bus tour while an audio guide 
reveals the secrets of this historic 
place. Unravel its infusion of cultures 
from Flemish, Burgundian and 
Spanish threaded through beautiful 
architecture.

Add 
attractions & 
experiences
to your 
Super Break

Adult from £12pp 

24 Hour Pass – £23pp, 48 Hour Pass – £32pp,  
72 Hour Pass – £40pp Adult from £12pp

  
How to get there

Eurostar inclusive breaks
2 nights accommodation + Eurostar  
from £216 per person

Get the most out of your break and add tickets to local attractions and tours

Lille
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Prices valid from 1 July 2018 - 1 June 2019. Prices are in £’s per person based on 2 adults sharing a room. Lowest prices shown will vary within the date band depending on departure date, time of 
booking and departure airport chosen. For exact prices call or check online. Package prices include accommodation as stated and return Eurostar from London St Pancras. Minimum stay restrictions 
apply on certain dates. Hotel city taxes may be charged locally. For full details of booking conditions see page 163. Prices are based on Eurostar from London to Lille on 8 Oct. Many more dates available. 
Prices correct at time of print and are subject to change. 

Art Deco Euralille Hotel
Lille
Positioned just steps away from Lille’s 
business centre and minutes from the 
famous Grand Place, this hotel is located 
with convenience in mind. 

Popular points of interest near the 
accommodation include Printemps 
Gallery and Zénith of Lille. 

     

P Lille 10 km    
R Lille Flandres 1.4 km  

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Eurostar inclusive  
from £216pp

Extra Night  
from £67pp +

Code: 8302

De La Paix Hotel
Lille
The two hundred year old De La Paix Hotel 
is situated in the city centre yet provides a 
peaceful and charming atmosphere. 

The city’s attractions can all be easily 
reached from the hotel – explore the 
Grand Place and Old Lille, discover the 
fascinating Museum of Fine Arts or visit 
the Old Stock Exchange. 

     

P Lille 10 km     
R Gare de Lille 

500 metres  

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Eurostar inclusive  
from £233pp

Extra Night  
from £75pp 

3 nights for the price of 2,  
1 Jul-27 Aug, 17 Dec-27 Jan 
& 12 Jul-1 Sep 19.

+

Code: 11048

Grand Hotel Bellevue
Lille
The Grand Hotel Bellevue is in the heart 
of Flanders capital city, just opposite the 
Grand Place, the Old Stock exchange and 
the Chamber of Commerce. 

A few steps away from the historical  
district of Lille, five minutes away from  
the Lille Grand Palais business centre 
and Lille Europe and Lille Flanders 
International Stations.

       

P Lille 11 km    
R Gare de Lille  

800 metres  

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Eurostar inclusive  
from £252pp

Extra Night  
from £85pp +

Code: 8300

Crowne Plaza Lille – Euralille
Lille
Handily located directly opposite the  
Gare de Lille-Europe rail station, the 
Crowne Plaza Lille is a striking hotel right 
in the centre of the vibrant French city. 

The world-famous colourful Flemish 
architecture of Vieux Lille is a mere stone’s 
throw from the hotel, and the Musee des 
Beaux-Arts is also within walking distance.

        

P Lille 12 km    
R Gare de Lille-Europe 

Opposite  

2 Nights  
Room Only

Eurostar inclusive  
from £232pp

Extra Night  
from £75pp +

Code: 18426

Couvent des Minimes Hotel
Lille
With its superb interior, this hotel 
is the perfect base for exploring 
and discovering the best of what 
Lille has to offer. Situated just a 
five minute walk away from the city 
centre, this 17-century former convent 
is a delightful mix of history and 
contemporary design.

       

P  Lille 14 km    
R Lille Flandres 2 km 

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Eurostar inclusive  
from £256pp

Extra Night  
from £87pp +

Code: 15822

Barriere Lille Hotel 
Lille
This contemporary luxury 5-star hotel  
is in the heart of the Euralille district,  
10 minutes from the historic centre and 
5 minutes from the Lille Europe and 
Lille Flanders train stations. 

Guests can also make use of the  
well-being area where a spa awaits 
customers after a busy day working  
or sightseeing. 

         

P Lille 10 km    
R Lille Europe  

400 metres 

2 Nights  
Room Only

Eurostar inclusive  
from £269pp

Extra Night  
from £65pp +

Code: 13194
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Discover Lyon & Provence
Lyon, France’s third largest city, boasts enticing bars, fabulous 
shopping and heavenly cuisine. While Avignon offers a wealth 
of gems including its boutique lined streets and leafy squares. 
For beautiful coasts and great museums choose Marseille. 

Explore by Lyon City Card
See and save more with free entrance to over 32 of Lyon’s best 
attractions. Choose from fascinating museums, dazzling shows and 
enticing cruises with unlimited access to Lyon’s transport network.

Travel in style with Eurostar 
There’s nothing like arriving rested and ready to 
make the most of your break. On Eurostar it takes 
just over six and a half hours to reach southern 
France while you enjoy the scenery. Sit back, relax 
and tuck into refreshments from Café Metropole 
along the way. Eurostar stops at Avignon TGV 
and Marseille St. Charles stations so, wherever you 
choose in Provence, it’s never far away.

Lyon 1 Day City Pass: £23pp

Lyon 2 Day City Pass: £31pp

Lyon 3 Day City Pass: £40pp

London St Pancras Ashford Lyon Avignon  Marseille 
International International Part-Dieu TGV Saint-Charles
Depart Depart Arrive Arrive Arrive

07:19 07:55 13:00 14:06 14:46

07:15 07:54

Departure  
days

Monday, Thursday,
Friday, Saturday

Sunday &  
Bank Holidays

Timetable: London to Lyon, Avignon & Marseille

Marseille Avignon Lyon Lille- Ashford  London St Pancras 
Saint-Charles TGV Part-Dieu Europe International International
Depart Depart Depart  Arrive Arrive

15:22 15:58 17:25  21:34 22:12

Return departure  
days

Monday, 
Thursday, Friday, 
Saturday, Sunday 

Timetable: Lyon, Avignon & Marseille to London

Security & 
Immigration 
Checks

Lyon

How to get there
Flight inclusive breaks
2 nights accommodation + flight from £252 per person

Fly to Lyon (LYS), Marseille (MRS) or Avignon (AVN)

Eurostar inclusive breaks
2 nights accommodation + Eurostar from £226 per person

Travel to Lyon Part Dieu, Marseille St Charles or Avignon

More frequent services May - Sept
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Prices valid from 1 July 2018 - 30 June 2019. Prices are in £’s per person based on 2 adults sharing a room. Lowest prices shown will vary within the date band depending on departure date, time of booking 

Axotel Perrache
Lyon
Sporting a prime position along the Saône 
and the Rhone rivers, just a brief stroll away 
from the Place Carnot, Bellecour Square, 
Stade Gerland, St. Jean Cathedral, and 
Lyon Opera , this striking hotel features a 
lush, floral garden and tree-lined patio.

     

P Lyon 36 km    
R Gare de Lyon-

Perrache 500 metres 

3 Nights  
Room Only

Eurostar inclusive  
from £262pp

Flight inclusive  
from £289pp

Extra Night  
from £48pp +

Code: 11466

Crowne Plaza Lyon –  
Cité Internationale
Lyon
Set in the heart of Lyon, and ideally placed 
for Eurostar, this hotel lies between both 
the picturesque Parc de la Tête d’Or and 
the Rhone River. The historic Old Town 
featuring an array of shops and restaurants 
is just minutes away.

       

P  
R

3 Nights  
Room Only

Eurostar inclusive  
from £265pp

Flight inclusive  
from £294pp

Extra Night  
from £42pp +

Code: 18430

Cloitre Saint Louis
Avignon

This former Jesuit school, dating back to 
1589, is ideally located within the walled 
City of Avignon, only a few minutes' walk 
from the Papal Palace, and just 10 minutes 
by car from the TGV station where the 
Eurostar arrives.

Plus, enjoy the on-site restaurant, a 
magnificent vaulted room with a view  
of the cloister's courtyard.

      

P  
R Avignon Central 

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Eurostar inclusive  
from £412pp

Extra Night  
from £87pp +

Code: 20150

Appart City Confort Lyon 
Gerland
Lyon
Located in Lyon less than 20 minutes 
walking distance to the city centre and the 
Bellecour square. Designed with comfort 
and convenience in mind, with great 
facilities including an onsite bar, breakfast 
room and free WiFi.

    

P Lyon 30km    
R Gare de Lyon 

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Eurostar inclusive  
from £226pp

Flight inclusive  
from £252pp

Extra Night  
from £29pp +

Code: 21200

Avignon Grand Hotel
Avignon
Overlooking the medieval 14th century 
city walls, and nearby the famous ‘Pont 
d’Avignon’ and the ‘Palais des Papes’,  
this hotel is perfect for exploring the very 
best of Avignon.

Plus, enjoy quality cuisine at the hotels 
sister property Le Cloire Saint Louis.  
The restaurant is popular with locals and 
guests alike.

       

P Caumont 10 km    
R Avignon Central 

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Eurostar inclusive  
from £388pp

Extra Night  
from £79pp +

Code: 20143

InterContinental Marseille – 
Hotel Dieu
Marseille
Situated in a listed building, dating back  
to the 18th century, this superbly located 
hotel overlooks the city’s fabulous Vieux 
Port. Adjacent to the oldest district in 
Marseille, known as the Panier, with fine 
restaurants and boutique shops on the 
doorstep.

         

P  
R  

3 Nights  
Room Only

Eurostar inclusive  
from £537pp

Flight inclusive  
from £320pp

Extra Night  
from £86pp +

Code: 18443
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Oozing glitz and film star style, the French Riviera is a 
fabulous place to relax and enjoy a wonderful atmosphere. 
With a delightful mix of beaches and promenades, boutique 
lined streets and inviting cafés, there’s plenty to explore. 

Nice is full of lovely shops and galleries and you’ll find 
wandering the antiques market on Mondays a real treat. While 
Monaco is a spectacle of breathtaking yachts and offers the 
thrill of the Grand Prix. Enjoy the elegance of Cannes and 
some celebrity spotting at the world famous Film Festival.

Soak up the glamour of The French Riviera

What’s your short break style?
With so many hotels to choose from, we have something to suit all budgets. 

Treat yourself to a 
stay at the 5  Hotel 

Hermitage, Monte Carlo
– see page 53

For great value,
stay at the 3  Monsigny 

Hotel, Nice 
– see page 52

Code: 21080

Relax at the 
4  Splendid Hotel
& Spa Nice, Nice 

– see page 53

Code: 17822 Code: 8453

Save £ Spend £ £ Splurge £ £ £ 

How to get there
Flight inclusive breaks
3 nights accommodation + fl ight 
from £127 per person

Fly to Nice Cote d’Azur Airport (NCE)

For travel tips, latest offers and exclusive competitions, join us on:
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Nice

Savour the Hard Rock Café Nice  
Gold Set Menu 
Feel like royalty as you sip a cocktail and indulge in a Legendary 
Burger overlooking the teal waters of the Med. Enjoy a three course 
meal at this fabulous multi-level café on the Promenade des Anglais.

Adult from £19pp

Add 
attractions & 
experiences
to your 
Super Break

Try your luck at the Casino de Monte-Carlo 
This famous Casino is the epitome of glamorous films like James 
Bond. A great way to live the high life, run the gauntlet with the 
Roulette Wheel, play the tables or the slot machines, and splash out 
on some fizz. Who knows, it could be your lucky day…

Discover Nice’s Jazz Festival
One of the best ways to experience the vibrant jazz scene has to be 
in this stunning, sun kissed city. Drawing eclectic crowds since 1948, 
it’s hosted names like Ella Fitzgerald, John Lewis, Pharoah Sanders, 
Bone Walker, the Herbie Hancock Quintet and many others – it’s not 
to be missed. 

‘‘
‘‘

“Super Break always provide a good 
service making booking a short break  

very simple.”
Super Break Customer,  

January 2018
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Prices valid from 1 July 18 - 30 June 19. Prices are in £’s per person based on 2 adults sharing a room. Lowest prices shown will vary within the date band depending on departure date, time of booking 

available. Prices correct at time of print and are subject to change.

Hotel Des Orangers
Cannes
On the French Riviera, overlooking the  
Bay of Cannes on the heights of Le 
Suquet and just 350 metres from the 
beach. Recently refurbished to a very high 
standard, so you can enjoy the perfect 
relaxing break.

     

P  
R

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £174pp

Extra Night  
from £50pp +

Code: 8287

Best Western Plus Cannes 
Riviera & Spa
Cannes
Perfectly located, moments away from 
the beautiful beaches and shopping area, 
and a few minutes walk from the nearest 
train station, the cobbled streets and the 
restaurants of Le Suquet Quarter.

       

P  
R  

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £182pp

Extra Night  
from £36pp +

Code: 20212

Monsigny Hotel
Nice
This fully renovated hotel is located in 
a quiet, pedestrian area near Nice, just 
minutes from the Place Massena, Nice 
old town and the famous Promenade des 
Anglais with its beaches. The Museum 
Chagall, Museum Matisse and the Russian 
Cathedral are all close by.

     

P  
R  

 

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £167pp

Extra Night  
from £31pp +

Code: 21080

Ellington Hotel
Nice
In an elegant district in the heart of Nice, 
just a five-minute walk from the beach and 
shopping street, the beautifully furnished 
Ellington has an air of casual refinement, 
typical of 1920’s Riviera style.

       

P  
R

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £179pp

Extra Night  
from £35pp +

Golden Tulip Cannes  
– Hotel de Paris
Cannes
This turn-of-the century mansion, dating 
back to 1880, is situated just 5 minutes walk 
from the prestigious Croisette, the Palais 
des Festivals and the private Beach Le 
Rado Plage, for easy exploring.

         

P  
R

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £177pp

Extra Night  
from £47pp +

Code: 8805

InterContinental Carlton Cannes
Cannes
Ideally placed on the Boulevard de 
La Croisette, famous for its designer 
boutiques and the Cannes Film Festival, 
the hotel overlooks the Bay of Cannes 
and is excellently situated for getting 
around the city’s most famous sights.

         

P
 

R

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £342pp

Extra Night  
from £89pp +

Code: 16969

Many more hotels and locations available online

 

 

Code: 8821
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available. Prices correct at time of print and are subject to change.

Splendid Hotel & Spa Nice
Nice
Set in the centre of this stylish city, just  
600 metres from the famous Promenade 
des Anglais, this hotel is perfectly placed 
for exploring or relaxing.

Guests can enjoy drinks and snacks in the 
bar or Mediterranean cuisine at the hotel’s 
restaurant, l ’Essenciel, with beautiful 
panoramic views of the sea.

       

P  
R

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £196pp

Extra Night  
from £61pp +

Code: 17822

Nice Riviera Hotel
Nice
Ideally situated in the heart of Nice on  
the French Riviera, a few steps away from 
the beaches, the Old Town and  
the shopping area. 

After a busy day exploring the Nice Riviera 
Hotel’s special Wellness area is perfect for 
relaxing, providing Jacuzzi, sauna with a 
heated indoor swimming pool, and unwind 
with a large selection of Spa treatments 
(charges apply).

       

P  
R

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £289pp

Extra Night  
from £72pp +

Code: 17981

Columbus Hotel
Monte Carlo
Conveniently located opposite the  
heliport and only a few minutes away 
from the Place du Casino, this beautifully 
decorated hotel is set in Fontvieille near  
the harbour, offering commanding views.

    

P     
R

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £306pp

Extra Night  
from £116pp +

Code: 17577

Hotel Hermitage
Monte Carlo
Overlooking the port and the 
Mediterranean, this luxurious and historic 
hotel is a haven of peace in the heart 
of stunning Monte Carlo. Offering an 
intimate and relaxed ambience in  
elegantly styled surroundings.

         

P  
R  

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £448pp

Extra Night  
from £187pp +

Code: 8453

Massena Hotel
Nice
Nestling in the heart of Nice, next to the 
Massena Square and the beaches, this  
hotel with its famous Belle Epoque  
façade, puts the wonderful old city  
centre of Nice on your doorstep, and is 
within easy reach of the airport, too.

       

P  
R

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £191pp

Extra Night  
from £39pp +

Code: 13575

Fairmont Monte Carlo
Monte Carlo
Located in the heart of Monte Carlo,  
on the famous hairpin bend on the 
Monaco Grand Prix course, this hotel 
lies in front of the Grand Casino  
with stunning views of the 
Mediterranean Sea.

         

P  
R  

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £400pp

Extra Night  
from £163pp +

Code: 11766
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Set just off the beautiful coast of Normandy, France, Jersey 
and Guernsey are delightful islands to explore. Gorgeous 
scalloped coastlines, delicious cuisine and a whole host of 
history abounds. Discover remnants of German occupation, 
drive the tiny roads that detective Bergerac swept along in the 
80s and encounter a riot of colour in breathtaking festivals like 
the Battle of the Flowers. For golden sands, watersports and 
beach cafes, St Brelade’s Bay on Jersey is the perfect place to 
unwind. While Guernsey’s stunning Little Chapel made from 
pebbles and china is something not to be missed. 

Fall in love with the Channel Islands

What’s your short break style?
With so many hotels to choose from, we have something to suit all budgets. 

Enjoy 5  luxury at  
The Old Government 
House Hotel  & Spa  

– see page 56

Discover great value  
at the 3  Mayfair Hotel  

– see page 56

Code: 7885

Relax at the  
4  Pomme d'Or Hotel  

 – see page 57

Code: 7999 Code: 12840

Save £ Spend £ £ Splurge £ £ £ 

How to get there
Flight inclusive breaks
2 nights accommodation + flight from £137 per person

Fly to Jersey (JER) or Guernsey (GCI)

Ferry inclusive breaks
Call us to find out more about our  
ferry inclusive breaks
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Jersey

Take the car for  
total flexibility with  
Condor Ferries
When you travel with 
Condor Ferries you can 
really make the most of a 
short break as you can take 
your car with you. Ideal for 
exploring these stunning 
islands. There are a few 
routes to choose from 
and a journey from Poole 
to Guernsey only takes 3 
hours. Just enough time to 
relax with a drink, do a spot 
of onboard shopping, or 
enjoy a movie. 

Poole Portsmouth

Guernsey

Jersey

St Malo
Map is for guidance 
only and therefore 

not to scale

Route Duration Operates

Poole-Guernsey 3 hrs Up to twice daily

Portsmouth-Guernsey 7 hrs Up to 7 times weekly

Poole-Jersey 4.5 hrs Up to twice daily

Portsmouth-Jersey 8 hrs Up to 7 times weekly

Jersey-Guernsey 1 hr Up to 9 times weekly

Discover Guernsey’s charms 
Smaller than Jersey but just as charming, Guernsey 
boasts fabulous coastlines and wooded valleys. Take 
your pick from a host of brilliant things to discover, 
from interesting museums and historical sites to 
amazing, natural wonders. Stroll around Castle Cornet 
in St Peter Port, explore Fort Grey or the La Vallette 
Underground Military Museum. Its labyrinth of tunnels 
are truly fascinating. 

Explore Jersey 
Discover city, beach and countryside all in one 
place with a break to Jersey. The largest of the 
Channel Islands, Jersey is surrounded by 45 miles of 
breathtaking coastline, as well as hosting plenty of 
castles, museums and ancient monuments to explore.
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Prices valid from 1 July 2018 - 30 June 2019. Prices are in £’s per person based on 2 adults sharing a room. Lowest prices shown will vary within the date band depending on departure date, time of 

St. Pierre Park Hotel
St. Peter Port, Guernsey
A fabulous 4-star resort hotel, set within 
35 acres of stunning parkland boasting an 
impressive onsite golf course and
relaxing spa.

If you’re looking for a break that blends 
relaxation with a wide range of leisure 
activities, you’ve found it. 

         

P

2 Nights 
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive 
from £286pp

Extra Night 
from £67pp +

Code: 16648

Fort D'Auvergne Hotel
St. Helier, Jersey
The Fort d’Auvergne Hotel is built in a 
traditional style and is set on the wonderful 
St Helier shore in a unique location. 

The hotel boasts a prime maritime position 
and is one of the best located in St Helier 
– making this property perfect for a family 
break away or a relaxing couples getaway.

     

P

2 Nights 
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive 
from £225pp

Extra Night 
from £76pp +

Code: 20706

Ommaroo Hotel
St. Helier, Jersey
This classic hotel faces the sea on the 
Havre des Pas seafront and provides 
individually decorated rooms with stunning 
views of the sea and rocky reef. 

The centre of St Helier is a 10-minute
walk away, with its bustling shops. The
famous Central Marketplace is also a
15-minute walk, and Jersey Airport is a
20-minute drive.

     

P

2 Nights 
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive 
from £193pp

Extra Night 
from £59pp +

Code: 17890

Mayfair Hotel
St. Helier, Jersey
A great value hotel just a few minutes’ walk 
from the shops and harbour of St. Helier, 
five minutes from the Howard Davis Park 
and a 10 minute stroll from the beach at 
Havre des Pas.

Guests can take advantage of the leisure 
facilities including the Jacuzzi, steam bath, 
indoor swimming pool and gym.

    

P

2 Nights 
Room Only

Flight inclusive 
from £137pp

Extra Night 
from £33pp +

Code: 7885

Revere Hotel
St. Helier, Jersey
Situated on the fringe of the busy shopping 
mall and only a few minutes walk from the 
Esplanade and beach, this is one of the 
most charming character hotels in Jersey. 

The hotel features a choice of two 
restaurants, a bar with open log fires in
the colder months and an outdoor 
swimming pool.

      

P

2 Nights 
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive 
from £165pp

Extra Night 
from £57pp +

Code: 7894

For travel tips, latest offers and exclusive competitions, join us on:

The Old Government 
House Hotel
Nr. St. Peter Port, Guernsey
Dating back to 1858 and located in the 
heart of the island’s capital, St. Peter 
Port, this elegant and luxurious hotel 
is a perfect spot from where to explore 
Guernsey and other islands of the 
Bailiwick.

Plus, the hotel is home to an
AA Rosette restaurant.  

         

P

2 Nights 
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive 
from £400pp

Extra Night 
from £124pp +

Code: 12840
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LHorizon Hotel & Spa
St Brelade's Bay, Jersey
Set on St Brelade’s Beach and commanding 
impressive views out to sea, the luxurious 
L’Horizon Hotel and Spa combines British 
elegance with a truly Mediterranean feel. 

Renowned as one of Jersey’s finest hotels, 
the hotel boasts superb leisure facilities 
including an indoor saltwater pool with 
ocean views, two spa treatment rooms, 
Jacuzzi, sauna, steam room and gym. 

       

P

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £222pp

Extra Night  
from £72pp +

Code: 8200

The Royal Yacht
St. Helier, Jersey
This modern and elegant hotel is situated 
in St. Helier with its many shops, bars and 
restaurants on the doorstep. The beach and 
harbour are also just a short stroll away. 

Plus, you’ll be spoilt for choice with three 
restaurants and four bars to choose from 
throughout your stay.

        

P

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £247pp

Extra Night  
from £86pp +

Code: 7995

Merton Hotel
St. Helier, Jersey
Located close to St Helier, the popular 
Merton Hotel's success is its appeal to 
people of all ages.

The hotel is situated just a short walk from 
Howard Davis Park, which is close to the 
main shopping area. The Merton Hotel 
is surrounded by many other amenities 
including plenty of bars and restaurants. 

     

P

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £178pp

Extra Night  
from £63pp +

Code: 7998

Pomme d’Or Hotel
St. Helier, Jersey
Ideally situated, overlooking the town’s 
marina and only 200 metres from Jersey’s 
main shopping area and museums – this is 
our most centrally located St. Helier hotel 
and an ideal base from which to 
explore Jersey.

       

P

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £201pp

Extra Night  
from £76pp +

Code: 7999

The Club Hotel & Spa
St. Helier, Jersey
Set in the heart of St Helier, perfectly 
complemented by its surroundings – you’ll 
find the island’s prettiest beaches just a 
short distance away from this stylish and 
luxurious hotel. 

Plus, the hotel is home to a Michelin Star 
and four AA Rosette restaurant; Bohemia.

         

P

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £260pp

Extra Night  
from £93pp +

Code: 7916

Grand Jersey Hotel & Spa
St. Helier, Jersey
Stylish, sophisticated and utterly 
luxurious - the 5 star Grand Jersey 
Hotel & Spa combines all the 
ingredients for a memorable short 
break with award-winning spa 
facilities, sophisticated restaurants and 
exceptional service.

         

P

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £212pp

Extra Night  
from £69pp +

Code: 8201
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An intriguing blend of culture, heritage and breathtaking 
scenery really sets Northern Ireland apart from other 
destinations. Raw coastlines rub shoulders with majestic 
forests, while cityscapes offer foodies a little piece of paradise. 

Venture to Derry/Londonderry where you can stroll across 
Peace Bridge to the enticing Walled City Brewery, enjoy great 
live music at Fibber McGee’s in Robinsons Bar or visit the 
Ulster Museum or the magical Botanic Gardens.  

Let Belfast and Northern Ireland fascinate you

What’s your short break style?
With so many hotels to choose from, we have something to suit all budgets. 

Treat yourself to a  
stay at the 5  Bishops 

Gate Hotel  
– see page 61

For great value, stay  
 at the 3  Ibis Belfast  

City Centre  
– see page 60

Code: 9310 

Relax at the  
4  Holiday Inn Belfast 

City Centre   
– see page 60

Code: 3160 Code: 20116

Save £ Spend £ £ Splurge £ £ £ 

How to get there
Flight inclusive breaks
2 nights accommodation + flight  
from £130 per person

Fly to Belfast City George Best,  
Belfast International (BFS) or City of Derry (LDY)
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Giant’s Causeway

Belfast Sightseeing Tour  
The Belfast City Sightseeing Hop-on / Hop-off Open-top bus tour 
provides you with a comprehensive look at Belfast city and allows 
you to explore every area and district of this unique place, from HMS 
Caroline to Belfast City Hall, there’s so much to discover.

Adult from £22pp

Add 
attractions & 
experiences
to your 
Super Break

Experience Game of Thrones, Westeros Tour
On this rare treat you’ll visit key places featured in the series from the 
Cave where Melisandre gave birth to the shadow assassin, to Ballintoy 
Harbour where Theon Greyjoy comes back to Pyke Harbour, Giant's 
Causeway and more.

Adult from £35pp

Brave the harrowing Crumlin Road Gaol
Visit this notorious gaol and explore the underground tunnel linking 
it to Crumlin Road Courthouse. Sit in the Governor’s chair and take a 
peek at the execution cell where almost 17 men were hanged.

Adult from £9pp

‘‘
‘‘

“The booking process was easy, 
we got a good deal and found 

exactly what we were looking for.”
Super Break Customer,  

March 2018
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Prices valid from 1 July 2018 - 30 June 2019. Prices are in £’s per person based on 2 adults sharing a room. Lowest prices shown will vary within the date band depending on departure date, time of 

Ramada Encore Belfast City 
Centre Hotel
Belfast
Located in the fashionable Cathedral 
Quarter city centre area, this hotel is an 
excellent base for discovering everything 
the vibrant city of Belfast has to offer.

         

P  Belfast City 
George Best 5 km    
R Great Victoria Street 

2 km 

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £283pp

Extra Night  
from £110pp +

Code: 9312

Holiday Inn Belfast City Centre
Belfast
Centrally located in the heart of Belfast, 
within a short walk to the Opera House, 
Belfast City Hall and for shopping, Victoria 
Square. Great Victoria Train & Bus Station 
are a few minutes’ walk from the hotel.

         

P Belfast City 
George Best 5 km    
R Great Victoria Street 

2 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £132pp

Extra Night  
from £40pp +

Code: 3160

Ibis Belfast Queens Quarter
Belfast
Situated just outside Belfast city Centre 
is the Ibis Belfast Queens Quarter, which 
is ideally located for the shopping and 
nightlife of Belfast.

Local attractions such as the Ulster 
museum, Botanic Gardens, Queens 
University and the Grand Opera House 
are all within easy reach.

     

P Belfast City 
George Best 7 km     

R Botanic Train Station 
350 metres  

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £125pp

Extra Night  
from £35pp +

Code: 9311

Europa Belfast
Belfast
This luxurious four star hotel is perfectly 
situated in the heart of Belfast city centre 
on the doorstep to all Belfast’s attractions, 
museums and shopping. 

The hotel is lavishly decorated in the finest 
Ralph Lauren fabrics, plasma flatscreen 
TV’s, iPod docking stations and Zoffany 
wall coverings. 

         

P Belfast City 
George Best 6 km    
R Great Victoria Street 

100 metres 

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £207pp

Extra Night  
from £72pp +

Code: 8113

Everglades Hotel
Derry/Londonderry
In a peaceful and scenic location, 
overlooking the River Foyle, this hotel 
– renowned for its hospitality from the 
Hastings Hotel Group – is only five 
minutes from the historic city centre of 
Derry – Londonderry.

         

P City Of Derry 15 km    
R Londonderry 2 km 

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £238pp

Extra Night  
from £52pp +

Code: 8110

Stormont Hotel
Belfast
The Stormont Hotel combines a 
great location, just 4 miles from the 
centre of Belfast, with luxury 4 star 
accommodation to create the perfect 
getaway. Spend a peaceful day visiting 
all the sights and shops of the nearby 
city or just stay at the hotel and enjoy 
the fantastic facilities onsite.

         

P Belfast City 
George Best 5 km    

R Central Station 3 km 

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £184pp

Extra Night  
from £60pp +

Code: 8112

Local attraction tickets can be added to your short break, visit www.superbreak.com
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Prices valid from 1 July 2018 - 30 June 2019. Prices are in £’s per person based on 2 adults sharing a room. Lowest prices shown will vary within the date band depending on departure date, time of 

Ibis Belfast City Centre
Belfast
A modern hotel located downtown in the 
city centre and within walking distance 
of Odyssey, the Titanic Quarter, Victoria 
Square and the Waterfront.

         

P Belfast City 
George Best 6 km    

2 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £130pp

Extra Night  
from £40pp +

Code: 9310

Hastings Grand Central Hotel
Belfast
Situated in the Linen Quarter, this hotel 
is a spectacular hub for exploring Titanic 
Quarter’s history or Cathedral Quarter’s 
charming cobbled streets, pubs 
and eateries. 

Theatre buffs, shopaholics and historians 
alike will all be spoiled for choice, with a 
host of options right on their doorstep.

         

P Belfast City 
George Best 7 km    
R Great Victoria Street 

500 metres  

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £280pp

Extra Night  
from £115pp +

Code: 21494

Crowne Plaza Belfast
Belfast
Situated in the picturesque surroundings of 
Lagan Valley Regional Park, this modern 
and stylish hotel is just 10 minutes by car 
from Belfast's thriving city centre.

         

P Belfast City 
George Best 12.9 km    
R Belfast City 6.4 km 

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £172pp

Extra Night  
from £54pp +

Code: 20954

Hilton Belfast
Belfast
Enjoy the hotel's riverside location, just two 
minutes walk from Belfast city centre and 
St George’s market, in the ideal location for 
those attending a concert. Drink in great 
city views from higher floors.

         

P Belfast City 
George Best 24 km    
R Central Station 2 km 

2 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £160pp

Extra Night  
from £57pp +

Code: 8377

Bishop's Gate Hotel
Derry/Londonderry
Located within the historic walls in the 
heart of Derry City’s Cathedral Quarter, 
and built in 1899, this hotel blends stunning 
Edwardian architecture with luxury 
facilities. A great spot for those wanting 
to enjoy luxury but also visit the 
tourist landmarks.

         

P City Of Derry 14 km    
R Ni Railway 2 km 

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £263pp

Extra Night  
from £90pp +

Code: 20116

The Culloden Estate and Spa
Belfast
The Culloden Estate and Spa is a 
luxurious hotel on the wooded slopes 
of the Holywood Hills, overlooking the 
County Antrim coastline. This grand 
hotel was the official palace for the 
Bishop of Down and sits within 12 acres 
of lush parkland just 15 minutes from 
the centre of Belfast.

         

P Belfast City 
George Best 39 km    

R Central Station 12 km 

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £317pp

Extra Night  
from £127pp +

Code: 8114
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Grand Georgian buildings, a wonderful pub scene and 
incredibly friendly locals just about sums Dublin up. There’s 
plenty to see, from historic cathedrals, fascinating castles and 
exciting museums to Oscar Wilde’s statue in Merrion Square 
Park, Dublin Zoo and the National Botanic Gardens. 

Ireland’s a brilliant escape for families and fun loving friends 
alike. Choose from astonishing countryside, head to the  
rugged and wild coastline or explore the stunning Dartry and 
Wicklow Mountains. 

Discover Dublin and Ireland’s charm

What’s your short break style?
With so many hotels to choose from, we have something to suit all budgets. 

Comforts await at the  
4  Clayton Hotel 

Cardiff Lane Dublin  
– see page 64 

For great value  
& comfort stay at the  

3  Cassidys Hotel  
– see page 64

Code: 7950

Relax and unwind  
at the 4  North Star 
Hotel  – see page 65

Code: 8145 Code: 6067

Save £ Spend £ £ Splurge £ £ £ 

How to get there
Flight inclusive breaks
2 nights accommodation + flight  
from £119 per person 

Fly to Dublin (DUB), Cork (ORK), Shannon (SNN),  
Kerry (KIR) or Knock – Ireland West (NOC) 

For more inspiration visit blog.superbreak.com 
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Be dazzled by Dublin Theatre 
Theatre lovers will be transfixed by the exceptional performances 
and variety on offer. From Rock of Ages to Calendar Girls, there is 
something for everyone.

Hotel + Ticket from £70pp

Add 
attractions & 
experiences
to your 
Super Break

Irish Whiskey Museum – 
Premium Entry
Journey back through time in 
a historic setting. This fantastic 
museum will unveil the intriguing 
tale of Irish whiskey. 
Learn more about the origins of 
Irish whiskey, its rise to glory, its 
dramatic fall and the current revival 
of new Irish whiskeys. 

Adult from £18pp

Visit the Guinness 
Storehouse 
The Guinness Storehouse is the 
No 1 Visitor Attraction in Dublin. It 
is a "must see" visit in any tour of 
Dublin and is located in the heart 
of the Guinness brewery. Housed 
in an old Fermentation Plant, the 
visitor experience tells the history 
of the making of this world famous 
beer.
Adult from £25pp

Hop on Hop Off  
24 hour Tour Bus
Explore the City in Style with City 
Sightseeing Dublin. Enjoy an open 
top hop on hop off bus tour of 
Dublin and stop at all of Dublin 
city’s great Attractions. Explore the 
city on open top buses with a 24 
hour ticket and visit 28 stops on 3 
amazing routes.  

Adult from £18pp

Ireland

‘‘
‘‘

“Everything was well organised,  
from my accommodation to my meals... I will 

definitely book using Super Break again!”
Super Break Customer,  

November 2017
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Prices valid from 1 July 2018 - 30 June 2019. Prices are in £’s per person based on 2 adults sharing a room. Lowest prices shown will vary within the date band depending on departure date, time of 

Flannery Hotel Galway
Galway
Situated just 2km away from Galway city 
centre, the Flannery’s Hotel Galway is 
a perfect choice of accommodation for 
those who want to be close by to all of the 
attractions. 

Walk along the wild coast of West Ireland, 
wander the winding lanes of the Latin 
Quarter or sit back in a traditional Irish pub 
with a refreshing beer.

     

P Galway 6 km   

2 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £119pp

Extra Night  
from £30pp +

Code: 7923

Clayton Hotel Cardiff Lane
Dublin
This luxurious escape on the River Liffey is 
ideal to stroll into the city’s shopping and 
theatre areas. Discover the 3 Arena,  
Grand Canal Theatre amongst many 
visitor attractions.

         

P  
R

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast 

Flight inclusive  
from £268pp

Extra Night  
from £109pp +

Code: 6067

Cassidys Hotel
Dublin
‘A little gem in the heart of Dublin’, this 
stylish, centrally located hotel is perfect 
to explore the delights of the city, like 
Trinity College and the vibrant Temple Bar 
quarter, just a short walk away.

    

P  
R  
m

2 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £177pp

Extra Night  
from £39pp +

Code: 7950

Hilton Garden Inn Dublin 
Custom House
Dublin
Overlooking the River Liffey, this stylish 
hotel is just 10 minutes from the city  
centre, 3 Arena and Bord Gais for lively 
concerts. Temple Bar and its vibrant 
nightlife, shopping in the Grafton Street 
area and a range of travel links are also 
close by.

       

P  
R

2 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £197pp

Extra Night  
from £45pp +

Code: 19987

Russell Court Hotel
Dublin
Positioned in the heart of the lively 
Harcourt Street area of Dublin, The  
Russell Court Hotel offers rooms 
individually styled with a unique twist,  
and makes for an ideal base for guests 
looking to experience the vibrancy of 
Dublin during a short break in the city. 

      

P  
R

2 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £185pp

Extra Night  
from £39pp +

Code: 14309

Maldron Hotel Shandon 
Cork City
Cork
The recently refurbished Maldron Hotel 
Shandon Cork City is located in the 
heart of Cork ’s historic cultural quarter 
on John Redmond Street near the 
famous Shandon Bells.

This hotel offers the perfect base for 
exploring this wonderfully historic city.

         

P

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £182pp

Extra Night  
from £65pp +

Code: 7957

Peace of mind with ABTA and ATOL protection
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Hilton Dublin
Dublin
Modern and stylish, this hotel overlooks 
the historic Grand Canal. Bright airy 
bars and a courtyard add to the  
relaxing atmosphere. It’s just a short 
walk from the St. Stephen’s Green  
area, the Bord Gáis Theatre and 
Grafton Street.

         

P  
R

2 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £226pp

Extra Night  
from £60pp +

Code: 18227

North Star Hotel
Dublin
Commanding a prime location in the 
heart of Dublin this luxury hotel sits 
near Connolly Railway Station and Luas 
tram, making it easy to reach. Top tourist 
attractions like the 32 Arena, lively Temple 
Bar, O’Connell Street and shopping area, 
Grafton Street are also close by.

       

P  
R

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £260pp

Extra Night  
from £77pp +

Code: 8145

Ashling Hotel
Dublin
With beautiful views of the River Liffey, this 
hotel is newly refurbished to an exceptional 
standard. Its fantastic position means the 
city centre and lively Temple Bar are easy 
to reach, perfect for shopping sightseeing 
and great nightlife, while the Guinness 
Storehouse attraction is close too. 

       

P  
R

2 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £216pp

Extra Night  
from £55pp +

Code: 13224

The Lake Hotel
Killarney
Nestling on the lakeshore of Loch Lein, 
Killarney’s lower lake, the hotel enjoys a 
magnificent setting with stunning views 
of the mountains, islands and woodlands. 
Its beautiful location is close to Killarney 
Centre where there’s plenty to explore.

      

P Kerry 14 km    
R Killarney 2 km 

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £313pp

Extra Night  
from £128pp +

Code: 12587

Temple Bar Hotel
Dublin
In the heart of Dublin, a mere stone’s 
throw away from Trinity College, the 
National Museum of Ireland, the 
Guinness Storehouse, Dublin Castle 
and Grafton Street.

          

P

2 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £193pp

Extra Night  
from £71pp +

Code: 20382

Ambassador Hotel Cork
Cork
Newly refurbished this fabulous hotel 
and health club is located right in Cork ’s 
thriving city centre. Close to the main 
shopping district and the Old English 
Market, while the historical Cork City  
Gaol and the Fota Wildlife Park are a  
short drive away.

       

P

2 Nights  
 Room Only 

Flight inclusive  
from £165pp

Extra Night  
from £62pp +

Code: 13086
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Bruges has to be one of the most charming and beautiful cities 
in Europe. Amazing medieval architecture abounds in this 
UNESCO World Heritage Site. Reminiscent of a living fairy 
tale, the city enchants with cobbled lanes, canals, tantalising 
markets and quaint churches. 

A real haven for chocolate lovers, beer enthusiasts and culture 
seeking adventurers alike. Must-sees include the fabulous 2be 
Beer Wall, showcasing a dazzling display of Belgium’s brews. 

Experience the culture of medieval Bruges 

What’s your short break style?
With so many hotels to choose from, we have something to suit all budgets. 

Treat yourself to a  
stay at the 4  Relais & 

Chateaux Hotel Heritage 
– see page 70

For great value,  
stay at the 3  Hans 

Memling Hotel  
– see page 68

Code: 8582

Relax at the  
4  Hotel Navarra Bruges  

– see page 70

Code: 11642 Code: 8281

Save £ Spend £ £ Splurge £ £ £ 

How to get there
Flight inclusive breaks
2 nights accommodation + flight from £120 per person

Fly to Brussels International (BRU) 

Eurostar inclusive breaks
2 nights accommodation + Eurostar  
from £187 per person   |  Transfer in Brussels
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Grote Markt Square

Adult from £22pp

Historium Brugge & Duvelorium 
1 Beer Ticket
Explore the multimedia experience at Historium Brugge. Then relax 
and enjoy Belgium’s famous beer at The Duvelorium.

Add 
attractions & 
experiences
to your 
Super Break‘‘
‘‘

“Easy to use website to book value for 
money short break in Europe!”

Super Break Customer,  
April 2018

The Choco-Story,  
The Chocolate 
Museum  
Travel through the process of 
creating chocolate truffles and 
more starting at the ancient 
Mexican world of the Aztecs, 
where chocolate was the drink of 
the gods. 

Adult from £8pp

Flanders Fields from 
Bruges 
Flanders Fields from Bruges is 
a tour which will take you on an 
emotional journey through the 
history of Flanders Fields where 
you can discover the history of 
the World War. 

Adult from £66pp

City Tour of Bruges 
Sweep through the city and its 
must-see sights on a comfortable 
minibus with panoramic views. 
Learn the stories and history 
of this beautiful place using 
headsets and video along the 
way. 

Adult from £18pp
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Prices valid from 1 July 2018 - 30 June 2019. Prices are in £’s per person based on 2 adults sharing a room. Lowest prices shown will vary within the date band depending on departure date, time of booking and 

Hans Memling Hotel
Bruges
Situated in the very centre of Bruges, this 
cosy hotel is just a few minutes from the 
Market Place and its famous Belfry.  
Perfect for exploring this World Heritage 
city, it’s also close to bars and restaurants.

     

  R Bruges 1.5 km 

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Eurostar inclusive  
from £194pp

Flight inclusive  
from £123pp

Extra Night  
from £51pp +

Code: 8582

Koffieboontje
Bruges
Set in the historic centre, in a quiet,  
traffic-free shopping street, this friendly, 
family run hotel is in a great location,  
with the famous Market Square on  
your doorstep.

    

  R Bruges 800 metres 

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Eurostar inclusive  
from £235pp

Flight inclusive  
from £139pp

Extra Night  
from £41pp +

Code: 13979

Martin’s Brugge
Bruges
Perfectly located for easy access to  
Bruges’ finest attractions, this centrally 
situated hotel also offers guests the chance 
to rent bikes, so you can get out and about 
with ease.

     

  R Bruges 2 km 

2 Nights  
Room Only

Eurostar inclusive  
from £226pp

Flight inclusive  
from £158pp

Extra Night  
from £50pp +

Code: 12199

Bryghia Hotel
Bruges
Well known for its peaceful location on 
the little Oosterlingen Square, this historic 
hotel dates back to 1478. A short 5 minutes 
walk from Market Square, it also offers 
views over the picturesque canals.

    

  R Bruges 2 km 

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Eurostar inclusive  
from £273pp

Flight inclusive  
from £202pp

Extra Night  
from £70pp +

Code: 12848

Olympia Hotel
Bruges
Just a 20-minute walk from the historic 
city centre, this family-friendly hotel is 
set in Sint-Michiels. Discover the nearby 
Minnewater area and prominent sights 
such as the Magdalena Concert Hall, the 
Church of Our Lady and Market Square.

     

   R Bruges 800 metres 

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Eurostar inclusive  
from £235pp

Flight inclusive  
from £151pp

Extra Night  
from £50pp +

Code: 9092

Many more hotels and locations available online 

Floris Karos Hotel Bruges
Bruges
A few minutes away from the ancient 
Market Square, and within easy walking 
distance from many of the historical 
sights in this medieval city, this hotel 
offers a great central location.

     

 R Bruges 2 km  

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Eurostar inclusive  
from £232pp

Flight inclusive  
from £157pp

Extra Night  
from £45pp +

Code: 12212

 
4 nights for the price of 3, Aug 18-Oct 19.  
5 nights for the price of 4, Aug 18-Oct 19.

4 nights for the price of 3, 5 nights for the price of 
4 & 7 nights for the price of 6: 1 Jul-31 Oct 18.
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Hotel Academie
Bruges
Situated in a very quiet street in the middle 
of the tourist triangle, this popular hotel 
is just 10 minutes walk from the Market 
Square, and 5 minutes from the famous 
Minnewater and the Begijnhof.

         

  R Bruges 500 metres 

2 Nights  
Room Only

Eurostar inclusive  
from £249pp

Flight inclusive  
from £157pp

Extra Night  
from £61pp +

Code: 9315

Europ Hotel Brugge
Bruges
Europ Hotel Brugge is situated in a quiet 
location by a picturesque canal in the city 
centre. The hotel is about 500 metres from 
the famous Market Square and the town 
centre. The hotel is close by to all tourist 
attractions of the city, offering guests the 
perfect base to relax and unwind after a day 
of exploring. 

      

  R Bruges 3 km 

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Eurostar inclusive  
from £280pp

Flight inclusive  
from £194pp

Extra Night  
from £74pp +

Code: 8721

NH Brugge
Bruges
Ideally located on t’Zand Square, an easy 
walk from Central Station, this quaint hotel 
with stained glass windows, exposed beams 
and brick fireplaces is tucked into the 
historic centre. Within easy reach of many 
sights, it’s perfect for a short break 
in Bruges.

         

  R Bruges 500 metres 

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Eurostar inclusive  
from £230pp

Flight inclusive  
from £158pp

Extra Night  
from £50pp +

Code: 8436

Rosenburg Hotel
Bruges
Overlooking a charming canal, this elegant 
hotel is located on a small marina in the 
centre of Bruges. Perfectly placed for 
exploring, just a few minutes’ walk from the 
medieval centre, with free parking outside.

       

  R Bruges 3 km 

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Eurostar inclusive  
from £187pp

Flight inclusive  
from £163pp

Extra Night  
from £53pp +

Code: 12454

Martin’s Relais
Bruges
Comprised of five exquisite houses on 
the bank of the Spiegelrei, Bruges’ oldest 
harbour. The hotel stands witness to the 
city’s glorious past. 

       

  R Bruges 2 km 

2 Nights  
Room Only

Eurostar inclusive  
from £261pp

Flight inclusive  
from £159pp

Extra Night  
from £51pp +

Code: 11499

Hotel Aragon
Bruges
Located in the historic centre of Bruges, 
this bright, friendly and charming hotel is 
just 200m from the Grote Markt and the 
Belfry, making it easy to explore.

         

  R Bruges 2 km 

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Eurostar inclusive  
from £257pp

Flight inclusive  
from £120pp

Extra Night  
from £62pp +

Code: 8401

3 nights for the price of 2, 1 Nov-6 Dec  
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Connect to your Eurostar break with UK regional rail

The Peellaert Hotel
Bruges
An elegant hotel in the heart of Bruges, 
just 150m from the Market Square, this  
19th century former aristocratic house 
blends elegance with convenience, with 
shops and sightseeing close by.

      

  R Bruges 3 km 

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Eurostar inclusive  
from £258pp

Flight inclusive  
from £195pp

Extra Night  
from £68pp +

Code: 8136

Grand Hotel Casselbergh Bruges
Bruges
Located close to the Grote Markt, Belfry, 
Stadhuis and the Burg, this high quality 
hotel offers superb value and a great base 
for you to explore the historic city 
of Bruges.

         

  R Bruges 2 km 

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Eurostar inclusive  
from £357pp

Flight inclusive  
from £196pp

Extra Night  
from £92pp +

Code: 17507

Relais & Chateaux Hotel 
Heritage
Bruges
Enjoy exceptional service at this exquisitely 
designed private mansion dating from 1869. 
Just a short walk from the Market Square 
and the city’s famous sites.

         

  R Bruges 2 km 

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Eurostar inclusive  
from £350pp

Flight inclusive  
from £278pp

Extra Night  
from £112pp +

Code: 8281

Dukes Palace Hotel
Bruges
A former residence of the Burgundian 
aristocracy, this five star hotel offers 
luxury in a stunning location in the heart 
of the historical city of Bruges. Combines 
contemporary comfort with authentic  
15th century elegance.

         

  R Bruges 1.5 km 

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Eurostar inclusive  
from 277pp

Flight inclusive  
from £267pp

Extra Night  
from £105pp +

Code: 8395

Hotel Navarra Bruges
Bruges
One of the city’s finest hotels, set in 
an elegant 17th century listed building, 
offering four star luxury. Situated close 
to the famous Market Square and main 
shopping streets of Bruges.

       

  R Bruges 2 km 

2 Nights  
Room Only

Eurostar inclusive  
from £279pp

Flight inclusive  
from £173pp

Extra Night  
from £58pp +

Code: 11642

De Tuilerieen Hotel
Bruges
Set in the centre of Bruges, overlooking 
one of many picturesque canals. Nearby 
you can explore the famous Market Square, 
stroll along the maze of winding cobbled 
streets or browse the museums.

       

  R Bruges 1 km 

2 Nights  
Room Only

Eurostar inclusive  
from £311pp

Flight inclusive  
from £209pp

Extra Night  
from £81pp +

Code: 11010

3 nights for the price of 2, Nov 18 (Sun-Tues 

4 nights for the price of 3, Jul/Aug 18 & Jun-Aug 

& 2 Apr-31 Oct.

3 nights for the price of 2: Nov-22 Dec & Jun-Aug 
(Sun-Tues arrivals only). Save 16% for 3 nights only, 
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World War I began in the summer of 1914, and evolved into a devastating battle, involving the world’s major 
powers. Nobody expected the war to last as long or take so many lives. These tours commemorate the 
fallen, depict the events as they unfolded and share the striking legacy that remains 100 years on.

In Western Europe, the front 
line of battle ran continuously 
from the Belgian coast right 
through Northern France.

Today, this peaceful region 
keeps our history alive 
through stunning monuments, 
fascinating museums and 
moving war cemeteries. All 
commemorate the brave 
soldiers on both sides who lost 
their lives whilst fighting for 
their country. 

The memorials filled with 
line after line of graves 
disappearing into the distance 
truly bring home the price that 
was paid to win a few yards of 
earth. 

This is a wonderful way to 
remember them all.

Day 1: Step on-board and relax with 
entertainment, shopping and tasty dishes on 
your comfortable Hull ferry cruise. 

Day 2: Your Super Break coach will whisk you to the 
medieval city of Bruges and then Ypres where you’ll 
visit the ‘In Flanders Field’ Museum.

After checking in at the 4* Novotel Ypres, visit the 
Menin Gate for the moving ‘Last Post Ceremony’ 
which is sounded each evening at 8pm.

Day 3: Your guide will take you on a full day tour of 
Flanders Field including:

  Tyne Cot Cemetery and Visitors Centre
  Lijssenthoek Military Cemetery and Visitors Centre
  Hill 60 – Tunnelling War and Caterpillar Crater
  Essex Farm field hospital
  German Military Cemetery at Vladslo
  Poperinge 

A light lunch is also included before boarding your 
cruise ferry and heading home.

Day 4: Arrive in Hull at 8.30am.  

In Flanders Fields by P&O Ferries  
from £199pp
Tours running: June 2019 & November 2019

Day 1: Travel to Brussels Midi. Change onto a 
local Belgian Rail service for the short journey 
to Bruges. After checking into your hotel, enjoy 
your first evening in this stunning medieval city.

Day 2: Enjoy a full day tour to the Flanders Fields (runs 
Thursday or Sunday) by coach with a knowledgeable 
guide. The tour includes: 

  WW1 trenches, Essex Farm field hospital & 
cemetery

  Langemark cemetery and the Brooding Soldier 
statue

  Tyne Cot Cemetery and Visitors Centre
  Hill 60 or Hill 62
  In Flanders Fields Museum
  A light lunch is included
  Last Post Ceremony at the Menin Gate in Ypres

Return to the centre of Bruges at approximately 9.30pm

Day 3: Explore the wonderful city of Bruges, make 
sure you visit the interactive attraction; the Historium, 
which takes you back to medieval times. 

Day 4: Check out and travel home.

In Flanders Fields by Eurostar  
from £295pp  
Tours running: June 2019 & November 2019

Take a tour of  Flanders Fields battlefields
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Belgium is renowned for its luxurious chocolate, unique beer, 
world-class art and fairytale castles. 

Brussels offers diverse architectural styles and atmospheric 
nightlife in the stylish Art Nouveau grand cafes. Whilst Antwerp 
is world-renowned for its trade in diamonds and historic Ghent 
has magnificent medieval architecture in abundance. 

Whether you choose to visit Brussels, Ghent, Antwerp or other 
Belgian towns such as Bruges, Liege, Leuven or Ostend; we’re 
sure you’ll love a Super Break to Belgium.

Explore the delights of Belgium

What’s your short break style?
With so many hotels to choose from, we have something to suit all budgets. 

Enjoy a stay  
at the 4  Crowne Plaza 
Brussels – see page 74 

Explore Brussels  
from the 3  Floris  

Ustel Midi  
– see page 74

Code: 18379

Explore Antwerp  
from the 3  Leonardo 

Hotel Antwerpen  
– see page 75

Code: 14319 Code: 8285

Save £ Spend £ £ Splurge £ £ £ 

How to get there
Flight inclusive breaks
2 nights accommodation + flight from £133 per person

Fly to Brussels South Charleroi Airport (CRL), Brussels 
Airport (BRU) or Antwerp International Airport (ANR)  

Eurostar inclusive breaks
2 nights accommodation + Eurostar  
from £155 per person
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Ghent

Mini Europe
Mini-Europe is a miniature theme 
park – the only place where you can 
visit all the countries of the EU in 
just 1.5 hours!

Adult from £15pp

Sightseeing Bus Tour 
Take a City Sightseeing tour round 
the heart of Europe and see the 
elaborate buildings of La Grande 
Place, enjoy a beer in the shade of 
medieval guild houses and browse 
round the chocolate shops.

Adult from £23pp

Ghent Boat Trip
As you sail by the city’s oldest and 
most distinct buildings in awe, learn 
about the rich cultural history of this 
quintessential Belgian city. 

Adult from £7pp

Antwerp City Brewery 
Tour
Explore 10 interactive rooms and 
discover the history, and unique 
connection with the city and the 
origin of the iconic De Koninck.

Adult from £11pp

Flanders Fields from Brussels 
Departing from Brussels, this tour will take you on an emotional 
journey through the German Military Cemetery of Vladso.  
You’ll also visit the famous Commonwealth Cemetery of Tyne Cot, 
where a staggering 13,000 men lay at rest. 

Add 
attractions & 
experiences
to your 
Super Break‘‘
‘‘

“Very easy to use website offering the 
stay which I required at a brilliant price. 

Super Break deals and options are 
second to none!”

Super Break Customer,  
February 2018

Adult from £75pp
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Floris Ustel Midi
Brussels
This unique and charming hotel made 
up of four Art Nouveau town houses is 
conveniently located close to the Eurostar 
terminal at Midi station and 5 minutes 
by tram from the city centre. Food and 
antique markets, artisan shops and cosy 
bars are all within walking distance.

         

P Brussels 16 km    
m Lemmonier  

100 metres 

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Eurostar inclusive  
from £154pp

Flight inclusive  
from £133pp

Extra Night  
from £46pp +

Code: 8717

Hilton Garden Inn  
Brussels Louise
Brussels
The perfect choice for a relaxing getaway 
in beautiful Brussels, with an on-site 
bar and restaurant, fitness centre and a 
stunning sunny terrace, where guests can 
relax and unwind. 

        

P Brussels 16 km    
R Brussels-South 2 km 

2 Nights  
Room Only

Eurostar inclusive  
from £232pp

Flight inclusive  
from £269pp

Extra Night  
from £33pp +

Code: 20709

Floris Arlequin
Brussels
Ideally situated in the historical centre of 
Brussels, right next to the architectural 
wonder of the Grand Place on the 
main Market Square, in the heart of 
the pedestrian streets famous for their 
hundreds of restaurants and shops.

     

P Brussels 13 km    
m Bourse 125 metres 

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Eurostar inclusive  
from £179pp

Flight inclusive  
from £149pp

Extra Night  
from £46pp +

Code: 18381

Crowne Plaza Brussels
Brussels
An elegant hotel, centrally located, just  
5 minutes’ walk from North train station 
and 25 minutes to the airport, and a short 
walk from the Grand Place.

         

P Brussels 10 km    
m

2 Nights  
Room Only

Eurostar inclusive  
from £262pp

Flight inclusive  
from £299pp

Extra Night  
from £74pp +

Code: 8285

Hilton Brussels City
Brussels
This comfortable hotel is conveniently 
located in the heart of Brussels near the 
Rue Neuve shopping district, the World 
Trade Center and the Grand Place and 
close to the city’s most famous attractions.

      

P Brussels 15 km    
m Rogier 100 metres 

2 Nights  
Room Only

Eurostar inclusive  
from £247pp

Flight inclusive  
from £295pp

Extra Night  
from £56pp +

Code: 9042

Connect to your Eurostar break with UK regional rail

Radisson Blu Royal Hotel
Brussels
Just a short walk from the famous 
Grand Place, near to the best chocolate 
boutiques and the main shopping 
streets.

Boasting the impressive Atrium 
restaurant set beneath a towering 
glass dome, the highly acclaimed two 
Michelin stars restaurant and a brand 
new fitness centre with sauna and 
massage facilities.

         

P Brussels 12 km    
m De Brouckere  

400 metres 

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Eurostar inclusive  
from £221pp

Flight inclusive  
from £292pp

Extra Night  
from £67pp +

Code: 8205
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Tryp by Wyndham Antwerp 
Antwerp
A modern great value hotel, just 15 minutes 
walk from the centre, between the Central 
Station and the motorway around Antwerp.

Contemporary and sophisticated, merging 
designer furnishings, vivid colour and 
lighting schemes, and luxury amenities.

         

P Antwerp 4 km     
R Antwerpen-Central 

800 metres  

2 Nights  
Room Only

Eurostar inclusive  
from £179pp

Flight inclusive  
from £192pp

Extra Night  
from £51pp +

Code: 11038

Sandton Grand Hotel Reylof
Ghent
This luxurious hotel is excellently situated 
in a top location within walking distance 
from the famous sights and monuments  
of Ghent.

Sit and relax on one of the hotel’s patios 
in the lovely enclosed garden – a peaceful 
oasis in the heart of the city.

         

P Brussels 71 km    
R Ghent St Pieters 3 km 

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Eurostar inclusive  
from £267pp

Extra Night  
from £79pp +

Code: 17946

Ghent River Hotel
Ghent
Situated on the right bank of the River 
Leie, making it the only hotel in Ghent that 
can be reached by boat. Just a short walk 
away from the main shopping area and the 
historic city centre.

         

P Brussels 5 km    
R Ghent St Pieters 5 km 

2 Nights  
Room Only

Eurostar inclusive  
from £237pp

Extra Night  
from £75pp +

Code: 11495

Gravensteen Hotel
Ghent
A lovely 19th century building set in the 
heart of Ghent and opposite the famous 
Gravensteen Castle.

Relax in the hotel's fitness room and sauna 
before enjoying a taste of world famous 
Belgian beers in the bar.

         

P Brussels 70 km    
R Ghent St Pieters 2 km 

2 Nights  
Room Only

Eurostar inclusive  
from £223pp

Extra Night  
from £70pp +

Code: 20242

Leonardo Hotel Antwerpen
Antwerp
This modern, fully renovated hotel in the 
city’s Diamond District, is next to the zoo 
and the city’s historic mainline rail station. 
Close by are the Rubens Museum and 
Modern Art Museum.

      

P Antwerp 5 km     
R Antwerpen-Central 

100 metres  

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Eurostar inclusive  
from £186pp

Flight inclusive  
from £189pp

Extra Night  
from £51pp +

Code: 14319

Hilton Antwerp
Antwerp
Combining old-world charm and 
sophistication, this centrally located 
hotel overlooks the city's historic 
town square and Belgium's finest 
architecture.

Enjoy Belgian cuisine at the hotel’s 
bistro-style Terrace Café and 
experience spectacular views of the 
Cathedral of Our Lady.

         

P Antwerp 6 km    
R Antwerpen-Central 

1 km  

2 Nights  
Room Only

Eurostar inclusive  
from £253pp

Flight inclusive  
from £265pp

Extra Night  
from £59pp +

Code: 18231
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Wonderfully eclectic, with a welcoming vibe, Amsterdam is 
a buzzing must-see city. Meandering canals are gazed upon 
by elegant merchants houses whilst the narrow streets host a 
thriving cafe culture and are packed with unique attractions. 

To escape the crowds head for the trendy Jordaan area, 
bursting with bars, hidden courtyards and enticing markets. 
Explore by bus, bike, boat or relax with a drink in the famous 
Dam Square as the street performers entertain. 

Experience the vibrant culture of Amsterdam 

What’s your short break style?
With so many hotels to choose from, we have something to suit all budgets. 

Waterfront luxury awaits 
at the 4  Movenpick 

Hotel Amsterdam City 
Centre – see page 81

Enjoy a stay at the
4 DoubleTree by Hilton 

Amsterdam - NDSM Wharf
– see page 80

Code: 21208

Relax in style at the 
4  The Manor 

Amsterdam 
– see page 80

Code: 17813 Code: 17407

Save £ Spend £ £ Splurge £ £ £ 

How to get there
Flight inclusive breaks
2 nights accommodation + fl ight 
from £144 per person

Fly to Amsterdam Schiphol (AMS)

For travel tips, latest offers and exclusive competitions, join us on:
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Amsterdam

Amsterdam from above
A‘DAM LOOKOUT is an observation 
deck with an unrivalled panoramic view  
of Amsterdam. You’ll see the city’s 
historical centre, its pulsating port and 
the famous canals.

Adult from £18pp

Savour the Heineken 
Experience – VIP Tour
Besides learning about the one of the 
world’s most famous breweries on your 
fast-track ticket, you can enjoy two 
refreshing free drinks. 

Adult from £44pp

All aboard for the Volendam, 
Marken, Windmills & 
Amsterdam City Tour 
Sweep through old and new Amsterdam 
in a luxurious coach and enjoy the Royal 
Palace, the National Monument, the 
famous Skinny Bridge & much more!

Adult from £67pp

Delft, The Hague and 
Madurodam
Visit a ‘Delft Blue’ pottery to admire the 
hand painted Delftware, then experience 
The Hague, the seat of the Dutch 
Government. Finishing the day with the 
miniature park Madurodam.

Adult from £53pp

Relax on a Canal Cruise and see the 
sights from a different angle  
You simply can’t visit Amsterdam without experiencing a wonderful, 
canal cruise. Holland International is one of the leading companies 
offering experienced guides to enhance your tour with nuggets of 
history and culture. Tours leave every 15 minutes, so you can glide 
elegantly along the waterways in a glass topped boat and enjoy a 
unique perspective on this vibrant city throughout the day.

Adult from £9pp

Add 
attractions & 
experiences
to your 
Super Break‘‘
‘‘

“I always book my Amsterdam trips  
through Super Break and have always had 

excellent service!”
Super Break Customer,  

February 2018
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Quentin England
Amsterdam
Part of the famous ‘United Europe’ 
building, this hotel is less than 3 minutes’ 
walk from the Leidseplein, with casinos, 
shops, restaurants and bars, and within 
walking distance of the Vondelpark, 
Museumplein and PC Hooftstraat.

         

P

R

2 Nights 
Room Only

Flight inclusive 
from £212pp

Extra Night 
from £73pp +

Code: 17512

Lancaster Hotel Amsterdam
Amsterdam
Enjoy staying in a quiet and exclusive 
part of the city centre with numerous 
great cafés and restaurants on the 
doorstep. Close to the main attractions 
and the zoo – great for families.

         

P

R Plantage Badlaan

2 Nights 
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive 
from £182pp

Extra Night 
from £58pp +

Code: 17809

For travel tips, latest offers and exclusive competitions, join us on:

Koopermoolen Hotel
Amsterdam
This hotel is set in a monumental building 
dating from 1725, and is only 200 metres 
from Central Station. Dam Square and the 
Kalverstraat shopping area are less than a 
15-minute walk.

         

P

R

2 Nights 
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive 
from £162pp

Extra Night 
from £48pp +

Code: 13438

Holiday Inn Express Amsterdam 
– Sloterdijk Station
Amsterdam
Located at Sloterdijk Station, one of the 
main train stations, this great value hotel 
has excellent connections to both Schiphol 
Airport (10 minutes) and Amsterdam 
Central Station (5 minutes).

         

P

R

2 Nights 
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive 
from £170pp

Extra Night 
from £58pp +

Code: 16917

Holiday Inn Express Amsterdam 
– Arena Towers
Amsterdam
Conveniently situated just 15 minutes by 
tram from both Schiphol Airport and the 
city centre, and 5 minutes walk from the 
station. Visit the Anne Frank House or top 
city attractions, including the Van Gogh 
Museum and Dam Square.

         

P

R

2 Nights 
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive 
from £205pp

Extra Night 
from £67pp +

Code: 16939

Quentin Amsterdam
Amsterdam
Excellently located in the heart of 
Amsterdam, this authentic canal house 
hotel is on the famous Leidseplein and 
close to the main entertainment area. 
Approximately 5 minutes walk brings you 
to the beautiful Museumplein. 

         

P

R

2 Nights 
Room Only

Flight inclusive 
from £295pp

Extra Night 
from £114pp +

Code: 17511
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Ibis Amsterdam Centre Stopera
Amsterdam
Situated in the heart of Amsterdam,  
within easy reach of Rembrandt Square, 
Anne Frank ’s House and the Royal Palace, 
this hotel is also just a short walk to  
Central Station.

         

P
 

R Waterlooplein  

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £209pp

Extra Night  
from £72pp +

Code: 12423

Prins Hendrik
Amsterdam
A charming hotel opposite Central Station, 
with Anne Frank ’s House, the Royal Palace 
and a number of restaurants, pubs, concert 
halls and theatres close by. 

         

P
 

R  

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £188pp

Extra Night  
from £61pp +

Code: 11668

West Side Inn Amsterdam
Amsterdam
A spacious and modern hotel located in the 
southwest part of Amsterdam – perfect for 
taking a relaxing stroll to the Vondelpark, 
exploring Dam Square or to absorb the 
culture at the Van Gogh Museum. After  
a busy day of sightseeing, why not enjoy  
a cool drink in the on-site bar?

         

P
 

R

2 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £170pp

Extra Night  
from £45pp +

Code: 11411

Hampton by Hilton Amsterdam 
Centre East
Amsterdam
A modern and charming hotel located close 
to the city centre, some of Amsterdam's 
top attractions and only 22 minutes away 
from Schiphol Airport. 

Stop by the hotel's 24/7 hub which offers  
a range of delicious snacks and drinks to 
have on the go, in addition to some great 
travel essentials.

         

P
 

R

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £217pp

Extra Night  
from £80pp +

Code: 19974

Hampton by Hilton Amsterdam 
Arena/Boulevard
Amsterdam
In the centre of Amsterdam Zuidoost, the 
most vibrant entertainment area, and within 
walking distance of Amsterdam Arena, 
Heineken Music Hall, bars, restaurants  
and shops. Schiphol Airport is just  
10 minutes away by train.

         

P
 

R  

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £217pp

Extra Night  
from £73pp +

Code: 11331

Eden Hotel Amsterdam
Amsterdam
As the hotel is situated on the banks of 
the Amstel River, next to the famous 
Rembrandt Square, several rooms have 
breathtaking views of the typical Dutch 
lift-up bridges and passing boats.

         

P
 

R Weesperplein  

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £196pp

Extra Night  
from £65pp +

Code: 17811
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Doubletree by Hilton Amsterdam 
– NDSM Wharf
Amsterdam
An upscale boutique hotel located in the 
NDSM Wharf offering a complimentary 
ferry service to and from the hotel each  
day enabling you to explore the city centre 
with ease or reach Amsterdam Central 
Station to go further out with ease.

In the evening, treat yourself to a meal 
prepared using fresh and local ingredients 
and cooked by a passionate team of chefs.

         

P
 

R

2 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £144pp

Extra Night  
from £39pp +

Code: 21208

The Manor Amsterdam
Amsterdam
This characterful hotel is situated in a 
unique building in Amsterdam-Oost 
– the former hospital. Many great 
restaurants, cafés and other hotspots 
are nearby and you can walk easily 
to Oosterpark.

         

P
18 km      

R Linnaeusstratt  
100 metres 

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £186pp

Extra Night  
from £60pp +

Code: 17813

Many more hotels and locations available online 

Kimpton De Witt Hotel
Amsterdam
Located in central Amsterdam, providing  
a great base from which to explore the  
city and it’s most exciting attractions.

For a tasty meal the Wyers Bar and 
Restaurant is ideal to enjoy some seasonal 
American comfort food with a Dutch twist, 
as well as some local craft beers.

         

P
 

R  

2 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £279pp

Extra Night  
from £130pp +

Code: 16935

Radisson Blu Hotel Amsterdam 
Amsterdam
Located in the historical heart of 
Amsterdam, within walking distance of  
the main tourist attractions, museums, 
theatres and shopping areas, this luxurious 
hotel is also home to a fitness room, a 
sauna and a concierge service

            

P
 

R

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £326pp

Extra Night  
from £118pp +

Code: 8207

Park Hotel Amsterdam
Amsterdam
Superbly located, a short stroll from the 
Museum Square, this design-led boutique 
hotel is also close to the Rijksmuseum, 
the Van Gogh Museum and the endlessly 
pretty Vondelpark.

         

P
 

R

2 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £214pp

Extra Night  
from £76pp +

Code: 8329

Dutch Design Hotel Artemis
Amsterdam
Located between the city centre and 
Amsterdam-Schiphol Airport, on the 
outskirts of the city centre, the hotel is well 
connected to the nearby train which runs 
frequently. Decorated in a modern Dutch 
design throughout the hotel.

         

P
7 km       

R  

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £202pp

Extra Night  
from £62pp +

Code: 12019
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Die Port Van Cleve Hotel
Amsterdam
Set in a perfect location in the heart of 
Amsterdam, this hotel sits adjacent to 
Dam Square within walking distance of the 
famous flower markets.

         

P
16 km     

R  

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £232pp

Extra Night  
from £84pp +

Code: 18009

Holiday Inn Amsterdam
Amsterdam
The hotel is conveniently located near to 
the top city attractions and travel links, 
including Schiphol Airport and Dam 
Square. It’s a great base for a sightseeing 
break in Amsterdam.

         

P
13 km   

R  

2 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £210pp

Extra Night  
from £85pp +

Code: 16937

DoubleTree by Hilton 
Amsterdam
Amsterdam
Set in the heart of the historic city, next  
to Central Station, this hotel places guests 
within reach of Amsterdam’s famous 
shopping streets and cultural heritage sites.

         

P
18 km    

R Prins Hendrikkade 

2 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £232pp

Extra Night  
from £83pp +

Code: 18168

Movenpick Hotel Amsterdam 
City Centre
Amsterdam
This luxurious waterfront hotel  is just a few 
minutes from the centre of the old town – 
the hub of this vibrant city. With a courtesy 
shuttle to the nearby Central Station, 
which is also walkable, and adjacent to the 
cruise terminal.

         

P
 

R

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £240pp

Extra Night  
from £87pp +

Code: 17407

Crowne Plaza Amsterdam – 
Schiphol
Amsterdam
A well situated hotel offering an airport 
shuttle service every 30 minutes and 
located within easy walking distance of 
the top restaurants and great shopping 
of Hoofddorp’s city centre – perfect for a 
relaxing retreat. 

         

P
 

R

2 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £170pp

Extra Night  
from £40pp +

Code: 18411

Albus Boutique Design Hotel
Amsterdam
A recently renovated, boutique hotel 
located close to Dam Square, Leidse 
Square, Rembrandt Square and many  
well-known museums, within the  
famous Canal Belt.

         

P
 

R

2 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £228pp

Extra Night  
from £81pp +

Code: 9211
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Located in north eastern Germany, the capital city of 
Berlin boasts a rich cultural heritage. 

Berlin will tempt your taste buds, treat your eyes and steal 
your heart. Here, vibrant culture meets cutting-edge 
architecture, buzzing nightlife and historic sites. 

Plus, the gastro experience stretches beyond delicious 
street food, with delights such as Bratwursts and Brezels. 

Berlin, full of unexpected delights

What’s your short break style?
With so many hotels to choose from, we have something to suit all budgets. 

Treat yourself 
to a stay at the

5  Hilton Berlin
– see page 85

For great value, stay at the 
3  Holiday Inn Express 

Berlin City Centre 
– see page 84

Code: 16952

Relax at the 
4  Park Inn by Radisson 

Berlin Alexanderplatz 
– see page 85

Code: 16998 Code: 18141

Save £ Spend £ £ Splurge £ £ £ 

How to get there
Flight inclusive breaks
2 nights accommodation + fl ight 
from £158 per person

Fly to Berlin Tegel (TXL)

For details of our latest special offers visit:
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Berlin

Discover Berlin City Sightseeing:  
Hop-On, Hop-Off 2 day Ticket
Berlin is a place exposed to the greatest groundbreaking events in 
World history – discover the most famous streets and squares of the 
City with City Sightseeing Berlin.

Adult from £23pp

Enjoy The 
Famous Insider 
Walk: Hidden 
Berlin & All 
Main Sites
This extraordinary  
half day walking 
tour will give you an 
incredible insight into 
the history of Berlin. 

Adult from £13pp

Explore a Little BIG City Berlin 
The new way to experience the life story of Berlin. Witness Berlin’s 
famous landmarks and breath-taking cityscapes transform around you 
in charming 3D interactive miniature sets.

Adult from £15pp

Add 
attractions & 
experiences
to your 
Super Break‘‘
‘‘

“Brilliant service. 
Super Break are always fast and reliable. 

I will never use anyone else!”
Super Break Customer,  

January 2018
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Holiday Inn Berlin City Centre 
East – Prenzlauer Allee
Berlin
In the heart of the vibrant Prenzauler 
Berg district, surrounded by top city 
attractions and travel links. Take a theatre 
trip to Potsdamer Platz, visit the Berlin 
Walls Checkpoint Charlie or the famous 
Brandenburg Gate.

         

P  
m  

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £167pp

Extra Night  
from £29pp +

Code: 16957

Hotel Indigo Berlin 
– Alexanderplatz
Berlin
Enjoy a central location and explore the 
many attractions and landmarks nearby, 
such as the East Side Gallery.

Plus, make the most of the fitness 
centre and luxuriously designed rooms, 
including Tassimo coffee machine.

         

P  
m  

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £206pp

Extra Night  
from £54pp +

Code: 16949

Many more hotels and locations available online 

Crowne Plaza Berlin City Centre 
Nurnberger
Berlin
Enjoy a convenient, centrally located stay 
at this sophisticated hotel and explore 
some of Berlin’s top attractions. Plus, make 
the most of the 2 bars, an indoor pool, a 
sauna, a fitness centre and a spa offering a 
range of therapies. 

         

P  
R

 

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £166pp

Extra Night  
from £34pp +

Code: 16958

Holiday Inn Express Berlin
City Centre
Berlin
Located next to top travel links for easy 
access to the major attractions of Berlin. 
Choose from shops galore, marvel at 
the Dali Exhibit, catch a show at The 
Potsdamer Platz Theatre or immerse 
yourself in German history at famous 
landmarks.

         

P  
m

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £158pp

Extra Night  
from £32pp +

Code: 16952

Hotel Tiergarten Berlin
Berlin
Near the centre of the old western part 
of Berlin, a short distance from the 
Kurfürstendamm, and ideally situated for 
a stroll in Tiergarten Park. Other central 
attractions are within walking distance.

         

P  
m

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £211pp

Extra Night  
from £49pp +

Code: 8326

Crowne Plaza Berlin –
Potsdamer Platz
Berlin
Ideally located within easy reach of top city 
attractions, shops and travel links. Take a 
trip to the Brandenburg Gate, the German 
Technology Museum or take a leisurely 
boat ride down the River Spree.

         

P  
m  

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £207pp

Extra Night  
from £39pp +

Code: 16956
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Park Inn by Radisson Berlin 
Alexanderplatz
Berlin
In the heart of Berlin’s Mitte district, 
right on the legendary Alexanderplatz 
and a short walk from the city’s 
historical sites, Unter den Linden 
Museum Island and TV Tower. 

         

P  
R  

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £192pp

Extra Night  
from £31pp +

Code: 16998

Quentin Boutique Hotel
Berlin
This 4* hotel is set just a stones throw 
away from the famous Kurfürstendamm 
shopping street and offers spacious rooms 
with free WiFi, entertainments and much 
more.

Explore the city and make sure your stay in 
Berlin is one to remember.

         

P  
m

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £203pp

Extra Night  
from £42pp +

Code: 9794

Quentin Design Berlin 
Berlin
This beautifully renovated unique 
boutique hotel is ideally located at one 
of the most central places of Berlin, just a 
10-minute walk away from the renowned 
Kurfürstendamm shopping street and the 
famous KaDeWe department store.

         

P  
R  

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £166pp

Extra Night  
from £31pp +

Code: 17510

H10 Berlin Ku'Damm
Berlin
Situated on western Berlin's main shopping 
street, and very close to the Kaiser Wilhelm 
Memorial Church and the Zoo. Offering 
a perfect combination of old and new. 
Visitors can enjoy modern rooms in an 
elegant historical building.

         

P  
m Kurfürstendamm 

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £215pp

Extra Night  
from £51pp 

 
 

+

Code: 17430

Hilton Berlin
Berlin
Located in Berlin’s Gendarmenmarkt, one 
of the most elegant squares in Europe. 
Explore the German Technology Museum 
and Martin-Gropius-Bau amongst many 
other top attractions close by.

Plus, make the most of the hotel's Health 
Club with indoor pool or rent a bike to take 
in the sights of the city.

         

P  
m  

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £229pp

Extra Night  
from £60pp +

Code: 18141

Holiday Inn Berlin – Centre 
Alexanderplatz
Berlin
Conveniently situated near to 
Alexanderplatz Station and only a 
30 minute journey by rail from Berlin 
Schönefeld Airport, the Holiday Inn Berlin 
– Centre Alexanderplatz is a great base 
for exploring what this bustling city has to 
offer at your leisure. 

         

P  
m

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £192pp

Extra Night  
from £31pp +

Code: 16955
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Rome is one of the most culturally intoxicating cities in the 
world. Historical monuments unfold at every corner, from the 
magnificent Colosseum to the Roman Forum. Wander the 
streets, take in the sights and relax in an aromatic coffee bar.

Why not throw a coin in the Trevi Fountain, climb the Spanish 
Steps and visit the spectacular Vatican City? As well as 3000 
years of breathtaking art and architecture, Rome is famous for 
its culinary expertise, style and romance. One visit and you’ll 
be hooked on wonders of the fabulous Eternal City.

Share the legacies of Rome

What’s your short break style?
With so many hotels to choose from, we have something to suit all budgets. 

Treat yourself to a 
stay at the 5  Waldorf 
Astoria Rome Cavalieri

– see page 90

For great value, stay at the 
3  Crosti Hotel 

– see page 88

Code: 17752

Relax at the 
4  Duke Hotel  
– see page 89

Code: 12277 Code: 18125

Save £ Spend £ £ Splurge £ £ £ 

How to get there
Flight inclusive breaks
3 nights accommodation + fl ight 
from £162 per person

Fly to Fiumincino/Leonardo da Vinci (FCO) 
or Ciampino (CIA)

For details of our latest special offers visit:
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Rome

Enjoy the Papal Audience, 
Lunch and a Vatican Tour
Take your seat in fabulous St. Peter’s 
Square and watch the Pope giving 
blessings. Enjoy a delicious lunch before 
wandering the Vatican Museums, 
Sistine Chapel and St. Peter’s Basilica 
with an expert guide.

Adult from £104pp

Relish the Rome Culinary 
Tour and eat as the  
Romans do
Wander the streets of Rome calling in 
at 5 typical Italian eateries to experience 
gastro delights from delicious pizzas to 
heavenly ice creams.

Adult from £62pp

Enjoy Venice  
by High Speed Train
This fabulous one day trip is a great way 
to capture the romance of this beautiful, 
floating city. Explore the labyrinth of 
streets, canals, tiny bridges and enticing 
eateries. A wonderful way to experience 
this unique place.

Adult from £155pp

Take in Imperial Rome on a 
Guided Walking Tour of the 
Coliseum, Palatine Hill and 
Roman Forum 
Head back to ancient Rome at the 
virtual museum before enjoying ‘Skip 
the Line’ to the iconic monuments.

Adult from £51pp

Experience the Vatican Museum 
& St Peter’s Basilica on the  
Skip-The-Line Guided Tour 
Some of the world’s most breathtaking and inspiring works of art are 
cherished here. You’re privileged to fast track the queue, grab your 
headsets and start this remarkable tour. Wander Apollo Belvedere, 
the Candelabra, Tapestries and Maps Galleries, before marvelling 
at the stunning Saint Peter’s Basilica and its Baldachin Altar. It all 
creates a truly unforgettable experience.

Adult from £60pp

Add 
attractions & 
experiences
to your 
Super Break‘‘
‘‘

“Good value for money. Great service, 
have used Super Break many times and will 

continue to do so.”
Super Break Customer,  

January 2018
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Prices valid from 1 July 2018 - 30 June 2019. Prices are in £’s per person based on 2 adults sharing a room. Lowest prices shown will vary within the date band depending on departure date, time of 

more airports and dates available. Prices correct at time of print and are subject to change.

Peace of mind with ABTA and ATOL protection

Giglio Dell Opera Hotel
Rome
A comfortable 3-star hotel, close to 
Via Nazionale, Via del Corso and good 
transport links. Just a short walk from the 
Spanish Steps, Trevi Fountain, Colosseum 
and Plazza Venezia.

         

P Fiumicino 29 km    
R Termini 220 metres 

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £190pp

Extra Night  
from £34pp +

Code: 18055

Crosti Hotel
Rome
A traditional, family owned hotel in a quiet 
location close to the centre. Just a few 
minutes from Piazza della Repubblica and 
the renowned Via Veneto, plus a 15-minute 
walk to the Colosseum.

         

P Ciampino 17 km    
m Policlinico 1 km 

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £162pp

Extra Night  
from £20pp +

Code: 17752

Cambridge Hotel
Rome
Well located in a quiet yet central area, 
with easy access to all of Rome’s major 
attractions. The metro stop Castro  
Pretorio and Termini are both only  
500 metres away.

         

P Fiumicino 30 km    
R Termini 500 metres 

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £215pp

Extra Night  
from £42pp +

Code: 16080

Crowne Plaza Rome St Peters 
Hotel & Spa
Rome
Just 3km from the Vatican City,  
surrounded by the Vatican University,  
and conveniently based around bus and 
metro routes that run to the city centre  
and St Peter’s Basilica.

 Dine in the Papillion restaurant and unwind 
in the Lumiere Bar with live piano music.

         

P  
R

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £282pp

Extra Night  
from £64pp +

Code: 8235

Giolli Nazionale Hotel
Rome
Situated in a prime location on the 
prestigious Via Nazionale within walking 
distance to the Colosseum and the 
Spanish Steps, this typically Italian style 
hotel offers a warm welcome.

         

P Ciampino 25 km    
R Termini 700 metres 

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £217pp

Extra Night  
from £42pp +

Code: 13352

Porta Maggiore
Rome
Close to all of Rome’s major sights, 
museums and monuments and the ideal 
base for exploring the city. 

Enjoy a late night tipple in one of the two 
fully-stocked bars which are open until late.

Relax with a bite to eat in one of the  
hotel’s two restaurants or with a  
wholesome lunch in the lounge bar.

     

P  Fiumicino 29 km 
R

3 Nights  
Room Only 

Flight inclusive  
from £171pp

Extra Night  
from £27pp +

Code: 21083
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Duke Hotel
Rome
A luxurious hotel located in the Villa 
Borghese area, with its gorgeous gardens. 
The hotel’s complimentary Mercedes 
shuttle takes you to the Piazza del Popolo 
within 5 minutes.

 Dine in the hotel’s traditional restaurant 
‘I Duchi’ from a great menu of traditional 
dishes, focussing on quality ingredients  
and healthy options.

         

P Ciampino 32 km    
R  

300 metres 

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £215pp

Extra Night  
from £86pp +

Code: 12277

Delle Vittorie Hotel
Rome
Situated in one of the more central areas of 
Rome next to the Theatre Delle Vittorie, 
near the Manzoni and Moliere. Within 
walking distance you can also reach the 
Olympic Stadium and many shopping 
boutiques and Italian haute cuisine 
restaurants. With many local transport 
links nearby getting to all of the tourist, 
archaeological, artistic, commercial and 
shopping hotspots is easy. 

     

P  
R

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £198pp

Extra Night  
from £48pp +

Code: 21082

The B Place
Rome
The B Place is a charming boutique hotel 
set in the heart of Rome between the 
Spanish steps and St. Peter. The  
neo-Victorian style flows throughout 
the hotel with different pieces of French 
furniture in each room and famous Italian 
and European art works line the walls as 
you walk through the halls.

     

P Ciampino 39 km    
mR

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £194pp

Extra Night  
from £35pp +

Code: 21084

Hotel delle Province
Rome
This elegant and welcoming hotel is  
located in the south-east of Rome, an 
area rich in shops, bars and restaurants. 
Offering a first class service, this  
typically Italian hotel is within easy  
reach of all the main sites.

         

P Fiumicino 25 km    
m Piazza Bologna 

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £164pp

Extra Night  
from £25pp +

Code: 18057

D'Este Hotel
Rome
Whether visiting Rome to see the sights,  
or for the fantastic shopping, this 
comfortable well placed Hotel will serve  
as an excellent choice for a central three 
star hotel. Sitting on the peak of the 
Esquilino Hill, close to the Coliseum, the 
Opera House as well as the shopping 
available on Via Nazionale or the winding 
boutique filled streets of Monti. 

         

P Ciampino 30 km    
R Termini 500 metres 

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £259pp

Extra Night  
from £52pp +

Code: 17671

Hotel Gallia
Rome
Built at the end of the 19th century, this 
conveniently located hotel is situated in 
front of Basilica Santa Maria Maggiore 
and very close to the Colosseum and 
Fori Imperiali as well as restaurants, 
local attractions and the train station.

         

P Fiumicino 35 km    
R Termini 750 metres 

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £245pp

Extra Night  
from £35pp +

Code: 8847
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For more inspiration visit blog.superbreak.com 

Romanico Palace
Rome
A luxurious hotel with plenty of  
traditional charm lying within easy  
walking distance of Termini railway  
station, Via Veneto and Villa Borghese.

         

P Fiumicino 31 km    
R Termini 1 km 

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £247pp

Extra Night  
from £53pp +

Code: 9976

Pace Helvezia
Rome
The Trevi Fountain and Via del Corso are 
all just a short walk away and the hotel's 
beautiful rooftop terrace offers beautiful 
views across Rome. All bedrooms are 
spacious and well-appointed with central 
air-conditioning and great facilities.

       

P  
m

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £228pp

Extra Night  
from £49pp +

Code: 8842

Cardinal Hotel St Peter
Rome
Cardinal Hotel St. Peter is 2km from the 
Vatican, and offers views of Saint Peter's 
Basilica from most rooms and its summer 
panoramic terrace with hot tubs. The 
property also features an outdoor pool, 
free outdoor parking, and a garage. 

         

P  
R

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £187pp

Extra Night  
from £33pp 

 

+

Code: 17957

Hotel Turner
Rome
The Hotel Turner occupies a 19th century 
baroque-style property, and offers the 
ideal location for exploring the ancient  
city of Rome. Situated in the heart of the 
Italian capital, the hotel is within walking 
distance of many historic sites including  
the Spanish Steps, Trevi Fountain and  
the Via Veneto.

       

P  
R Termini 1.3 km 

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £242pp

Extra Night  
from £42pp +

Code: 19933

River Palace Hotel
Rome
Located in the heart of the city, just steps 
from Piazza del Popolo, Villa Borghese 
Gardens and other key destinations. 

During the evening guests can relax and 
unwind in the intimate atmosphere of the 
Lounge Bar, whilst sampling tasty snacks 
and signature drinks.

         

P  
R Termini 3 km   

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £291pp

Extra Night  
from £67pp +

Code: 12287

Waldorf Astoria Rome 
Cavalieri
Rome
Perched on 15 acres of private 
Mediterranean parkland overlooking 
the Eternal City, just moments from  
the city itself, with a complimentary 
shuttle bus service departing at various 
times during the day.

         

P  
m

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £649pp

Extra Night  
from £143pp +

Code: 18125
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Hotel San Remo
Rome
With a traditional 19th century façade, 
to Hotel San Remo is an ideal base for 
exploring the ‘Eternal City’. Tuck into 
a delicious selection of pastries, cereal 
and coffee each morning in the breakfast 
room before going out to explore the 
surrounding attractions and points 
of interest.

         

P Fiumicino 30 km    
R Termini 300 metres 

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £164pp

Extra Night  
from £25pp +

Code: 8591

Villafranca Roma Hotel
Rome
Established in 1930, the Villafranca 
Roma Hotel effectively combines a warm 
atmosphere in elegant surroundings. 
Modern furniture and tasteful décor gives 
the hotel a gracious character which is not 
out of place in the Eternal City. 

      

P  
R Termini 200 metres 

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £210pp

Extra Night  
from £40pp +

Code: 18056

Hotel Eliseo
Rome
The Hotel Eliseo offers unbelievable views 
of one of the most beautiful villas of the 
city – Villa Borghese. Sat at the top of 
the famous Via Veneto with a wonderful 
position in Via di Porta Pinciana and  
central location, you are never far away 
from your next Italian adventure. 

         

P Fiumicino 35 km    
R Termini 1 km 

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £219pp

Extra Night  
from £43pp +

Code: 8850

Diana Roma Roof Garden
Rome
Set in the heart of the Umbertine Rome, 
a few metres away from the Opera House, 
Termini station and easily accessible by 
Metro. Offering a prime location close 
to the historical centre and the most 
important monuments and museums of 
the city.

       

P  
R Termini 500 metres 

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £263pp

Extra Night  
from £52pp 

 

+

Code: 12286

Hotel Genio
Rome
Located in the heart of Rome, near one of 
the most picturesque squares in the city, 
Piazza Navona, and only a short walk away 
from some of the most famous sites in Italy. 
Be sure to see the wonderful, panoramic 
views of central Rome from the hotel’s 
rooftop terrace during your stay. 

             

P Fiumicino 36 km    
m

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £219pp

Extra Night  
from £43pp +

Code: 8590

Veneto Palace Hotel
Rome
The Hotel Veneto Palace is located 
in a historic, 19th century building, 
renovated and equipped with every 
modern comfort, while retaining the 
original classic atmosphere. Plus, 
famous tourist attractions such as the 
Trevi Fountain, Piazza di Spagna, Via 
del Corso and  
Piazza del Popolo are only a short 
journey from the hotel. 

         

P Ciampino 30 km    
R Termini 1.5 km 

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £217pp

Extra Night  
from £44pp +

Code: 20696
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Many cities claim to be unique but it’s never more true than 
in amazing, romantic Venice. The ‘Floating City’ is a sight 
to behold, with beautiful Renaissance and Gothic palaces, 
turquoise waters and tiny twisting streets, all built around the 
majestic Grand Canal. 

Saunter through the city at the pace of a gondola, stop and 
try the traditional dish of fresh water lagoon fish or catch a taxi 
boat to the stunning galleries, museums and cathedrals. 

Be seduced by the beauty of Venice

What’s your short break style?
With so many hotels to choose from, we have something to suit all budgets. 

Treat yourself to a stay 
at the 4  Hilton Molino 

Stucky Venice Hotel
– see page 95

For great value, 
stay at the 

3  Tintoretto Hotel  
– see page 94

Code: 18099

Relax at the 
4  Carlton on the Grand 

Canal Hotel 
– see page 95

Code: 8876 Code: 18256

Save £ Spend £ £ Splurge £ £ £ 

How to get there
Flight inclusive breaks
2 nights accommodation + fl ight 
from £126 per person

Fly to Marco Polo Airport (VCE)

For details of our latest special offers visit:
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Venice

Venice Grand Canal  
Boat Tour
Learn about the history and evolution 
of the main street of Venice, and be 
entertained by anecdotes of the famous 
and infamous people that once lived 
along this celebrated waterway. 

Adult from £40pp

Marvel on the  
Doge’s Palace Tour
The epitome of Venetian Gothic style, 
the Doge’s Palace has a remarkable 
history. Learn about the Venetian 
government, the role of the Doge and 
the councils.

Adult from £41pp

Enjoy an iconic  
Gondola Ride
This has to be a once in a lifetime 
experience. Glide silently through the 
canals as your Gondolieri expertly 
steers you through delightful areas 
reached only by water. 

Adult from £26pp

See the Rialto Bridge
The most iconic of all the bridges in 
Venice, this stone construction was built 
in 1591, and is well worth the visit for the 
nearby market alone. 

Take the Original Venice Walk and skip 
the line St. Mark’s Basilica  
Discover the history behind the stunning monuments of St. Mark’s, 
and enjoy a ‘beat the queues’ ticket to St. Mark’s Basilica. You can 
explore the wonders within and learn how the city built on swamps has 
become one of the most celebrated places in the world. You’ll then 
go on to uncover Hidden Venice and all its secrets.

Adult from £21pp

Add 
attractions & 
experiences
to your 
Super Break‘‘
‘‘

“I would recommend Super Break,  
it’s so easy to find what you are looking for 

and there’s a good choice of hotels  
to suit any budget.”

Super Break Customer,  
January 2018
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Prices valid from 1 July 2018 - 30 June 2019. Prices are in £’s per person based on 2 adults sharing a room. Lowest prices shown will vary within the date band depending on departure date, time of 

dates available. Prices correct at time of print and subject to change. 

Tintoretto Hotel
Venice
Located in a typical small Venetian square, 
just a few minutes from the railway station, 
providing easy access to the Rialto Bridge 
and the Casino. 

Head to San Marco Square and marvel 
at the splendour of its basilica and 
Doges Palace.

     

P

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £126pp

Extra Night  
from £30pp +

Code: 18099

All’ Angelo Hotel
Venice
A charming hotel located in the heart of 
the city, just 50 metres from St Mark ’s 
Square and close to many shops, museums 
and restaurants. The façade overlooks the 
brook that leads to the Doges Palace. 

Plus, arrive in style by water taxi direct 
to the hotel’s private landing and passing 
under the Bridge of Sighs en route. 

      

P

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £172pp

Extra Night  
from £53pp +

Code: 12802

Corte dei Greci Hotel
Venice
Situated in a unique location at the heart 
of Venice, perfectly placed to explore 
sights on foot, including St. Mark ’s Square, 
the Basilica and Palazzo Ducale and the 
famous Bridge of Sighs. 

This hotel offers fabulous views of the 
canal, the slow gondolas passing by and the 
dome of San Giorgio Church. 

     

P

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £145pp

Extra Night  
from £40pp +

Code: 16465

Carnival Palace
Venice
This deluxe boutique hotel overlooks the 
Cannaregio Canal in historic downtown 
Venice. Plus, the hotel is easy to reach  
from the airport and just a few steps from 
public transport. 

The hotel’s serene garden area is the 
perfect place to relax after the hustle  
and bustle of a day in Venice.

      

P

2 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £194pp

Extra Night  
from £64pp +

Code: 18100

Principe Hotel
Venice
Overlooking the Grand Canal, this 
4-star hotel is an excellent choice of 
accommodation for those who wish to 
experience the beauty of Venice from an 
enviable location.

The hotel is just minutes away from the 
airport and station terminal – making it 
ideal for tourists who want to start their 
adventure as soon as they arrive. 

      

P

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £165pp

Extra Night  
from £50pp +

Code: 8166

Al Sole Hotel
Venice
A truly stunning hotel set in the historic 
city centre, facing Rio del Gaffaro 
and within walking distance of all 
main attractions. 

Reach the most famous sights from the 
boat stations along the Canal Grande 
and the Canale della Giudecca. 

    

P

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £150pp

Extra Night  
from £42pp +

Code: 18060

Many more hotels and locations available online 
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Prices valid from 1 July 2018 - 30 June 2019. Prices are in £’s per person based on 2 adults sharing a room. Lowest prices shown will vary within the date band depending on departure date, time of 

dates available. Prices correct at time of print and subject to change. 

Hilton Molino Stucky Venice
Venice
Standing on the banks of Giudecca Island 
stands a modern Venetian Masterpiece. 
Once a flourishing flourmill, now 
internationally recognised as one of Italy’s 
iconic pieces of industrial architecture. 

Beautifully restored, this hotel offers a 
different view of Venice. Plus, the hotel 
runs a shuttle boat service to and from the 
main island. 

      

P

2 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £197pp

Extra Night  
from £65pp +

Code: 18256

Carlton Capri Hotel 
Venice
This popular, yet cosy 3-star hotel offers 
traditional accommodation, enhanced by 
typically Venetian features.

Located only a short walk from Santa 
Lucia Station, you’ll find yourself close to 
the Grand Canal where you can catch a 
Vaporetto (water bus) to Saint 
Mark's Square.

     

P

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £144pp

Extra Night  
from £39pp 

 

+

Code: 8903

Duodo Palace Hotel
Venice
Situated in one of the city’s oldest 
buildings, set in the heart of romantic 
Venice and located within walking  
distance of St. Mark ’s Square, the Rialto 
Bridge and the Accademia. 

With stunning views of the canals and 
Venetian rooftops, watch the gondolas  
pass by your window. 

      

P

2 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £139pp

Extra Night  
from £37pp +

Code: 15058

Hotel Amadeus
Venice
The Amadeus is located in the historic 
centre of Venice.

This prime location offers easy access  
to the main attractions and just a few 
minutes from the train station, Venetian 
Getto and Ca D'oro Rialto Bridge and 
Piazza San Marco area.

        

P

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £163pp

Extra Night  
from £48pp +

Code: 8165

Carlton on the Grand Canal
Venice
Positioned in Venice’s Santa Croce 
neighbourhood, close to Giardini 
Papadopoli, Frari, and Ca’Rezzonico. 

Nearby points of interest also include 
Ca’d’Oro and Squero di San Trovaso.  
Plus, the railway station is nearby making 
this is great base for exploring Venice.

       

P

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £148pp

Extra Night  
from £41pp 

 

+

Code: 8876

Dei Dragomanni Hotel
Venice
Located in the heart of Venice, Italy 
– this hotel is housed in a  renovated 
ancient Venetian home that has 
retained its charm and history. Part of 
the property’s charm is one of the last 
Da Vinci style double helix staircases. 

The hotel’s privileged location makes it 
the ideal base to start exploring the 
city from. 

      

P

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £183pp

Extra Night  
from £58pp 

 

+

Code: 21075
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Treat your senses to Florence
Florence, the capital of Italy's Tuscany region, is truly 
enchanting with stunning Renaissance churches, art museums 
and superb cuisine. For the best views of this splendid city take 
a bus to the Fiesole and stop off at the beautiful rooftop terrace 
of Café Rinascente for arresting vistas of the iconic Duomo. 

Sunset in Siena and Chianh Dinner 
A unique experience with Medieval Art, Chianti landscapes and 
Tuscan flavours! This half day tour includes a delicious dinner and 
sumptuous wine. 

Florence Walking Tour 
Go deep into Florence artistic 
heritage and let your professional 
guide unveil the wonders of the 
Renaissance. An enlightening 2 hour 
guided promenade at your own pace, 
with a refreshing Apertif to end. 

Palazzo Vecchio  
Guided Tour 
Enjoy an intimate 90 minute tour and 
discover iconic sights, see the Salone 
dei 500, containing the mysterious 
inscription ‘seek and you will find’ 
and much more...

Add 
attractions & 
experiences
to your 
Super Break

Adult from £14.50pp 

Adult from £62pp Adult from £40pp

  
How to get there

Flight inclusive breaks
3 nights accommodation + flight from £217 per person

Fly to Florence Airport, Peretola (FLR) or Pisa (PSA)

Florence

Get the most out of your break and add tickets to local attractions and tours
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Prices valid from 1 July 2018 - 30 June 2019. Prices are in £’s per person based on 2 adults sharing a room. Lowest prices shown will vary within the date band depending on departure date, time 

available. Prices correct at time of print and subject to change.

Unicorno Hotel
Florence
Combing traditional style with modern 
convenience while being perfectly located 
near all the major sights, museums and 
monuments. 

Housed in a 17th century building in Via  
de’ Fossi, an antique shopping street 
leading to Piazza Santa Maria Novella –  
the ideal base for a short break in Florence. 

    

P Florence 6.6 km     
R Firenze 900 metres 

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £225pp

Extra Night  
from £38pp +

Code: 21079

Galileo Florence Hotel
Florence
An elegant 19th century building in the 
heart of Florence and the ideal base for 
anyone visiting who wishes to explore the 
local history, culture and tourist hot spots.

    

P Florence 7.2 km    
R Firenze 900 metres 

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £218pp

Extra Night  
from £47pp +

Code: 21078

Corona d'Italia Hotel
Florence
A stylish hotel situated in the historical 
centre of Florence in the district of 
San Lorenzo and only a short distance 
form some of the city’s most enticing 
monuments and museums.

The on-site American Bar is perfect for 
relaxing and planning your day over a 
delicious espresso or enjoying a  
prepared-to-perfection cocktail.

    

P Florence 7.4 km    
R Firenze 100 metres 

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £233pp

Extra Night  
from £42pp +

Code: 16464

Club Firenze Hotel
Florence
A stunning modern hotel with fantastic 
amenities surrounded by shops, cafés and 
restaurants and only a short distance from 
Santa Maria Novella Basilica and Museum, 
Cathedral of Santa Maria del Fiore, and 
Statue of David.

       

P Florence 5 km    
R Firenze 200 metres 

3 Nights  
Room only

Flight inclusive  
from £338pp

Extra Night  
from £43pp +

Code: 18090

Cellai Boutique Hotel
Florence
Stylish and charming, this cosy hotel 
is within walking distance of Florence 
Cathedral, Ponte Vecchio bridge and 
just a 6-minute walk from Galleria 
dell’Accademia.

       

P Florence 7.4 km    
R

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £291pp

Extra Night  
from £55pp +

Code: 20322

Malaspina Hotel
Florence
Located in the centre of Florence on the 
Piazza dell’Indipendenza. The Museo  
di San Marco and Galleria 
dell’Accademia are less than a 10 
minute walk away.

         

P Florence 6.5 km    
R Firenze 900 metres 

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £217pp

Extra Night  
from £30pp +

Code: 18088
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Uncover Milan’s vibrant side
Milan is the epitome of style and sophistication, boasting 
designer boutiques, classic dining and vibrant art. Between 
sightseeing, why not enjoy a hot chocolate and striking views 
from La Rinascente’s top floor café, or for lively nights, the 
Navigli District is the place to be. 

Duomo di Milano
Milan’s extravagant Gothic cathedral, 600 years in the making, aptly 
reflects the city’s creativity and ambition. It’s extravagant detail is 
shown through the 135 spires and 3400 statues – a must-see on your 
Milan break. 

Pinacoteca di Brera
Visit this iconic gallery, located 
upstairs from one of Italy’s 
most prestigious art schools, 
it houses Milan’s collection of 
Old Masters, much of it ‘lifted’ 
from Venice by Napoleon.

Teatro alla Scala
One of the most famous 
opera stages in the world, 
La Scala’s season runs from 
early December to July. You 
can also see theatre, ballet 
and concerts here year-round 
(except August).

  
How to get there

Flight inclusive breaks
3 nights accommodation + flight from £193 per person

Fly to Milan–Malpensa Airport (MXP) or Milan Linate (LIN)

Milan

For more inspiration visit blog.superbreak.com 
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Prices valid from 1 July 2018 - 30 June 2019. Prices are in £’s per person based on 2 adults sharing a room. Lowest prices shown will vary within the date band depending on departure date, time of 

Crowne Plaza Milan City
Milan
In a great location close to the shopping 
areas of the “Fashion District” and Corso 
Buenos Aires and to the nightlife of Corso 
Como which is full of trendy fashion lounge 
bars and great restaurants.

Unwind in the hotel’s fitness centre with 
wellness area and sauna and fantastic views 
of Milan’s stunning skyline.

        

P

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £231pp

Extra Night  
from £54pp +

Code: 16422

Andreola Hotel 
Milan
An elegant property taking design 
inspiration from the renaissance period. 
The stunning architecture throughout 
combined with the marble, rose and red 
coloured interiors allow you to really step 
back to a classic time.

In a prime location within 200 metres 
of transport lines make this an excellent 
choice for your city break in Milan. 

      

P

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £262pp

Extra Night  
from £79pp +

Code: 21186

Acca Palace
Milan
A modern and colourful property with a 
strategic location close to the underground 
station so, within a few minutes you can be 
right in the heart of the city.

This sophisticated hotel offers a quiet and 
comfortable choice of accommodation  
with all of the facilities you could need 
during a stay in Italy. 

       

P

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £193pp

Extra Night  
from £43pp +

Code: 21185

Hotel Madison
Milan
An elegant hotel located in a quiet area, 
equipped with a great breakfast room with 
panoramic views, air conditioning, WiFi and 
more to help you feel at home. Plus, Milan’s 
main business, cultural and shopping 
districts are only a short distance away. 

        

P

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £211pp

Extra Night  
from £47pp +

Code: 18095

Zurigo Hotel
Milan
Be greeted by lovely parquet flooring 
and interiors made of natural materials. 
Situated within walking distance of the 
city’s world-famous cathedral in the  
centre of historic Milan.

     

P

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £245pp

Extra Night  
from £57pp +

Code: 18092

NH Milano Machiavelli
Milan
A brilliant hotel located in the centre of 
Milan. Only a short distance away from 
Corso Buenos Aires, La Scala opera  
house and only 2km from the city’s famous 
gothic cathedral Duomo di Milano.

        

P

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £226pp

Extra Night  
from £86pp 

more, for arrivals 12 Oct- 
 

  

+

Code: 20959
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Explore the unique attractions of Gibraltar 
What an extraordinary destination – Gibraltar may be tiny but 
its attraction is huge. Explore beautiful Botanic Gardens and a 
military history offering Great Siege Tunnels, O’Hara’s Battery 
and Nelson’s Anchorage. 

Between the bars and the cable cars you’ll discover cathedrals, 
castles, great shopping and British Red Post Boxes. With much 
of Gibraltar easy to reach on foot, perhaps the highlight is the 
panoramic view from the top of The Rock. 

Cameras Ready for a Cable Car!
Enjoy mesmerising views of Gibraltar Bay and Africa’s Rif Mountains 
on your journey to 412m above sea level. In just 6 minutes you’ll 
arrive at the beautiful nature reserve, where you can see its inquisitive 
Barbary Apes.   

Original Rock Tour  
of Gibraltar 
See all the sights on a 
comprehensive coach tour.  
Explore iconic spots like Europa 
Point from the tunnels in Rosia Bay, 
visit Upper Rock Nature Reserve, 
see the Apes, experience the caves 
and much more.

Add 
attractions & 
experiences
to your 
Super Break

The Great Siege Tunnels 
A great experience for all the family 
as you get to explore a series of 
tunnels located inside the northern 
end of the Rock of Gibraltar. A great 
day out for big and little adventurers 
alike. 

 

Adult from £12pp Adult from £23pp

  
How to get there

Gibraltar

Flight inclusive breaks
3 nights accommodation + flight  
from £200 per person

Fly to Gibraltar Airport (GIB) 
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Bristol Hotel
Gibraltar
Brilliantly located in the heart of Gibraltar, 
just off the main street – perfect for a day 
of duty free shopping. 

This fabulous hotel is also just a short stroll 
from the Gibraltar Museum and Tourist 
Information Centre. 

     

P

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £200pp

Extra Night  
from £46pp +

Code: 11052

Caleta Hotel
Gibraltar
This peaceful location on Caleta Bay,  
offers amazing views of Southern Spain  
and North Africa. 

The hotel is just a short walk to local 
attractions, including the Moorish Castle, 
the Great Siege Tunnels and the Upper 
Rock Nature Reserve. 

      

P

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £273pp

Extra Night  
from £69pp +

Code: 15618

O’Callaghan Eliott Hotel
Gibraltar
Its central location makes this hotel an 
ideal base to explore the town and all of 
Gibraltar’s amazing attractions. 

With stunning views of the Strait of 
Gibraltar and buzzing with warm 
hospitality this hotel is a real find. 

      

P

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £411pp

Extra Night  
from £117pp 

Save 10% when staying  
 

+

Code: 11631

The Rock Hotel
Gibraltar
Enjoy a taste of luxury in this fabulous 
hotel. Its unique aspect offers magnificent 
views across the Bay of Gibraltar, mainland 
Spain and the gorgeous Moroccan Rif 
Mountains. Inside, amazing interiors, 
impressive service and fine cuisine are the 
cherry on the top. 

      

P

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £303pp

Extra Night  
from £89pp 

 

+

Code: 8881

Holiday Inn Express Gibraltar
Gibraltar
Enjoy the best of Gibraltar on your 
doorstep from this welcoming 3-star hotel. 

Located a short distance from the airport 
and within walking distance of the Rock 
of Gibraltar, Victoria Square, Casemates 
Square and the Gibraltar War Memorial.

    

P

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £235pp

Extra Night  
from £45pp +

Code: 21456

Sunborn Gibraltar
Gibraltar
This luxurious 5-star yacht hotel 
moored in Gibraltar’s exclusive Ocean 
Village marina sets a new standard in 
accommodation. 

A fine dining restaurant and pool are 
just part of the exquisite luxury you’ll 
discover on-board this fabulous and 
unique hotel.

         

P

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £366pp

Extra Night  
from £101pp +

Code: 8889
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Stroll the palm-lined promenade of Palma 
A beautiful marina, exciting galleries and wonderful 
restaurants are just part of the charm of fabulous Palma. 
The awe-inspiring Gothic Cathedral La Seu and the 
Almudaina Palace are a real must-see. Wander its medieval 
streets, or hire a bike to explore and you’ll find bustling 
squares, bohemian areas and vibrant markets. 

See the sights from an open top bus
This enlightening City Sightseeing bus tour takes you on an amazing 
journey from Avada Antonia Maura to the imposing Cathedral and 
Almudaina Palace, round the shopping areas, museums and galleries. 

Experience Palma’s 
History
Explore Bellver Castle – a beautiful, 
circular castle, once home to 
Mallorca’s Kings and now home to 
the City History Museum. While La 
Seu is the stunning gothic cathedral 
where you can enjoy traditional 
Catalan dancing on Sundays. 

Enjoy tempting Tapas 
This stunning city is full of delightful 
tapas bars but there’s much more. 
Try a Bunyol, a type of doughnut 
perfect for breakfast, or Sopas 
Mallorquinas – a hearty soup with 
bread, vegetables and sometimes 
meat. Delicious! 

Add 
attractions & 
experiences
to your 
Super Break

Adult from £16pp

  
How to get there

Flight inclusive breaks
3 nights accommodation + fl ight from £182 per person
Fly to Palma Airport (PMI)

Palma
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Hotel Roc Linda
Palma
Conveniently located just a 6 minute walk 
from the beach and only 1.3 km from 
Palma Aquarium. 

An outside swimming pool surrounded by 
terrace and sun loungers is available to  
take a cool dip after soaking in the  
Spanish sun.

    

P Palma 2.1 km   

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £182pp

Extra Night  
from £67pp +

Code: 20930

Continental Hotel
Palma
A boutique hotel, with typical Mallorcan 
décor, located in the centre of Palma. 
Close to the city’s old town and seafront 
promenade, the Contintental offers a 
perfect location for your break away.

      

P Palma 11 km   

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £261pp

Extra Night  
from £63pp +

Code: 20142

Hotel Saratoga
Palma
Nestled in the heart of the city centre, 
close to the Avenue Jaime III and the 
popular shopping centre. With panoramic 
views over the bay, the Hotel Saratoga is 
close to the port, seafront and the 
iconic Cathedral.

      

P Palma 10 km   

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £291pp

Extra Night  
from £73pp +

Code: 8750

Catalonia Majorica Hotel
Palma
Overlooking the Bay of Palma, this  
friendly 4-star hotel is 4 km from the 
Gothic Palma Cathedral and city centre, 
and 8 km from Marineland Mallorca 
aquarium. In a peaceful location it’s a 
perfect spot for a relaxing break.

       

P Palma 13 km   

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £226pp

Extra Night  
from £52pp +

Code: 20141

Grupotel Valparaiso Palace
Palma
Located in the heart of the city, 
surrounded by palm trees and park 
areas, this luxurious hotel is close to  
the popular entertainment attractions, 
top restaurants and bars of Palma.

         

P Palma 13 km    

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £330pp

Extra Night  
from £92pp +

Code: 8740

Mirador Hotel
Palma
Situated on the Paseo Marítimo seafront, 
with superb views of the Bay of Palma,  
the Cathedral, Bellver Castle, Club 
Nautico and Club de Mar Boat Clubs.  
Just 1 km from the centre and 4 km from 
the beach at Illetas.

       

P Palma 11.3km    

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £321pp

Extra Night  
from £79pp +

Code: 11425
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Packed with mind-blowing gems, it’s no wonder Barcelona is a 
top European destination! Uncover medieval romance in the 
Gothic quarter and the awe-inspiring art nouveau architecture of 
Gaudi in the Sagrada Familia. 

If you love food, treat your taste buds to sumptuous Catalonian 
cuisine in one of the lively tapas restaurants. Add a touch 
of culture at the Museu Picasso (which is free on Sunday 
afternoons), explore hidden temples, lush parks or simply chill 
out on the many beautiful beaches. 

Discover the culture of Catalonia in Barcelona 

What’s your short break style?
With so many hotels to choose from, we have something to suit all budgets. 

Treat yourself to a stay 
at the 5  Renaissance 

Barcelona Hotel  
– see page 109

Enjoy a comfortable stay 
at the 4  Sunotel  

Central Hotel  
– see page 107

Code: 9341 

Relax at the chic and 
stylish 4  H10 Casanova 

– see page 108

Code: 16336 Code: 20438

Save £ Spend £ £ Splurge £ £ £ 

How to get there
Flight inclusive breaks
3 nights accommodation + flight  
from £163 per person

Fly to Barcelona (BCN)
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Park Güell 

Marvel on a guided tour  
of Sagrada Familia 
Designed by Gaudi, intricate features 
and rich religious symbolism create an 
unrivalled masterpiece. 

Adult from £36pp

Discover an evening  
of Tapas
This walking tour of Barcelona’s famous 
tapas bars combines gourmet food 
with culture. Experience the city and 
uncover its history while you learn how 
to order tapas.  

Adult from £62pp

Indulge in the great 
Barcelona food tour
A local food lover will guide you 
through the delights of Catalan cuisine. 
Wander Barcelona’s Mercat de la 
Llibertat, the local market, tasting 
delicious seasonal bites. 

Adult from £49pp

Relish a divine Montserrat 
bus tour 
Hop onboard and head to the lush 
Montserrat mountain range. Pass 
through beautiful villages before 
arriving at the home of Benedictine 
monks. 

Adult from £49pp

Enjoy a top scoring day out at Camp Nou 
on the FC Barcelona and Museum Tour
Whether you love the beautiful game or not, this is a brilliant family 
day out. Camp Nou is the home of world renowned Barcelona FC, 
touring behind the scenes, the tunnel and the away team changing 
room is fascinating. Fans from all over the world visit to pay their 
respects to this ‘shrine to football’. A 3D multi-media experience  
and museum really build the anticipation and celebrates this  
fantastic sport.

Adult from £26pp

Add 
attractions & 
experiences
to your 
Super Break‘‘
‘‘

“Great variety of locations and packages  
to please everybody.”

Super Break Customer,  
March 2018
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Autohogar Hotel
Barcelona
Situated in the centre of beautiful 
Barcelona, steeped in culture and history, 
this is one of our best value hotels in the 
city. Explore the iconic Las Ramblas, the 
Gothic quarter, stunning Harbour and 
Plaza Espana.

    

P
m

hotel 

3 Nights 
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive 
from £173pp

Extra Night 
from £34pp +

Code: 11728

SB Icaria Barcelona Hotel
Barcelona
Located in the Olympic Marina, just a few 
minutes walk to the Olympic Port. The 
beach is located close to the hotel and 
there are a wide selection of clubs, bars and 
restaurants nearby too. 

      

P
m Ciutadella-Villa

3 Nights 
Room Only

Flight inclusive 
from £201pp

Extra Night 
from £45pp +

Code: 13743

Evenia Rocafort Hotel
Barcelona
A contemporary and stylish hotel set in 
the lively Eixample district , within walking 
distance of España Square and Catalunya 
Square. The park and exhibition site of 
Montjui, the Magic Fountains, Caixa 
Forum and Las Arenas shopping centre are 
also close by.

    

P
m

3 Nights 
Room Only

Flight inclusive 
from £187pp

Extra Night 
from £42pp +

Code: 16601

H10 Itaca Hotel
Barcelona
Conveniently situated near Barcelona Sants 
Station for the AVE high-speed train and 
the Barcelona Trade Fair site. The city’s 
attractions can be easily reached by public 
transport in just over 5 minutes.

       

P
m

3 Nights 
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive 
from £196pp

Extra Night 
from £42pp 

days before travel.

+

Code: 12407

Novotel Barcelona 
Sant Joan Despi
Barcelona
Just a short distance from the Avenida 
Diagonal in the district of Sant Joan Despi, 
this luxury hotel allows easy access to a host 
of local transport links, so you can really 
explore the best the area has to offer.

      

P
m 

 

3 Nights 
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive 
from £187pp

Extra Night 
from £40pp +

Code: 16353

SB Plaza Europa Hotel
Barcelona
Located next to the Fira2 Exhibition 
centre in the L'Hospitalet de Llobregat 
area of Barcelona, this modern hotel is 
located on the Plaza Europa at the foot 
of Gran Pia Avenue, just 10 minutes 
from the city centre.

      

P
m Ildefons Cerda 

3 Nights 
Room Only

Flight inclusive 
from £174pp

Extra Night 
from £36pp +

Code: 18326

For travel tips, latest offers and exclusive competitions, join us on:
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Ramblas Hotel
Barcelona
A conveniently located hotel with a Gaudi 
inspired façade, located directly on the 
Ramblas, and surrounded by colourful and 
cultural architecture and museums, not 
forgetting the Gran Teatro del Liceo and 
the Gothic Quarter.

    

P  
m

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £187pp

Extra Night  
from £40pp +

Code: 16415

Sunotel Central Hotel
Barcelona
A superior 4-star hotel superbly located in 
the busiest area of Barcelona. Just a few 
steps from the Passeig de Gràcia y Plaça 
Catalunya, it’s the ideal location to explore 
the city.

       

P  
m

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £170pp

Extra Night  
from £35pp +

Code: 9341

HCC Montblanc
Barcelona
Situated right in the heart of the city, 
just 500 metres from Las Ramblas, Plaza 
Catalunya and bordering the charismatic 
Gòtico neighbourhood,  you’ll find yourself 
in the perfect location for sightseeing.

    

P  
m

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £245pp

Extra Night  
from £65pp +

Code: 8812

Sercotel Ámister Art Hotel
Barcelona
This 1940’s hotel with its original façade is 
set in an exceptional location in the lively 
Eixample District, just a 20-minute walk 
from the centre and close to the trade fair 
and convention centre. 

       

P  
m

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £208pp

Extra Night  
from £33pp +

Code: 8501

Hotel Vilamari
Barcelona
Just 300 metres from Plaza de España, 
with the Barcelona Trade Fair, National 
Art Museum of Catalonia, Gothic 
neighbourhood and beach of Barceloneta 
easily accessible.

       

P  
m

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £178pp

Extra Night  
from £36pp +

Code: 9073

H10 Marina Barcelona
Barcelona
In an unbeatable location, this unique 
hotel is nestled between the Ciudadela 
Park and the Olympic Marina Harbour, 
just 1 km from the Marina and 2.5 km 
from Plaza Catalunya.

      

P  
m

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £211pp

Extra Night  
from £48pp 

 
 

travel.

+

Code: 8157
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Local attraction tickets can be added to your short break, visit www.superbreak.com

Hotel America Barcelona
Barcelona
Centrally located, in the shopping 
district around Passeig de Gracia, at the 
heart of the Eixample neighbourhood. 
This boutique hotel is perfectly placed 
to access the city’s most treasured 
attractions by foot, taxi or Metro.

       

P  
m

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £218pp

Extra Night  
from £51pp +

Code: 17747

H10 Casanova
Barcelona
Located in the centre of Barcelona, a 
short walk to Las Ramblas and Plaza de 
Catalunya, this boutique hotel is set in a 
chic and stylish, fully restored 18th century 
building for an elegant ambience.

       

P  
m

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £234pp

Extra Night  
from £57pp 

 

+

Code: 16336

Ilunion Bel Art
Barcelona
A 4-star hotel located between the Parque 
Güell, the Sagrada Familia and the Hospital 
de la Santa Creu I Sant Pau, perfect 
for exploring the modern and historical 
architecture of Barcelona.

         

P  
m

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £186pp

Extra Night  
from £42pp +

Code: 20366

Sunotel Club Central
Barcelona
Perfectly situated in the heart of 
L' Eixample district of Barcelona, home 
to the largest concentration of modernist 
architectural treasures and main landmarks 
in the city. 

         

P  
R

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £163pp

Extra Night  
from £35pp +

Code: 18327

Senator Barcelona
Barcelona
Comfortable and relaxing, this fantastic 
hotel boasts a great location making it 
the perfect base to explore all that the 
Catalonian capital has to offer. Such as 

FC Barcelona's Camp Nou Stadium, Placa 
d’Espanya and Diagonal Avenue. 

      

P  
m

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £241pp

Extra Night  
from £54pp +

Code: 9251

Avenida Palace
Barcelona
A majestic hotel, in a great central location, 
surrounded by some of Barcelona’s most 
important shopping streets. Within 
walking distance of a selection of the city’s 
prestigious stores and restaurants.

         

P  
m Passeig de Gràcia 

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £214pp

Extra Night  
from £58pp +

Code: 18389
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HCC Regente
Barcelona
Set on Rambla de Catalunya, a tree-lined 
avenue, this modernist hotel with original 
façade and, stained-glass windows is just 
near the Casa of les Punyes, La Pedreta 
and the Hospital de Sant Pau.

      

P  
R  

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £259pp

Extra Night  
from £72pp +

Code: 8811

Hotel Rivoli Ramblas
Barcelona
Set in an historic and unique art deco 
building, on the famous Ramblas near 
the Plaza Catalunya. The hotel is also 
close to the Gothic Cathedral and 
Barcelona’s harbour.

      

P  
m

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £244pp

Extra Night  
from £52pp +

Code: 8498

H10 Montcada
Barcelona
This boutique hotel is housed in a 
neoclassical building, typical of the Via 
Laietana, a mere 250m from the beach in 
Barcelona and opposite the Cathedral and 
Gothic Quarter.

         

P  
m

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £269pp

Extra Night  
from £67pp 

arrival.

+

Code: 8916

H10 Universitat
Barcelona
Just 100 metres from Las Ramblas and 
very close to the Gothic Quarter, this 
luxury hotel is located in Barcelona’s city 
centre, between the University and Plaza 
de Catalunya.

         

P  
m

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £238pp

Extra Night  
from £57pp +

Code: 11623

Evenia Rossello Hotel
Barcelona
A recently refurbished, modern and edgy 
hotel, located in the Eixample district, near 
the majestic Paseo de Gracia and Gaudí ’s 
famous modernist building La Pedrera. The 
bustle of the Ramblas, the Gothic Quarter 
and great restaurants are nearby.

         

P  
m

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £224pp

Extra Night  
from £53pp +

Code: 16602

Renaissance Barcelona Hotel
Barcelona
Located in the heart of the city, just 
minutes away from famous historical 
sites and surrounded by many little 
hidden treasures, yet away from the 
main stream of tourist attractions.

         

P  
m

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £381pp

Extra Night  
from £109pp +

Code: 20438
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This wonderful, cosmopolitan city is a tantalising mix of 
fantastic architecture, lush green parks and elegant boulevards. 
Everywhere you turn there are stunning galleries, lively bars and 
culinary treats. One of the best ways to enjoy the cuisine is to 
dine with the locals in Plaza Santa Anna.

If you like a little culture don’t miss the museums and give 
yourself plenty of time to explore the stunning Basilica de San 
Francisco el Grande and the majestic Royal Palace. 

Be inspired by the culture of Madrid

What’s your short break style?
With so many hotels to choose from, we have something to suit all budgets. 

Treat yourself to a stay 
at the 5  InterContinental 

Madrid Hotel
– see page 112

For great value, stay at 
the 3  Holiday Inn 

Madrid – Piramides Hotel 
– see page 113

Code: 18438

Relax at the 
4  Meninas Hotel 

– see page 113

Code: 19953 Code: 8688

Save £ Spend £ £ Splurge £ £ £ 

How to get there
Flight inclusive breaks
2 nights accommodation + fl ight 
from £187 per person

Fly to Madrid Barajas (MAD)

For details of our latest special offers visit:
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Madrid

Enjoy Madrid’s Highlights 
and Prado Museum 
Gain a great insight into this city with a 
walking guided tour of Madrid’s major 
sights, before heading into El Prado. 
Packed with art work from the Spanish 
greats and world famous Goya, it’s an 
incredible, cultural journey.

Adult from £50pp

Toledo half day tour –  
The City of Three Cultures
Visit many of the most prestigious 
sights in Toledo, including an outside 
view of the Cathedral, Church of  
St. Tome with El Entierro del senor de 
Orgaz, masterpiece of El Greco and the 
Monastery of San Juan de los Reyes, 
among many others.

Adult from £52pp

Be tempted to take the 
Great Madrid Food Tour 
Indulge in local gastro delights, explore 
the fabulous markets of La Latina and 
tempt your taste buds with delicious 
dishes. Your guide will introduce you 
to moreish morsels and wonderful local 
drinks that epitomise the culture.

Adult from £49pp

Spoil yourself with a dazzling  
Flamenco Show & Dinner 
Savour a taste of authentic Spain and its feisty flamenco 
performances in Café Chinitas. A traditional Spanish venue, it’s set 
in a distinctive 18th century mansion, the perfect backdrop for a 
memorable night.

Adult from £76pp

Add 
attractions & 
experiences
to your 
Super Break‘‘
‘‘

“Excellent website very easy to use  
and book. Good variety of hotels and 

attractions and very good rates.”
Super Break Customer,  

January 2018
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Hotel Principe Pio
Madrid
Explore the history, culture and leisure of 
Madrid from this centrally located hotel. 
The 18th century Royal Palace of Madrid, 
Cathedral La Almudena, Sabatini Gardens, 
La Plaza Mayor and Zoo Aquarium de 
Madrid are all within easy reach. 

Plus, the hotel offers bike hire so you can 
explore the city on two wheels.

    

P Madrid 22.3 km    
R Principe Pio 550 metres 

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £218pp

Extra Night  
from £48pp +

Code: 20869

Florida Norte Hotel
Madrid
Situated in a great location, this 
excellent 4-star hotel is situated in the 
centre of Madrid.

Near to the hotel, you'll find the beautiful 
gardens of the Royal Palace and the 
popular Principe Pio shopping centre.  

      

P Madrid 15 km    
R Principe Pio 280 metres 

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £194pp

Extra Night  
from £38pp +

Code: 13874

Puerta de Toledo Hotel
Madrid
This traditional hotel is located in the 
historical centre of Madrid.

Situated close to the Royal Palace and  
the Cathedral and ideal for visiting the 
Royal Opera Theatre, the Plaza Mayor, el 
Rastro (flea market) and much more!

    

P Madrid 18 km    
m Puerta De Toledo 

110 km 

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £206pp

Extra Night  
from £43pp +

Code: 13879

H10 Villa de la Reina
Madrid
This recently refurbished hotel in a 
majestic, historic building with charming 
features is located right in the heart of 
Madrid’s cosmopolitan Gran Vía.

Sitting just 50 metres from the Gran Vía 
Metro Station, this is a great base from 
which to explore the city.

      

P Madrid 19 km    
m Gran Vía 50 metres 

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £315pp

Extra Night  
from £78pp 

Save 10% off Sunday, Nov 
& Mar 19. Save 10%, for 
arrivals 1 Dec-28 Feb when 
bookings up to 30 days 
before travel.

+

Code: 17987

Hotel Opera
Madrid
This hotel is located in the heart of 
Madrid’s historical centre. 

Situated opposite the Royal Opera  
House and a short distance away from  
the Plaza de Oriente – this elegant hotel 
offers you the chance to stay next to one  
of Europe’s most beautiful royal palaces. 

      

P Madrid 14 km    
m Opera 100 metres 

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £262pp

Extra Night  
from £64pp +

Code: 8366

InterContinental Madrid
Madrid
This emblematic 5 star hotel is 
located in central Madrid – close 
to the sophisticated Salamanca 
neighbourhood in the heart of the 
financial and diplomatic pulse.

After a long day, relax in Bar 49 
where you can sample cocktails, 
wine and tapas.

         

P Madrid 15 km    
R Atocha Station 3.6 km 

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £315pp

Extra Night  
from £99pp +

Code: 8688

Get the most out of your break and add tickets to local attractions and tours

Prices valid from 1 July 2018 - 30 June 2019. Prices are in £’s per person based on 2 adults sharing a room. Lowest prices shown will vary within the date band depending on departure date, time 

 
13 Nov, 24 Nov, 26 Nov, 9 Dec, 25 Jan, 1 Feb & 26 Feb. Many other airports and dates available. Prices correct at time of print and subject to change. 
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Hotel Indigo Madrid – Gran Via
Madrid
Superbly located, this hotel is just steps 
from the Gran Vía; one of the Spanish 
capital’s most vibrant and cosmopolitan 
streets and the home of Madrid’s trendiest 
shopping and top-class entertainment. 

In the heart of downtown, the hotel is a 
terrific base from which to explore the city, 
with sights including the Royal Palace and 
Opera House within walking distance. 

       

P Madrid 24 km    
m Santo Domingo  

180 metres 

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £287pp

Extra Night  
from £72pp +

Code: 18437

Meninas Hotel
Madrid
Having been totally refurbished and 
transformed into a boutique hotel, this 
hotel has managed to retain some of the 
decorative and structural elements of the 
original building. 

The hotel is centrally located, with its close 
proximity to the Opera Metro giving you 
easy access to all the sights and historic 
parts of the city. 

      

P Madrid 13 km     
m Opera 140 metres  

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £238pp

Extra Night  
from £58pp +

Code: 19953

Hotel Senator Gran Via 70 Spa
Madrid
Located right in the centre of Madrid 
nestled amongst the commercial district. 

Local transport links are nearby meaning 
getting out and about the city is simple 
and comfortable. Specific points of 
interest nearby include Temple of Debod, 
Monasterio de las Descalzas Reales, 
Jardines De Sabatini and Thyssen- 
Bornemisza Museum. 

    

P Madrid 14 km     
m Plaza de España  

110 metres 

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £212pp

Extra Night  
from £41pp +

Code: 20870

H10 Puerta de Alcala 
Madrid
Located in the exclusive Salamanca 
neighbourhood, this hotel is within 100 
yards from Madrid's Retiro Park and 
Principe de Vergara Metro Station. 

Only a 15-minute walk from the Puerta  
de Alcalá Gate and Plaza Cibeles and a 
short walk from the Sports Palace and 
Alcala New Theatre.

      

P Madrid 14 km    
m Ppe. de Vergara  

150 metres  

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £316pp

Extra Night  
from £57pp 

Save 10% for arrivals 1 
Nov-29 Dec, 1-22 Jan, 26 
Jan-11 Mar & 15-31 Mar 
19 when booking up to 30 
days before travel.

+

Code: 20192

Holiday Inn Madrid – Piramides
Madrid
Offering comfy accommodation in a handy 
city centre location, this hotel is a great 
choice when visiting the Spanish capital. 

Close to the Royal Palace and Madrid’s 
museum area ‘the Culture Mile’, the 
hotel is well-placed for seeing the best of 
the city. With the Metro and overground 
trains at the Piramides Station right on 
your doorstep!

    

P Madrid 19 km    
m Piramides 50 metres  

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £187pp

Extra Night  
from £37pp +

Code: 18438

Prices valid from 1 July 2018 - 30 June 2019. Prices are in £’s per person based on 2 adults sharing a room. Lowest prices shown will vary within the date band depending on departure date, time 

 
13 Nov, 24 Nov, 26 Nov, 9 Dec, 25 Jan, 1 Feb & 26 Feb. Many other airports and dates available. Prices correct at time of print and subject to change. 

DoubleTree by 
Hilton Madrid Prado
Madrid
DoubleTree by Hilton Madrid Prado is 
a 4-star boutique-style hotel, located in 
the heart of Madrid City Centre, within  
walking distance to Atocha train station. 

In the Las Letras neighborhood, you 
can find numerous cafes, outdoor 
terraces and cuisines from around the 
world. 

         

P Madrid 22 km     
m  

500 metres 

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £318pp

Extra Night  
from £80pp 

+

Code: 20710
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Beautiful sunshine, cobbled streets and gorgeous beaches 
are just some of the delights of Andalucía. The spirit of Spain 
is abundant in its turquoise oceans, stunning coastlines and 
inviting whitewashed villages. 

Steeped in cultural heritage and famous for delicious tapas, 
rich sherry and stunning castles. For a real taste of Spain why 
not visit Seville – the home of Flamenco, or the breath-taking 
UNESCO-listed World Heritage site, Mezquita de Córdoba – 
an unforgettable sanctuary.

Let Andalucía capture your heart

What’s your short break style?
With so many hotels to choose from, we have something to suit all budgets. 

Treat yourself to a  
stay at the 4  Las Casas 
de la Juderia in Cordoba 

– see page 117

For great value, stay at 
the 3  H10 Corregidor 

Boutique Hotel in Seville  
– see page 116

Code: 20040

Relax at the  
4  Hotel San Gil  

in Seville  
– see page 116

Code: 8690 Code: 17875

Save £ Spend £ £ Splurge £ £ £ 

How to get there
Flight inclusive breaks
3 nights accommodation + flight  
from £168 per person
Fly to Malaga Airport (AGP), Seville Airport (SVQ)  
or Granada Airport (GRX)
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Seville

Explore stunning Córdoba
Once the Islamic capital of Spain, this striking city also has a 
remarkable Jewish Quarter. Perfect to explore on foot or by bicycle, 
it’s best known for the impressive arches of Mezquita de Córdoba. 
This excursion departs from Malaga, Torremolinos or Fuengirola.

Adult from £60pp

Nerja Caves and Frigiliana
Explore Nerja with its prehistoric caves and breathtaking views from 
the Balcon de Europa. Experience the Sierra Almijara mountains 
before heading to Frigiliana, a typical Andalusian village. This 
excursion departs from Malaga, Torremolinos or Fuengirola.

Adult from £37pp

Discover romantic Ronda
One of Spain’s oldest towns sits above a deep gorge, offering 
Puente Nuevo, a stone bridge with beautiful views. The New 
Town’s Plaza de Toros, an 18th-century bullring, is also a legendary 
experience. This excursion departs from Malaga, Torremolinos or 
Fuengirola.

Adult from £40pp

Add 
attractions & 
experiences
to your 
Super Break‘‘
‘‘

“We always are very satisfied with  
Super Break they are fantastic each time  

we book with them.”
Super Break Customer,  

March 2018
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Hilton Garden Inn Malaga
Malaga
A short walk to the harbour, this hotel 
lies opposite the local metro station, with
easy access to shops, restaurants and 
tourist hotspots. 

Sit back and relax on Malagueta Beach, 
take a trip to the stunning Malaga 
Cathedral or enjoy live entertainment 
in the atmospheric old town centre.

     

P

3 Nights 
Room Only

Flight inclusive 
from £226pp

Extra Night 
from £34pp +

Code: 9843

H10 Corregidor Boutique Hotel
Seville
This charming boutique hotel, packed 
with amenities, is located right in the 
historical and commercial heart of Seville, 
close to the city’s main tourist attractions. 
Decorated in Moorish and Andalucian
style throughout.

     

P

3 Nights 
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive 
from £184pp

Extra Night 
from £30pp 

more, 4-29 Nov, 9-20 Dec, 
Jan/Feb.

+

Code: 20040

Hotel San Gil
Seville
Set in a privileged location in Seville’s 
old quarter, near the Andalusian 
Parliament and the basilica of Macarena. 
The hotel is a splendid restored and 
converted Sevillian Palace, providing the 
highest standards of quality and comfort.

Take a dip in the rooftop pool which 
boasts fabulous views over the city.

      

P

3 Nights 
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive 
from £210pp

Extra Night 
from £64pp 

3 nights for the price of 2, 

+

Code: 8690

Becquer Hotel
Seville
In the heart of Seville, the impressive 
Cathedral and Alcázar Fortress are both 
within 10 minutes' walk of the hotel and 
the Guadalquivir River is 450 yards away.

The Bellas Artes Art Gallery is just over 
450 yards away and you can walk to the 
beautiful Santa Cruz district within
10 minutes. 

      

P

3 Nights 
Room Only

Flight inclusive 
from £236pp

Extra Night 
from £48pp +

Code: 13919

Malaga Centro Hotel
Malaga
The Málaga Centro Hotel is a newly 
refurbished 4 star hotel.

Set in a peaceful location this hotel 
offers easy access to Malaga’s 
attractions – located only 300 metres 
from the centre of the city and 
2.5 kilometres from the seaside. 

      

P

3 Nights 
Room Only

Flight inclusive 
from £223pp

Extra Night 
from £43pp +

Code: 18073

Ilunion Malaga
Malaga
This 4-star superior hotel, enjoys a 
privileged beach front location and is just 
5 minutes from the train station which 
provides direct services to Malaga Airport.

Plus, both the Malaga Cathedral and the 
Carmen Thyssen Museum are only 1.5km 
away – making this hotel the perfect base 
from which to explore Malaga.

      

P
R 

 

3 Nights 
Room Only

Flight inclusive 
from £279pp

Extra Night 
from £68pp +

Code: 20372

For travel tips, latest offers and exclusive competitions, join us on:
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Silken Al Andalus Palace
Seville
Placed near the popular Heliopolis quarter 
of Seville, making it a great a base to 
explore the city. 

Within walking distance of the historical 
centre close to Parque Maria Luisa and 
Plaza de España. 

      

P

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £168pp

Extra Night  
from £26pp +

Code: 8198

NH Cordoba Guadalquivir
Cordoba
An urban hotel set in the middle of a 
World Heritage Site in Cordoba offering 
fantastic views over a nature reserve to the 
Guadalquivir River and on the doorstep of 
Cordoba’s famous Mosque-Cathedral.

      

P

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £241pp

Extra Night  
from £50pp +

Code: 20956

Las Casas de la Judería
Seville
Ensconced among the winding labyrinth of 
narrow roads found at the heart of Seville’s 
old quarter, lies Las Casas de la Judería. 

History fills the air in this magnificent  
Old World style establishment with 
a superb architectural style which 
harmoniously reflects the authentic feel 
of the serpentine neighbourhood that 
surrounds it.  

       

P

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £381pp

Extra Night  
from £97pp +

Code: 12935 

Las Casas de la Judería
Cordoba
Las Casas de la Juderia Cordoba is a 
charming hotel just metres from the 
Mezquita. Made up of attractive 17th  
and 18th century houses with lovely 
gardens, fountains and patios. 

Located in the historic centre of Cordoba, 
this unique hotel combines modern 
facilities with historic buildings. 

       

P

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £239pp

Extra Night  
from £48pp +

Code: 17875

Sercotel Gran Hotel  
Luna de Granada
Granada
A 4-star hotel located only 10 minutes 
from the historical centre, close to the 
shopping area of Granada and the 
Alhambra Palace, with direct access  
to the ring motorway of the town.

       

P Granada 17 km    

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £255pp

Extra Night  
from £54pp +

Code: 20175

NH Granada Centro
Granada
Set in a historic building in the heart of 
Granada, you are only a short walk away 
from the city’s most popular tourist spots, 
such as Cicerone Visit Granada,  
La Madraza, Cathedral and Royal Chapel 
and Granada Cathedral.

      

P  
R Granada 1.8 km 

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £232pp

Extra Night  
from £47pp +

Code: 20977
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Experience the beauty of the Algarve
Stunning coastlines, fabulous beaches and wonderful cobbled 
streets make this a magnet for families, couples and friends. 
Dipping into crystal waters and discovering local delicacies, is 
all part of the fun. Whether you’re here for the sunshine, the 
culture or the golf you’ll be mesmerised. 

Don’t miss a thing on Albufeira Sightseeing Bus
Venture out and explore on a refreshing open top bus tour. Hop On 
and Off as your heart desires, revel in the panoramic views and catch 
the history in your audio guide along the way. 

Shop ’till you drop
Wander the thriving shopping mall 
of Albufeira’s with over 100 shops 
and familiar stores. Delve into its 
eclectic local craft and gift shops or 
head to Lagos for a host of designer 
boutiques. 

Savour sumptuous  
local cuisine
Dive into the local, mouth-watering 
specialities from spicy, piri piri 
chicken to beautiful salted cod and 
delicious sardines, caught in these 
very waters. Sparkling nightlife, 
bars and music rings out in the Old 
Town and on the Strip.

Add 
attractions & 
experiences
to your 
Super Break

Adult from £16pp

  
How to get there

Flight inclusive breaks
3 nights accommodation + flight from £134 per person

Fly to Faro International Airport (FAO)

The Algarve
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Janelas Do Mar Apartments
Albufeira
The Janelas Do Mar apartment complex 
is nestled on a hilltop, offering an idyllic 
location with panoramic views to the sea. 
It's within easy reach of the centre of 
Albufeira and the beautiful Oura Beach. 

         

P Faro 40 km   

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £134pp

Extra Night  
from £15pp +

Code: 21102

Vila Gale Cerro Alagoa
Albufeira
Located only a short walk from 
Fisherman’s Beach, near the centre of 
Albufeira with its many places of interest, 
this hotel is close at hand making it a 
perfect spot for a relaxed break.

         

P Faro 47 km   

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £212pp

Extra Night  
from £41pp +

Code: 11234

Tivoli Lagos
Lagos
This beach resort is located a few 
minutes from the town centre, the 
marina and just a few kilometres from 
some of the best golf courses in the 
region. 

         

P

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £195pp

Extra Night  
from £36pp +

Code: 20989

Auramar Hotel
Albufeira
This picturesque hotel is located in the 
beautiful Praia dos Aveiros, the resort is 
situated on Aveiros Beach and Albufeira 
Beach. It has an indoor pool, two outdoor 
pools and several gardens. Plus, its nearby 
to the town centre of Albufeira. 

         

P Faro 40 km  

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £136pp

Extra Night  
from £16pp +

Code: 17781

Dom Pedro Marina Hotel
Vilamoura
Overlooking the International Yacht 
Marina and the Atlantic Ocean, this hotel 
is just a short stroll away from the shops, 
bars and restaurants in the cosmopolitan 
marina.

         

P

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £276pp

Extra Night  
from £63pp +

Code: 8833

Tivoli Marina Vilamoura
Vilamoura
This hotel is elegant, modern and 
luxurious and within close proximity to 
many points of interest in the Algarve 
region. Plus, it's situated directly on the 
beautiful beachfront.

         

P

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £301pp

Extra Night  
from £71pp +

Code: 21003
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Lisbon is an enchanting patchwork of epic hills, cobbled 
alleyways and breath-taking culture. Known as the City of 
Seven Hills, a spectacular day out starts with a tram to São 
Jorge Castle to enjoy panoramic views. Foodies are in for a 
gastronomic treat, as seafood and pastries are plentiful here.

With a host of history and culture why not explore Bairro Alto 
and its eclectic mix of bars, restaurants and fantastic nightlife? 
You’ll be surprised how this wonderful sleepy place comes 
alive at night.

Uncover Lisbon’s sparkling culture and history

What’s your short break style?
With so many hotels to choose from, we have something to suit all budgets. 

Treat yourself to a stay 
at the 5  Dom Pedro 

Lisboa
– see page 123

For great value, 
stay at the

4  Florida Hotel
– see page 122

Code: 17602

Relax at the 
4  Hotel Mundial

– see page 123

Code: 8621 Code: 17764

Save £ Spend £ £ Splurge £ £ £ 

How to get there
Flight inclusive breaks
3 nights accommodation + fl ight 
from £163 per person

Fly to Lisbon Portela (LIS)

For details of our latest special offers visit:
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Lisbon

Feast on the Great 
Lisbon Food Tour
Eat like a local in Lisbon and 
discover the hidden Portuguese 
food treasures.

Adult from £49pp

Lisbon Sightseeing Bus 
Tour
Discover the city's key sights, 
museums, gardens and 
attractions on this fantastic 
sightseeing tour.

Adult from £18pp

Yellow City Cruises 
Combo Ticket
While slowly winding through 
the Tagus river, you can observe 
some of Lisbon's magnificent 
monuments.

Adult from £27pp

Dive into the fantastic Yellow Boat Tour
See the sights of Lisbon from the Tagus River with this hop-on,  
hop-off boat tour, taking in Saint Jorge Castle, Cristo Rei and the 
April 25th Bridge.

Adult from £18pp

Add 
attractions & 
experiences
to your 
Super Break‘‘
‘‘

“Very friendly and helpful service with  
a fantastic choice of destinations.”

Super Break Customer,  
January 2018
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Miraparque
Lisbon
Miraparque offers tourists visiting Lisbon a 
central yet peaceful and quiet location. 

This pleasant 3 star hotel overlooks the 
beautiful Eduardo VII Park and is within 
easy reach of a wide range of top 
tourist attractions. 

     

P  
m

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £195pp

Extra Night  
from £40pp +

Code: 14149

Amazonia Hotel Lisboa
Lisbon
Located just 500 metres from Lisbon’s main 
avenue, Avenida da Liberdade, is Amazonia 
Hotel Lisboa. The hotel offers spectacular 
panoramic views over the city and river. 
With the nearest metro station being only 
800 metres from the hotel you can get out 
and explore the city’s unique architecture 
and beauty.  

    

P  
m

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £163pp

Extra Night  
from £29pp 

+

Code: 21103

Inspira Santa Marta Hotel
Lisbon
Inspira Santa Marta Hotel is a 4-star 
boutique hotel located in Lisbon City 
Centre, the hotel is perfect for guests 
staying for either a leisure or business 
break offering the perfect place to relax 
and unwind. The hotel is located just a few 
steps away from Avenida da Liberdade. 

       

P  
m

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £276pp

Extra Night  
from £100pp +

Code: 20178

For more inspiration visit blog.superbreak.com

Metropole Hotel
Lisbon
Located on Rossio Square; the heart 
of historic Lisbon, making this hotel an 
excellent starting point with the very best 
of this fascinating city on your doorstep! 

Careful renovations have enhanced 
the charm and elegance, with original 
furnishings meeting modern conveniences 
in a warm and intimate atmosphere.  

     

P Lisbon Portela 9 km   
m

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £294pp

Extra Night  
from £73pp +

Code: 16683

Florida Hotel
Lisbon
This glamorous hotel sits in the heart of 
the city, in a prime setting directly in 
front of Marques de Pombal underground 
station, which connects with all major 
transportation. 

This historical hotel was one of the  
first built in the beautiful Portuguese  
city of Lisbon. 

       

P Lisbon Portela 7 km    
m  

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £179pp

Extra Night  
from £34pp +

Code: 17602

TURIM Europa Hotel
Lisbon
Positioned in the heart of Lisbon the 
TURIM Europa Hotel is just a short 5 
minute walk from the Marques de Pombal.

The hotel offers modern and spacious 
guest rooms that provide the perfect base 
for a short city break in the delightful 
Portuguese city of Lisbon. 

       

P Lisbon Portela 6 km    
m São Sebastião  

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £206pp

Extra Night  
from £43pp 

+

Code: 12966
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Hotel Mundial
Lisbon
Situated right in the heart of Lisbon, 
with the Baixa Pombalina and the 
historical St. George’s Castle in 
the background. 

Plus, Rossio Square is just a few steps 
away from this comfortable 4 star hotel. 

         

P  Lisbon Portela 6 km    
m

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £241pp

Extra Night  
from £55pp +

Code: 8621

Pestana CR7 Lisboa
Lisbon
The luxurious Pestana CR7 Lisboa is a 
5-star collaboration between the Pestana 
Hotel Group and famous footballer 
Cristiano Ronaldo. 

Set in the classy neighbourhood of Baixa 
Pombalina you are only less than a minute 
on foot from Praca do Comercio, the main 
tram lines, the Chiado shopping area and 
the nightlife of Cais do Sodre.

         

P  
m  

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £250pp

Extra Night  
from £55pp +

Code: 21173

Luxe Hotel by Turim Hotel
Lisbon
The contemporary Luxe Hotel by Turim 
Hotels is ideally situated in the heart of 
historic Lisbon, within easy reach of some 
of the city's most popular sights such as 
Marques de Pombal, Castle of Sao Jorge, 
and Rossio. 

Also nearby are Santa Justa Elevator and 
Gulbenkian Museum. Anjos Metro Station 
is a few minutes' walk from the hotel so you 
can reach all areas of Lisbon city with ease. 

     

P  
m

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £207pp

Extra Night  
from £43pp +

Code: 17484

Holiday Inn Lisbon Continental
Lisbon
A curvaceous high-rise building on a lively 
boulevard; the contemporary Holiday Inn 
Lisbon-Continental is a 10 minute taxi 
ride from Lisbon Airport. 

The location offers close proximity to 
Campo Pequeno metro station which 
provides direct subway trains to Lisbon 
city centre. 

       

P Lisbon Portela 7 km    
m Campo Pequeno  

 

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £194pp

Extra Night  
from £39pp +

Code: 16511

Dom Pedro Lisboa
Lisbon
A city centre hotel, just 15 minutes from 
the airport and within walking distance 
from Marques de Pombal square and 
Avenida da Liberdade. 

Across the street from one of Lisbon’s 
largest shopping centres with shops, 
cinemas and restaurants on the doorstep.

         

P  
m

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £325pp

Extra Night  
from £83pp +

Code: 17764

Turim Alameda Hotel 
Lisbon
Located in the centre of Lisbon, close to 
the Calouste Gulbenkian Museum and 
the Bullring of Campo Pequeno this is an 
ideal base to stay for your break in this 
Portuguese city. 

Getting around the city is no trouble 
with the Metro and tram system so you 
can visit all the top tourist attractions or 
just go further out to experience the true 
Portuguese lifestyle.

         

P  
m Arroios 1 km  

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £231pp

Extra Night  
from £48pp +

Code: 21073
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Discover the incomparable natural beauty of the Portuguese 
island of Madeira. Home to everything from cultural wonders 
and fascinating traditions, to a vibrant and varied nightlife and 
stunning mountainous views at every turn. 

Be sure to explore the cosmopolitan capital of Funchal which 
is nestled in a great natural amphitheatre overlooking the 
Atlantic Ocean. Not one to be missed, known for its warm 
year-round temperatures, great attractions, traditional wines, 
folklore, dancing and much more.

Explore Madeira – a stunning island paradise

What’s your short break style?
With so many hotels to choose from, we have something to suit all budgets. 

Treat yourself to a  
stay at the 5  Belmond 

Reids Palace Hotel 
– see page 127

For great value,  
stay at the 3  Madeira 

Hotel – see page 127

Code: 21514

Relax at the  
5  Pestana Casino  

Park Hotel  
– see page 126

Code: 21510  Code: 21516

Save £ Spend £ £ Splurge £ £ £ 

How to get there
Flight inclusive breaks
3 nights accommodation + flight  
from £277 per person

Fly to Funchal (FNC)
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Madeira

Monte Palace Tropical 
Gardens
Accessible by cable car, which is a great 
experience in itself, and a fantastic day 
out. Visit the stunning tropical gardens 
awash with blossoms, all manner 
of artworks, decorative ceramics, 
sculptures and even a museum!

Santana
Enjoy a day trip to Santana, a charming 
municipality in the northeast of 
Madeira. Discover the preservation 
area and it’s famed, traditional Santana 
thatched houses, explore the local 
farmers market and be sure to visit the 
Madeira Theme Park and the Main 
Church of Santana.

Monte Toboggan Run
Monte Toboggans are often considered 
a ‘must-do’ when visiting Madeira. 
Attracting thousands of tourists every 
year who want to make this exciting, 
traditional experience of sliding at high 
speed on narrow, winding streets down 
to Funchal.

Explore the city with a Funchal City 
Sightseeing hop-off-hop-off bus ticket  
Explore Funchal at ease with a hop-on-hop-off bus tour. There’s 
so much waiting to be discovered from the wonderful views of the 
Autonomy Monument, to visiting Pico dos Barcelos, one of the best 
viewpoints in Funchal. 

Adult from £16pp

Add 
attractions & 
experiences
to your 
Super Break‘‘
‘‘

“I had an extremely good experience  
when booking my short trip.  

The customer service was excellent and  
my trip was booked very quickly.  

I will be recommending Super Break to my 
family and friends!”

Super Break Customer,  
April 2018
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Pestana Casino Park Hotel
Funchal
Pestana Casino Park Hotel enjoys a 
privileged location in Funchal, Madeira 
surrounded by 15,000 square metres of 
private gardens and only a short walk to 
the city centre.

         

P

3 Nights 
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive 
from £376pp

Extra Night 
from £58pp +

Code: 21510  

Baia Azul Hotel 
Funchal
Conveniently located close to the beach 
front and Botanical Gardens. This 
low-key four-star hotel enjoys a central 
position just a short walk from the city 
centre and the popular tourist spots.

         

P

3 Nights 
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive 
from £374pp

Extra Night 
from £58pp +

Code: 21504

Porto Mare Hotel 
Funchal
Porto Mare Hotel is a tropical medley of 
exuberant gardens situated next to the 
sea side promenade that provides a scenic 
walk, connecting the Lido area to the 
Camara de Lobos town, it is close to the 
tourist area and shopping district. 

         

P

3 Nights 
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive 
from £386pp

Extra Night 
from £64pp +

Code: 21511

Alto Lido Hotel 
Funchal
Ideally positioned in a prime location 
close to a number of inviting beaches 
and regional attractions including, 
Barreiro’s Stadium, Madeira Casino, 
Town Square, and Funchal Marina. 

         

P

3 Nights 
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive 
from £361pp

Extra Night 
from £54pp +

Code: 21503

Golden Residence Hotel 
Funchal
This modern and luxurious hotel offers 
the perfect location. Situated in 
picturesque Funchal, it overlooks the 
sea and imposing cliffs providing some 
spectacular sunsets each day. 

         

P

3 Nights 
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive 
from £326pp

Extra Night 
from £44pp +

Code: 21507

Madeira Panoramico Hotel
Funchal
Excellently located in a privileged 
area, on the western slope of Funchal, 
enjoying a vast panoramic view of 
the mountains, the city and the sea. 
The endless horizons and surrounding 
nature gives the feeling of calm 
and tranquility. 

         

P

3 Nights 
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive 
from £312pp

Extra Night 
from £39pp +

Code: 21508 

For details of our latest special offers visit:
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Pestana Bay Hotel 
Funchal
It is less than a one minute walk to Formosa 
beach with panoramic views of the Camara 
de Lobos hillside and a bit further you will 
find both Madeira Botanical Garden and 
Cabo Girao. 

         

P

3 Nights  
All Inclusive

Flight inclusive  
from £456pp

Extra Night  
from £87pp +

Code: 21509 

Madeira Hotel 
Funchal
Located in Funchal in the heart of 
Madeira, just a short walk from the beach, 
promenade and harbour, this casual hotel 
enjoys a central location close to the 
popular attractions of the city. 

         

P

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £277pp

Extra Night  
from £45pp +

Code: 21514

Vidamar Resort Madeira
Funchal
This contemporary and elegant hotel 
enjoys an exclusive location with a large sea 
platform and direct access to the Ocean. 
Plus, it’s surrounded by gardens with 
tropical plants, palm trees that extend to 
the very edge of the cliff face. 

         

P

3 Nights  
Half Board

Flight inclusive  
from £553pp

Extra Night  
from £119pp +

Code: 21518 

Muthu Raga Madeira Hotel 
Funchal
Situated on the hillside in the Lido area 
and commanding spectacular views of the 
surroundings from its high vantage point. 
It’s the perfect choice for a comfortable 
and relaxing holiday due to these 
idyllic surroundings. 

         

P

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £299pp

Extra Night  
from £35pp +

Code: 21513 

Enotel Lido Madeira 
Funchal
Modern, all-inclusive five-star hotel 
overlooking the Atlantic Ocean in the heart 
of Funchal. The hotel is close to Funchal’s 
most popular attractions, events and 
entertainment options.

         

P

3 Nights  
All Inclusive 

Flight inclusive  
from £485pp

Extra Night  
from £107pp +

Code: 21506

Belmond Reids Palace Hotel 
Funchal
A century old five-star hotel beautifully 
decorated to offer old-world charm. It’s 
set in lush subtropical gardens, perched 
above the picturesque harbour and 
overlooking the Atlantic Ocean. 

         

P

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £648pp

Extra Night  
from £169pp +

Code: 21516
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Steeped in over 7000 years of history, this enticing island 
offers lively marinas, hilltop fortresses and a dramatic 
coastline. Beautifully clear waters are wonderfully inviting and 
the blue lagoon alongside the island of Comino is a real treat. 

Art abounds here with sculptures, ancient temples and 
unbelievable underground carvings. Even the cuisine is a 
pleasing infusion of Sicilian and Middle Eastern flavours. The 
best has to be coffee, cake and stunning views of the island 
from Fontenella Tea Garden, Mdina. 

Fall for the fiestas and vibrancy of Malta

What’s your short break style?
With so many hotels to choose from, we have something to suit all budgets. 

Treat yourself  
to a stay at the  

5  InterContinental Malta 
– see page 130

For great value, stay at the 
3  The Bugibba Hotel  

– see page 130

Code: 21062

Relax at the  
4  Victoria Hotel  

– see page 130

Code: 17824 Code: 16303

Save £ Spend £ £ Splurge £ £ £ 

How to get there
Flight inclusive breaks
2 nights accommodation + flight  
from £126 per person

Fly to Malta Luqa Airport (MLA)
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Malta

Enjoy a Sightseeing Bus Tour
Choose from two fascinating Hop-On, Hop-Off tours, one explores 
the delights of the north and one of the south. Discover prehistoric 
temples, Valletta the capital and a stunning Blue Grotto, both routes 
are perfect to see Malta's treasures.

1 Day Pass: Adult from £18pp
2 Day Pass: Adult from £33pp

Experience ultimate Malta
Treat yourself the wonders of Malta on this exceptional tour. 
Experience the Mediterraneo Marine Park with dolphins, sea lions 
and more, before embarking on a thrilling Jeep Safari and ending the 
day enjoying a serene traditional harbour cruise.

Adult from £85pp

Discover The Beauty of Gozo
A short ferry ride will transport you to this stunning island where 
you'll discover lush landscapes and fabulous architecture. Explore 
the Citadel in Victoria, cliffs in Xlendi Bay and all the delights of the 
markets.

Adult from £18pp

Add 
attractions & 
experiences
to your 
Super Break‘‘
‘‘

“Super Break provide a helpful & friendly 
service. I have used them for years and have 

always found them first class.”
Super Break Customer,  

January 2018
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Hilton Malta
St Julian’s
The epitome of Maltese charm and 
sophistication - this stunning  
family-friendly hotel enjoys a great 
position in the heart of fashionable 
Portomaso. 

The hotel offers wet and wild 
watersports, a spa and is just fifteen 
minutes from the UNESCO World 
Heritage City of Valletta.

         

P

4 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £340pp

Extra Night  
from £72pp +

Code: 18167

Many more hotels and locations available online 

The Bugibba Hotel
Bugibba
The Bugibba Hotel is located in the 
peaceful area of Bugibba, part of St Paul’s 
Bay in the Northern region of Malta. 

The hotel enjoys an excellent location close 
to the lovely seafront and the many bars, 
restaurants and nightlife. The hotel is also 
3 minutes’ walk away from the nearest bus 
station meaning you can explore any part 
of the island you wish during your stay.

     

P

4 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £126pp

Extra Night  
from £11pp +

Code: 21062

Kennedy Nova
Gzira
Located in the heart of Malta’s busy 
shopping and seaside district, Sliema,  
this hotel brings you sumptuous dishes  
and a fabulous rooftop garden. 

With stunning views over Monoel Island 
and Marsamxett Harbour it’s the perfect 
place to relax and watch the sun set. 

         

P

4 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £185pp

Extra Night  
from £27pp +

Code: 12281

Palace Hotel
Sliema
This breathtaking hotel features a spa, 
treatment rooms and a rooftop pool 
overlooking the sea. 

Located just 500 metres from Sliema's 
beach and Valletta Ferry, exploring is  
made easy. Plus the stunning 9th floor bar 
offers amazing views across the sapphire 
blue sea. 

         

P

4 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £358pp

Extra Night  
from £64pp +

Code: 17149

Victoria Hotel
Sliema
Located very close to the seafront and the 
main promenade where you will find an 
abundance of bars, restaurants and high 
street top designer brand shops. 

Despite being central, the hotel is nicely 
tucked away from all the hustle and bustle 
the locality is known for and relish in 
tranquil and pleasant environment.

       

P

4 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £225pp

Extra Night  
from £39pp +

Code: 17824

InterContinental Malta
St Julian’s
InterContinental Malta gives you the best 
of all worlds – a luxury waterfront resort 
complete with private beach and water 
sports, a central cosmopolitan location 
close to shopping, entertainment and 
historic sites; and an array of services 
appreciated by leisure and business 
travellers alike. 

         

P

4 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £447pp

Extra Night  
from £92pp +

Code: 16303
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Holiday Inn Express
St Julian’s
Ideally located just 12 kilometres from 
Malta International Airport you can 
enjoy a short stroll and bask in the sun 
at the sandy St. George’s Bay while 
admiring the view across the sparkling 
Mediterranean Sea. 

Nearby, the Bay Street Shopping 
Complex offers plenty of shops, 
restaurants and bars.

         

P

4 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £239pp

Extra Night  
from £32pp +

Code: 21363

Sunflower Hotel
Qawra
The 3 star Sunflower Hotel is located in 
Qawra within the resort of St. Paul’s Bay in 
the north of Malta. 

It’s just a ten minute walk from the 
promenade, a small beach, public transport, 
shops, bars, restaurants and many other 
recreational facilities.  

With stunning views over Monoel Island 
and Marsamxett Harbour it’s the perfect 
place to relax and watch the sun set. 

     

P

4 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £132pp

Extra Night  
from £49pp +

Code: 11461

Roma Hotel Sliema
Sliema
The family-run Roma Hotel is situated in 
Malta's world-famous sea resort of Sliema, 
on the northeastern coast of Malta and  
just 1.9 miles/3 km from Valletta, the  
Città Umilissima. 

The hotel is within walking distance of 
the fashionable Sliema shopping centre, 
and surrounded by shops, cafes, bars, 
restaurants and just across the road from 
the rocky public beach.

         

P

4 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £144pp

Extra Night  
from £16pp +

Code: 11464

The Santa Maria Hotel
St Paul’s Bay
This relaxed hotel is situated 1km from 
Bugibba Square, a vibrant beachfront 
surrounded by shops, restaurants and bars. 

The property is just 150 metres from 
the main bus stop meaning you can 
explore whichever part of the island you 
fancy – making this is the ideal choice of 
accommodation to enjoy a summer holiday 
in Malta.

         

P

4 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £144pp

Extra Night  
from £13pp +

Code: 21063

Soreda Hotel
Qawra
The Soreda Hotel, Qawra, is located in the 
north of the island, and is in close proximity 
to picturesque St Paul’s Bay and the 
popular holiday resort of Bugibba.

Situated in the heart of Qawra, this hotel is 
the ideal accommodation option whether 
for a short or long stay, or just a weekend 
break in Malta. 

       

P

4 Nights  
Half Board

Flight inclusive  
from £208pp

Extra Night  
from £31pp +

Code: 11460

Il Palazzin Hotel
Qawra 
Situated in a quiet area, yet just a couple 
of minutes walk from the panoramic 
Qawra and Bugibba promenade offering 
spectacular views of the Mediterranean  
Sea and Salina Bay. 

Il Palazzin Hotel is near the popular 
entertainment areas and public transport 
which will easily connect you to the rest of 
the island.

         

P

4 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £193pp

Extra Night  
from £21pp +

Code: 17732
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‘The Pearl of the Danube’ is the beautiful capital of Hungary 
and shares a wealth of eclectic architectural and natural beauty. 
Blessed with a hub of hot springs you can choose from Turkish 
art nouveau and modern spas to take a fabulous, healing dip.

Opera lovers will cherish a visit to the stunning Hungarian State 
Opera House or saunter over to Heroes Square, home to the 
Fine Art Museum. With culinary adventure and fine wines to 
explore beyond the romance of the bridges of the Danube, this 
beautiful city has a lot to offer.

Enjoy the architectural wonder of Budapest

What’s your short break style?
With so many hotels to choose from, we have something to suit all budgets. 

Treat yourself to a  
stay at the 5  

InterContinental Budapest 
– see page 135

For great value, stay at the 
3  Atlas City Hotel   

– see page 134

Code: 12110

Relax at the  
4  Danubius Hotel Helia   

– see page 135

Code: 20132

Save £ Spend £ £ Splurge £ £ £ 

How to get there
Flight inclusive breaks
2 nights accommodation + flight  
from £150 per person

Fly to Budapest International Airport (BUD) 

Code: 16967
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Budapest

Marvel at Budapest by night, with dinner
Tuck into a Hungarian meal in the hills of Buda overlooking the 
twinkling ‘Paris of the East’. Enjoy a colourful Folklore Show before 
being driven around the illuminated city and stopping at the beautiful 
Gellért Hill Citadel views.

Adult from £59pp

Enjoy the Trabant City Tour
Experience the ‘communist face’ of Budapest and its giant statues 
at Memento Park. Learn about Hungarian life during the previous 
political system. And bring your valid driving licence, after training 
you can actually drive a Trabant car.

Adult from £107pp

Experience the Ultimate Budapest Tour
This charming tour includes bike rental and the famous Danube 
Bend Tour. While following the ‘Blue Danube’ you’ll learn fascinating 
insights into the history of Visegrad, Esztergom and Szentendre in 
between a lunch stop.

Adult from £87pp

Add 
attractions & 
experiences
to your 
Super Break‘‘
‘‘

“Excellent service, quick, straightforward 
and user-friendly website. Would 

recommend Super Break.”
Super Break Customer,  

January 2018
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Atlas City Hotel
Budapest
This clean, comfortable, great value hotel 
is located close to rail, metro, tram and 
bus services, providing easy access to top 
attractions including St. Stephen’s Basilica 
and the Hungarian Parliament building.

         

P  
m  

Square 500 metres 

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £150pp

Extra Night  
from £23pp +

Code: 12110

Danubius Hotel Gellert
Budapest
This impressive Art-Nouveau building 
towering over the city from the banks of 
the Danube is bursting with character  
and just a 10-minute walk from Budapest’s 
main shopping area.

         

P  
m  

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £206pp

Extra Night  
from £59pp +

Code: 20129

Erzsebet City Center Hotel
Budapest
Offering good value and a great location, 
this modern, friendly hotel is surrounded  
by cafes, bars and restaurants and close  
to the famous Vaci Street and Great 
Market Hall. 

         

P  
m

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £155pp

Extra Night  
from £37pp +

Code: 8024

Hotel Budapest
Budapest
A welcoming and pleasant hotel uniquely 
designed to offer a breathtaking 360º 
panorama over the city and Buda Hills.  
The hotel is located in a green residential 
area at the foot of the Buda Hills, near  
the Royal Castle district.  

            

P  
m

800 metres  

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £175pp

Extra Night  
from £44pp 

+

Code: 20129

Danubius Hotel Astoria 
City Centre
Budapest
Timeless elegance meets modern comfort 
and amenities at this newly renovated  
hotel, one of Budapest’s most beautiful 
old distinguished buildings.

         

P  
R

3 km 

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £182pp

Extra Night  
from £47pp +

Code: 11656

Gold Hotel Wine & Dine
Budapest
A small hotel with a ‘big heart’, this 
charming romantic retreat boasts 
panoramic city views and is a short stroll 
from Buda Castle and close to the  
stunning River Danube.

         

P  
R

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £169pp

Extra Night  
from £29pp +

Code: 12498

Peace of mind with ABTA and ATOL protection
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dates available. Prices correct at time or print and are subject to change. 

Danubius Flamenco Hotel
Budapest
Located on the green and hilly Buda side  
of the Danube but still close to the city 
centre, only a few minutes away from 
the business and shopping districts of 
Budapest. The hotel is easy to reach from 
the Budapest-Vienna motorway and also 
from the city by public transportation.

         

P  
m
Korter 650 metres 

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £157pp

Extra Night  
from £29pp +

Code: 14088

Courtyard Budapest City Center
Budapest
The hotel's central location in Budapest 
is close to many points of interest, close 
to the Jewish Quarter and many local 
businesses. It offers contemporary, 
comfortable accommodation in a 
convenient location. 

        

P  
m  

100 metres 

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £261pp

Extra Night  
from £60pp +

Code: 20490

Hilton Budapest West End
Budapest
With easy access to the city on foot or 
public transport, the hotel is also  
connected to the largest shopping centre 
in Hungary. Located on the Pest side of 
the Danube, it is just a short walk from 
Parliament, Heroes’ Square and  
St. Stephen's Basilica.

         

P  
R Nyugati Pályaudvar 

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast  

Flight inclusive  
from £275pp

Extra Night  
from £64pp +

Code: 17929

InterContinental Budapest
Budapest
Perfectly located for strolling along the 
Danube and visiting the Royal Palace and 
Museum of Fine Arts, this luxurious hotel 
has a rejuvenating spa, sauna, pool and 
steam bath. 

         

P  
m Vörösmarty tér 

350 metres 

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £277pp

Extra Night  
from £65pp +

Code: 16967

Danubius Hotel Helia
Budapest
Located on the bank of the Danube,  
close to Margaret Island and only  
15 minutes away from the historical centre 
of Budapest.

         

P  
R  

600 metres 

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £189pp

Extra Night  
from £53pp +

Code: 20132

Corinthia Hotel Budapest
Budapest
Luxury and location combine at the 
Corinthia Hotel, which is close to 
Andrássy Avenue, the House of  
Terror Museum and many of  
Budapest’s world-famous spas.

         

P  
m

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £326pp

Extra Night  
from £81pp +

Code: 18382
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Prague offers something for everyone, from lovely hidden 
courtyards and charming cobbled lanes to beautiful architecture 
with towering spires. Even beer lovers can worship the best 
brews in the world right here. 

Art and sculptures line the streets where restaurants and bars 
offer culinary delights and amazing night spots. One of the best 
is Kampa Park, a fantastic seafood restaurant overlooking the 
iconic Charles Bridge. For even better views, climb the 290 steps 
of the Petrin Tower for uninterrupted panoramic vistas. 

Be dazzled by the wonders of Prague 

What’s your short break style?
With so many hotels to choose from, we have something to suit all budgets. 

Experience 5  luxury at 
The Corinthia Hotel 

– see page 141 

Enjoy 3  Le Petit 
Hotel Prague 

– see page 138

Code: 21462

Relax at the 
4  Ametyst Hotel Prague 

– see page 139

Code: 9213 Code: 8627

Save £ Spend £ £ Splurge £ £ £ 

How to get there
Flight inclusive breaks
3 nights accommodation + fl ight 
from £105 per person

Fly to Prague Airport (PRG) 

For travel tips, latest offers and exclusive competitions, join us on:
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Prague

Adult from £28pp

Prague Castle Tour
Get to know the largest castle in the world, its architectural jewels and 
enchanting gardens offering a unique view of Prague – you cannot 
miss these places when visiting Prague.
Adult from £38pp

Cheers to the Czech Beer Tasting Trip
Not just a knees up, sample 7 varieties of Czech beer paired with 
Hermelin cheese and crackers. Discover the complexities of the brew 
and learn how to appreciate and savour the flavour through correct 
tasting techniques.

Adult from £22pp

Explore Prague on The Prague 
Highlights Tour  
Start this fantastic, jam-packed tour on a coach exploring amazing 
sights, including the National Museum, the famous Dancing House 
and Prague Castle. Then, on foot visit the Astronomical Clock 
amongst other sights. 

Add 
attractions & 
experiences
to your 
Super Break‘‘
‘‘

“Have used Super Break for trips to  
Rome and Prague – they are our go-to 

company for short breaks.”
Super Break Customer,  

February 2018
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Prague Centre Superior
Prague
The historic building in which Prague 
Centre Superior Hotel was built at the 
beginning of the last century, and is one of 
the architectural treasures of the area. 

The hotel is conveniently located very  
close to the city centre, providing easy 
access to attractions such as the National 
Museum, State Opera, Vysehrad and 
Wenceslas Square. 

         

P  
m  

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £140pp

Extra Night  
from £25pp +

Code: 13758

Prague Centre Plaza Hotel
Prague
The Prague Centre Plaza Hotel is 
housed in an elegant historic building 
with a breath-taking view of Petrin Hill 
with its viewing tower. 

The hotel is located in the centre of 
Prague with various main historical 
sights accessible on foot.

         

P  
m  

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £146pp

Extra Night  
from £27pp +

Code: 13767

Local attraction tickets can be added to your short break, visit www.superbreak.com

Victoria Hotel
Prague
Located in the residential Prague district  
of Ikov. This comfortable, classic hotel 
is only a 20-minute walk away from 
Wenceslas Square and 5 minutes by tram  
to the main train station. 

Close to many of the city's attractions – 
this hotel makes an ideal base from  
which to explore the city. 

         

P Prague 18 km   
m  

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £106pp

Extra Night  
from £23pp 

4 nights for the price of 3, 

nights for the price of 6, 1 

+

Code: 12029

Beranek Hotel
Prague
The Beranek Hotel is located in downtown 
Prague – only 5 minutes from Wenceslas 
Square. 

In front of the hotel building you’ll find 
metro and tram stops with connections  
to destinations and attractions  
throughout the city. 

         

P  
m  

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £159pp

Extra Night  
from £30pp +

Code: 12081

Le Petit Hotel
Prague
Le Petit Hotel Prague is a 3-star hotel close 
to the centre of Prague offering value 
accommodation in a great location. 

The hotel is situated in the heart of district 
7 and regular bus and tram services running 
into the city centre, operate just 400 
metres from the hotel meaning you can 
enjoy quick access to popular spots such  
as Wenceslas Square.

         

P  
R

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £105pp

Extra Night  
from £12pp +

Code: 21462

Mucha Hotel Prague
Prague
Mucha Hotel is a luxurious hotel 
conveniently located in the city centre of 
Prague. Offering an excellent location 
just walking distance from the Old Town 
Square, shopping area Na Porici and 
Wenceslas Square.

The hotel is also close to the main 
Boulevard, with its many shops, restaurants 
and open air markets. 

         

P  
m

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £166pp

Extra Night  
from £32pp +

Code: 12063
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Park Inn Hotel Prague
Prague
Beautifully situated in the area known 
as Prague 2, just a short distance from 
the Vltava embankment and Charles 
Bridge, as well as Vysehrad Castle. 

Originally built in 1907, the hotel is a 
testament to Art Deco design. 

         

P Prague 17 km     
m  

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £180pp

Extra Night  
from £37pp +

Code: 16584

Ametyst Hotel Prague
Prague
This comfortable boutique hotel is one of 
our most popular hotels in Prague.

Located in the historic centre of the city, 
only 15 minutes from Wenceslas Square 
and the State Opera.

         

+

Code: 9213

Jurys Inn Prague
Prague
This great city centre hotel offers Irish 
hospitality in the heart of Prague.  
Located opposite the Florence 
underground Metro station, walkable to 
Old Town Square and with the famous 
Wenceslas Square just two stops away. 

         

P Prague 18 km     
m

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £186pp

Extra Night  
from £41pp +

Code: 17088

Beseda Prague Hotel
Prague
Ideally located in the historic town centre, 
just a few steps from famous Wenceslas 
Square, this hotel sits in one of the most 
attractive areas of Prague. 

The famous Old Town Square, Charles 
Bridge and astronomical clock are all  
within walking distance. 

         

P  
m  

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £188pp

Extra Night  
from £43pp +

Code: 11128

Casa Marcello Hotel Prague
Prague
Completely restored to its original style, 
the Casa Marcello Hotel Prague is one of 
the most distinctive hotels in the centre of 
Prague and is just a few steps away from 
the Old Town Square.

This impressive hotels sits adjacent to the 
1,000 year old St. Agnes Monastery. 

         

P  
m  

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £168pp

Extra Night  
from £41pp +

Code: 8713

Galileo Hotel 
Prague
The hotel is situated in Prague’s central 
Vinohrady quarter, well known for its 
countless bars and restaurants. 

Plus, the famous Wenceslas Square and 
State Opera are only a few minutes’  
walk away. 

         

P  
m  

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £179pp

Extra Night  
from £43pp +

Code: 17963

P  
m  

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £141pp

Extra Night  
from £29pp 

 

Feb. 
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Adria Hotel Prague
Prague
Located in the heart of the city, this 
classical yet modern hotel is within walking 
distance of many attractions, located on 
the lively boulevard of Wenceslas Square.

         

P
m

3 Nights 
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive 
from £194pp

Extra Night 
from £42pp 

7 nights for the price of 6, 

+

Code: 8838

Kings Court Hotel
Prague
The Kings Court Hotel is a historical, 
neo-Renaissance style building which 
has been tastefully transformed from 
the former prestigious seat of the 
Czech Chamber of Commerce into a 
contemporary deluxe five star hotel. 
Opposite the hotel, you can find one of 
the most exciting shopping centres in 
Prague – The Palladium. 

         

P
m

3 Nights 
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive 
from £317pp

Extra Night 
from £90pp +

Code: 17576

Hilton Prague
Prague
Located in a glass futuristic building, with 
a spectacular atrium, this large, modern 
hotel is on the right bank of the Vltava 
River just a short stroll from the beautiful 
historic city centre. 

Relax after a long day and take in 
spectacular views from the Cloud 9 
Sky Bar.

         

P
m

3 Nights 
Room Only

Flight inclusive 
from £221pp

Extra Night 
from £61pp +

Code: 18127

Jalta Boutique Hotel
Prague
The glamorous Jalta Boutique Hotel is 
located in the majestic Wenceslas Square, 
the famous Prague landmark which 
breathes history and culture – making 
it ideally situated for sightseeing and 
entertainment. 

All the main sights and attractions such as 
the Old Town Square and Charles Bridge 
are also accessible by foot from the hotel. 

         

P Prague 16 km    
m

3 Nights 
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive 
from £250pp

Extra Night 
from £59pp+

Code: 14420

Hilton Prague Old Town
Prague
Situated in the centre of Prague’s most 
desirable attractions, this International 
chain offers the highest standards. 

Located perfectly for exploring the 
Old Town Square, Wenceslas Square, 
Charles Bridge and much more!

         

P
m

3 Nights 
Room Only

Flight inclusive 
from £290pp

Extra Night 
from £81pp +

Code: 18128

Globus Hotel
Prague
The Globus Hotel is located in one of 
the largest parks in Prague, providing a 
beautiful view over the city. The Metro 
Station Roztyly is conveniently situated 
300 metres from the hotel, from which you 
will reach the city centre in 12 minutes. 

The hotel is an ideal quiet base for 
visiting top attractions, such as Municipal 
House, the Powder Tower and the Old 
Town of Prague.

         

P
m

3 Nights 
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive 
from £116pp

Extra Night 
from £18pp +

Code: 15238

For details of our latest special offers visit:
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Inter-Continental Prague
Prague
The 5* Inter-Continental Prague 
is located on the most famous and 
luxurious shopping boulevard – 
'Parizka' – and on the banks of the 
Vltava River, offering captivating views 
of the city. 

The hotel is within walking distance of 
most sights and attractions, such as the 
astronomical clock, Charles Bridge and 
Wenceslas Square.

         

P  
m  

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £289pp

Extra Night  
from £94pp +

Code: 8229

Theatrino Hotel
Prague
The Theatrino Hotel is located in a quiet 
residential area of Prague’s city centre. The 
historical centre of Prague can easily be 
reached by public transportation or on foot. 

The nearest tram station is within a minute’s 
walk from the hotel, giving you easy access 
to all of Prague’s top sights and attractions, 
such as Wenceslas Square, Prague Castle 
and the Old Town Square. 

         

P  
m Flora 1 km 

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £145pp

Extra Night  
from £25pp +

Code: 17886

Red & Blue Design Hotel Prague
Prague
Red & Blue Design Hotel Prague is a 
contemporary hotel set very close to the 
heart of the city in an area that is popular 
for sightseeing and great food. 

The grand white building stands proud 
among others and welcomes you to stay in 
complete comfort and luxury during your 
visit to Prague.

         

P Prague 18 km    
m

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £143pp

Extra Night  
from £25pp +

Code: 21184

Roma Hotel
Prague
The Roma Hotel is situated in in the very 
historical centre of Prague in Mala Strana 
(Lesser Town). 

The hotel is set just under the famous 
Petrín look-out tower and observatory,  
and is just a few steps from popular 
attractions such as the Charles Bridge, 
Prague Castle and the Old Town square. 

         

P Prague 18 km    
m

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £375pp

Extra Night  
from £153pp +

Code: 17964

Carlton Hotel
Prague
Carlton Hotel is a 4-star property 
occupying an elegant 19th century building 
in the Zizkov district. 

The hotel’s convenient location is perfect 
for guests wanting to explore the many 
attractions and sites of Prague.

      

P Prague 13 km    
m

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £154pp

Extra Night  
from £27pp +

Code: 20681

Corinthia Hotel
Prague
Experience luxury in the city at the five  
star Corinthia Hotel.

Located in the historical district, this 
family-friendly hotel is close to Prague 
Congress Centre. With an abundance of 
bars and restaurants located within  
100m of the hotel.

         

P  
m

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £276pp

Extra Night  
from £51pp +

Code: 8627
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Wonderful wild landscapes, vibrant cities and stunning 
coastlines make Poland a fascinating place. Legend has it 
that the beautiful city of Krakow was built on the defeat of 
a dragon. Why not enjoy the delicious Polish cuisines at its 
oldest eaterie, Wierzynek Restaurant?

And don’t miss Gdansk, one of Poland’s most beautiful cities. 
With a charming Old Town, it has a few war stories of its own 
to share.

Explore the delightful Krakow & Poland

What’s your short break style?
With so many hotels to choose from, we have something to suit all budgets. 

Treat yourself to a  
stay at the 5  Radisson 

Blu Krakow  
– see page 147

For great value, stay at 
the 3  Maly Krakow 

Aparthotel  
– see page 146

Code: 18174

Relax at the  
4  Galaxy Hotel  

– see page 146

Code: 9219 Code: 18029

Save £ Spend £ £ Splurge £ £ £ 

How to get there
Flight inclusive breaks
2 nights accommodation + flight  
from £143 per person

Fly to Balice International Airport (KRK),  
Warsaw Chopin Airport (WAW)  
or Gdansk Lech Wałesa Airport (GDN) 
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Krakow

Adult from £35pp

Jewish Quarter Guided Walking Tour
Visit the former Jewish district of Kazimierz. This trendy district is 
filled with designer cafes and surrounded by buildings that witnessed 
shocking Holocaust history. 

Adult from £17pp

Museum and Attraction Pass
Visit many of Krakow’s top attractions including the many museums, 
Oscar Schindler’s Factory, Eagle Pharmacy, St. Mary’s Basilica and 
much more.

Adult from £16pp

Wieliczka Salt Mine 
Explore this UNESCO listed breath-taking site and see the stunning 
“underground town” with lakes, passages, and the marvellous  
St Kinga chapel. During the tour you will also visit the historic 
chambers connected by 2km of passages. Descent into the mine by 
staircase (380 steps) to the 1st Level and return to the surface by lift 
up the Danilowicz shaft from the 3rd level.

Add 
attractions & 
experiences
to your 
Super Break‘‘
‘‘

“Excellent service; quick, straightforward 
and user-friendly. I would definitely 

recommend Super Break.”
Super Break Customer,  

November 2017
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Prices valid from 1 July 2018 - 30 June 2019. Prices are in £’s per person based on 2 adults sharing a room. Lowest prices shown will vary within the date band depending on departure date, time of 

Maksymilian Hotel
Krakow
A conveniently located hotel, set in an 
historical building in the heart of Krakow. 
Just a short walk from the Main Square, 
St. Mary's Basilica, the Cloth Hall as well 
as all of the key tourist attractions.  

    

P
R

1.5 km 

3 Nights 
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive 
from £150pp

Extra Night 
from £25pp +

Code: 20018

Wyspianski Hotel
Krakow
In the very heart of Krakow, close to 
Market Square, this family friendly hotel 
is a 7-minute walk from the railway station. 
In the vicinity of the hotel you can find
the gift shop, casino, sport shops and
bank branch.

     

P
R

3 Nights 
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive 
from £169pp

Extra Night 
from £31pp +

Code: 12832

Legend Hotel
Krakow
Located in the Old Town within walking 
distance of museums, churches and 
restaurants and just a few minutes from 
Wawel Royal Castle and the Kazimierz 
Jewish District, this hotel is a great 
choice for travellers interested in culture, 
history and food.  

     

P

3 Nights 
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive 
from £181pp

Extra Night 
from £35pp +

Code: 20697

For details of our latest special offers visit:

Discover Krakow 
A perfect package which combines 
three of the most popular tours 
in and around Krakow including 
the Old Town Walking Tour, the 
wonders of Wielicza Salt Mines and 
the refl ective experience of a visit 
to Auschwitz-Birkenau.

Itinerary

Day 1: Arrive Krakow and explore 
the city at leisure

Day 2: Take a refl ective tour of 
Auschwitz-Birkenau

Day 3: Explore Krakow’s Old Town

Day 4: Experience the fascinating 
Wlelicza Salt Mines

Day 5: Depart Krakow

Adult from £86pp

Aparthotel Globus Rooms
Krakow
Situated in the Old Town, this stylish 
hotel with typical Krakow architecture 
has many places of interest nearby. 
On the route from the Old Market 
Square to Kazimierz – one of the oldest 
districts in the city, famous for its 
nightlife.

         

P Balice 16 km   
R Dworzec Glowny 

1 km 

3 Nights 
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive 
from £180pp

Extra Night 
from £40pp +

Code: 17897
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Prices valid from 1 July 2018 - 30 June 2019. Prices are in £’s per person based on 2 adults sharing a room. Lowest prices shown will vary within the date band depending on departure date, time of 

Amadeus Hotel
Krakow
In the heart of Krakow, one of the finest 
and best preserved of all the Polish cities, 
renowned for its stunning architecture 
and sites of cultural importance. Make the 
most of the hotel's cosy bar and café area, 
a mini fitness room and a sauna.

       

P Balice 14 km    
R  

500 metres 

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £200pp

Extra Night  
from £41pp +

Code: 12833

Qubus Hotel Krakow
Krakow
This hotel is nestled in the historical 
district of Kazimierz, on the banks of 
the Vistula river, in Nadwislanska Street, 
near the Bohaterow Getta Square with 
easy access to the city’s major tourist 
attractions including The Royal Wawel 
Castle, Czartoryski Museum and the 
Jewish Quarter. 

       

P Balice 14 km    
m Bohaterow 

Getta 3 km 

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £221pp

Extra Night  
from £48pp +

Code: 16223

Spatz Aparthotel
Krakow
Awarded a TripAdvisor Certificate of 
Excellence (2014) this hotel is situated 
in the heart of Kazimierz, the famous 
Jewish district in Krakow. A few  
minutes walk from Wawel Castle and 
the Market Square. 

    

P Balice 16.5 km    
R  

10.5 km 

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £160pp

Extra Night  
from £28pp +

Code: 18087

Vienna House Easy Cracow
Krakow
In a fantastic central location, close to the 
city's most important historic landmarks 
and top tourist attractions. Both the  
railway station and the bus stop are within  
a few minutes walking distance.

Plus, make the most of the hotel's fitness 
studio and garden.

    

P Balice 15 km   

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £184pp

Extra Night  
from £37pp +

Code: 11628

Auschwitz-Birkenau Tour 
Auschwitz-Birkenau was the largest of Nazi Germany’s 
concentration camps. The complex consisted of 3 main camps. 
Auschwitz I – administrative centre, Auschwitz II (Birkenau) – 
extermination camp and Auschwitz III (Monowitz) – work camp. 
Learn about the holocaust and see one of the most haunting, 
yet touching, places in the World on this insightful tour. Visit the 
permanent exhibition and original buildings at the Main Camp 
and see the most important original objects at Birkenau. 

Adult from £35pp
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Hilton Warsaw
Warsaw
Within walking distance of downtown 
Warsaw’s business district, shops and lively 
dining and entertainment scene. The 
historic Old Town is a 15-minute walk  
away, and Warsaw Frederic Chopin  
Airport is 30 minutes away.

         

P Warsaw 6 km    
m Rondo Daszynskiego 

600 metres 

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £191pp

Extra Night  
from £64pp +

Code: 18174

Maly Krakow Aparthotel
Krakow
Close to the beautiful medieval town 
square, this hotel is an ideal choice for 
a short city break. Tucked away down a 
driveway of the main road, you can enjoy 
a secluded and relaxing accommodation, 
whilst still being in the heart of the city.

     

P Balice 15 km    
R Krakow Main  

200 metres 

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £143pp

Extra Night  
from £22pp +

Code: 21422

Prices valid from 1 July 2018 - 30 June 2019. Prices are in £’s per person based on 2 adults sharing a room. Lowest prices shown will vary within the date band depending on departure date, time of 

Armon Residence
Krakow
A modern property situated in the heart of 
Krakow’s Kazimierz District, the old Jewish 
Quarter and close to public transport 
links or a short walk to the main square 
where you’ll find numerous cosy art cafes, 
galleries and antique shops, paved street 
and monuments.

     

P Balice 11 km   
R Krakow Main 1.6 km

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £156pp

Extra Night  
from £28pp +

Code: 21564

Santi Hotel
Krakow
Set in an historical building with rustic 
features, this unique hotel is situated 
barely a minute away from Main Market 
Square, and three minutes from Royal 
Castle on Wawel.

         

P Balice 15 km    
R Krakow Glowny 

1.5 km 

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £241pp

Extra Night  
from £57pp +

Code: 18306

Galaxy Hotel
Krakow
Situated in the immediate vicinity of the 
Old Town, this perfectly located hotel 
is within easy reach of Oskar Schindler 
Museum and the Kazimierz Shopping 
Centre. Plus, this lovely hotel overlooks 
Grzegorzki, a district steeped in history, 
tradition, and unmatched charm.

         

P Balice 25 km    
R Krakow Glowny 2 km 

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £194pp

Extra Night  
from £39pp +

Code: 9219

Hilton Gdansk
Gdansk
Set in the heart of the Old Town, 
with access to the city’s best tourist 
destinations. Stroll along the Motlawa 
riverfront, visit the Solidarity and 
Amber Museums, marvel at St Mary’s 
Church or take a trip to the 
Gdansk Crane.

         

P  
R Gdansk Glowny 1 km 

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £242pp

Extra Night  
from £38pp +

Code: 9841

Many more hotels and locations available online 
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Qubus Hotel Gdansk
Gdansk
Located on the banks of the Motlawa 
River, this lovely hotel is a popular choice 
and offers stunning views across the 
picturesque city centre. 

There’s also a sauna and gym for guests  
to relax in after a busy day in the city.

        

P  
 

mR

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £242pp

Extra Night  
from £38pp +

Code: 19261

Holiday Inn Krakow
Krakow
Located in the cultural heart of picturesque 
Krakow and a short walk from the bustling 
Market Square. Local attractions include 
Wawel Castle, Wieliczka with its salt mines 
and the Old Synagogue.

         

P  
R  

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £192pp

Extra Night  
from £56pp +

Code: 11103

Radisson Blu Krakow
Krakow
Surrounded by one of the city’s largest 
parks, and positioned in the famous city 
centre between Royal Wawel Castle and 
the Main Market Square, this luxury hotel  
is ideal to explore the best of Krakow.

         

P  
R

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £306pp

Extra Night  
from £67pp +

Code: 18029

Leone Aparthotel
Krakow
Situated on the border of Old Town and 
Jewish district Kazimierz both of which 
are only a 6 minute walk from the hotel 
allowing guests to visit the main  
attractions of Krakow.

     

P

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £167pp

Extra Night  
from £30pp +

Code:  21271

Prices valid from 1 July 2018 - 30 June 2019. Prices are in £’s per person based on 2 adults sharing a room. 

Crown Piast Hotel & Park 
Krakow
A luxurious and modern hotel and leisure 
complex in a great location, surrounded by 
a large garden with a pond, tennis courts, 
car park and a modern wellness centre. 

     

P  
R

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £234pp

Extra Night  
from £52pp +

Code: 17821

     

Scandic Hotel Gdansk 
Krakow
Located in the heart of Gdansk, 
close to the historical old town, this 
modern, light and clean hotel offers a 
comfortable place to stay, along with 
free high speed internet.

         

P  
 

mR

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £221pp

Extra Night  
from £34pp +

Code: 20140
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Nestled in the heart of Alps, the dramatic, glacial landscape 
of Austria is truly exceptional – bursting with rich history and 
fizzing culture there’s a host of jaw-dropping sights to explore. 

Vienna is extravagance personified with the majestic Imperial 
Palace and its Spanish Riding School. Wander the amazing 
parks while enjoying Mozartkugeln; irresistible chocolate 
and pistachio pearls filled with marzipan. Or visit Salzburg, 
home to the Sound of Music and the brilliance of Mozart. For 
something a little more energetic Innsbruck is a magnet for 
lovers of winter sports.

Discover the beauty of opulent Austria

What’s your short break style?
With so many hotels to choose from, we have something to suit all budgets. 

Treat yourself to a stay at 
the 3  InterContinental 

Vienna Hotel  
– see page 151

For great value,  
stay at the 4  Holiday Inn 

Vienna City  
– see page 150

Code: 8227

Relax at the boutique  
4  Imperial Riding School 
Renaissance Vienna Hotel  

– see page 151

Code: 20404 Code: 18469

Save £ Spend £ £ Splurge £ £ £ 

How to get there
Flight inclusive breaks
3 nights accommodation + flight  
from £195 per person

Fly to Vienna International Airport (VIE) 
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Salzburg

Be dazzled by a  
Bavarian Mountains Tour 
Discover unforgettable scenery at 
Obersalzberg, Kings Lake, Watzmann 
and Berchtesgaden in the beautiful 
Bavarian Alps. 

Adult from £40pp

Be impressed by the 
beautiful Salzburg Cathedral  
Discover the amazing detail of the most 
important sacred building in the city 
and behold its impressive stamp on the 
Salzburg skyline.

Relish the harmonies of 
Vienna Residence Orchestra
Treat yourself to one of the daily 
performances by the Vienna Residence 
Orchestra. Appreciate the world 
famous music of W.A. Mozart and 
Johann Strauss. 

Adult from £37pp

Experience the joy  
of The Original Sound  
of Music Tour 
Enjoy a guided bus ride through the 
beautiful landscape where scenes from 
the musical were filmed. 

Adult from £40pp

Experience the inspiring music of Strauss and Mozart in the beautiful 
Kursalon Palace, at the heart of Vienna. Admire the masterpieces of 
Johann Strauss Jr., the Waltz King, in the very same hall where he 
used to perform with his orchestra. Accompanied by renowned opera 
singers and ballet dancers, it’s a sparkling selection of waltzes, polkas, 
arias and duets every day at 8.15pm.

3 nights + return flights + ticket from £219pp

Upgrade to VIP 
Make the evening extra-special with 
a VIP ticket, a glass of sparkling wine 
and CD to take home.
VIP ticket from £88pp 
VIP ticket + 4 course meal 
from £122pp

Sound of Vienna 
Concerts take place daily at 
Kursalon Palace. Enjoy the 
music of Strauss and Mozart.

Adult from £40pp

Be swept away with the Sounds of Vienna

Add 
attractions & 
experiences
to your 
Super Break
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Prices valid from 1 July 2018 - 30 June 2019. Prices are in £’s per person based on 2 adults sharing a room. Lowest prices shown will vary within the date band depending on departure date, time of booking and 

Holiday Inn Salzburg City
Salzburg
Salzburg’s Old Town is a 15-minute walk 
away from this family friendly hotel, where 
you can take in sights such as the Mirabell 
Palace and Gardens, Mozart’s House, and 
much more.

         

P  
R

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £214pp

Extra Night  
from £34pp +

Code: 18462

Ramada Innsbruck Tivoli 
Innsbruck
As one of the tallest buildings in 
Innsbruck with 12 floors, this hotel 
provides a big terrace from where 
you have breathtaking views over the 
Tyrolean Mountains and the Bergisel 
jump. 

         

P  
R

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £250pp

Extra Night  
from £56pp +

Code: 17748

For larger bookings, contact our specialist Groups Team on: 01904 420 454 

ATEL Hotel Lasserhof
Salzburg
This turn of the century hotel, privately 
owned and  family run, is located in a quiet 
area near to the Central station in the city 
centre. Mirabell Castle and Gardens and 
Salzburg’s many attractions are within 
walking distance.

         

P  
R

3 Nights  
Bed & Continental 

Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £238pp

Extra Night  
from £41pp +

Code: 8126

Novum Hotel Eugen
Vienna
This upscale hotel is set in the traditional 
embassy district in Vienna’s 4th district  
and has welcomed guests for more than  
50 years.

         

P  
R

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £197pp

Extra Night  
from £36pp +

Code: 20269

Hotel am Konzerthaus 
Vienna
Take in the legacy of the Art Nouveau era 
and discover famous sights in the vicinity 
of this centrally located hotel, such as the 
Ringstrasse, the State Opera House, the 
Belvedere, Vienna city park and the  
Vienna Secession.

         

P  
m Tram Am Heumarkt 

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £250pp

Extra Night  
from £63pp +

Code: 17870

Holiday Inn Vienna City
Vienna
This 4-star hotel is within walking distance 
to all Vienna’s main sights, and is situated 
close to the Naschmarket and the Freihaus 
Quarter in the centre of this majestic city. 
The nearby underground service links you 
to the Schonbrunn Palace, the Prater and 
many more of the city’s cultural attractions.

         

P  
R Kettenbrückenengasse 

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £195pp

Extra Night  
from £40pp +

Code: 8227
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Erzherzog Rainer Hotel
Vienna
Situated close to the State Opera house 
and the first district of Vienna in a quiet 
location, this traditional hotel has been 
open for more than 100 years.

         

P  
R

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £242pp

Extra Night  
from £67pp +

Code: 14110

Hilton Vienna
Vienna
A luxurious hotel, situated in the heart of 
the capital, with the City Airport Train 
(CAT) Terminal right next to the hotel 
providing direct access to the airport.

         

P  
R  

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £233pp

Extra Night  
from £48pp +

Code: 18257

InterContinental Vienna
Vienna
In the heart of Vienna with breathtaking 
views across Stadtpark, the hotel is ideally 
located for exploring top attractions 
including the must-see St. Stephen’s 
Cathedral and Kaerntner Strasse.

         

P  
R  

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £326pp

Extra Night  
from £83pp +

Code: 18469

Hilton Vienna Danube 
Waterfront
Vienna
Overlooking the river and within walking 
distance of the Metro Station Stadion,  
this hotel is within easy reach of downtown 
Vienna and many local attractions.

         

P  
m

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £222pp

Extra Night  
from £49pp +

Code: 18255

Zeitgeist Vienna 
Hauptbahnhof Hotel
Vienna
This cosmopolitan hotel is set in the lively 
Sonnwent Quarter, a 6 minute walk from 
Vienna’s central railway station and  
1.3 km from 21er Haus Art Museum.

         

P  
R

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £252pp

Extra Night  
from £54pp +

Code: 20271

Imperial Riding School 
Renaissance Vienna Hotel
Vienna
This former military riding school, dating 
back to 1850, effortlessly blends modern 
design with sophisticated touches, and 
is located just moments from Vienna’s 
exceptional attractions.

         

P  
R Rennweg Bahnhof 

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £266pp

Extra Night  
from £59pp +

Code: 20404
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Explore mythical, mesmerising Athens
This ancient cultural melting pot has a wealth of sights to explore 
from historic landmarks to lively nightlife. Why not visit the 
most famous of all, the Parthenon on the Acropolis, beautiful in 
the cool morning sun, or relax and saunter round the beautiful 
National Gardens hiding behind the Greek Parliament. Don’t 
miss the galleries, catamarans to the islands or stunning Delphi. 
These Greek gems will create memories that will last forever.

Athens Sightseeing Bus Tour
Breeze round Athens on an open top tour. Your experience begins 
at Syntagma Square and explores shopping centres, the Acropolis, 
famous museums and ancient temples on a stunning tour of discovery.

Athens & Piraeus Sightseeing Bus Tour
This stunning tour leaves Piraeus, Greece’s main port, to explore 
historical and modern sights, from pretty harbours and tall mast ships 
to museums. It’s a year-round must see.

Add 
attractions & 
experiences
to your 
Super Break

2 Day Pass: £18pp 1 Day Pass: £23pp

  
How to get there

Flight inclusive breaks
3 nights accommodation + flight from £255 per person

Fly to Eleftherios Venizelos International (ATH)

Athens
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Prices valid from 1 July 2018 - 30 June 2019. Prices are in £’s per person based on 2 adults sharing a room. Lowest prices shown will vary within the date band depending on departure date, time of 

airports and dates available. Prices correct at time of print and subject to change.

Epidavros Hotel
Athens
In a modern 7 floor building, this great 
value hotel boasts an excellent location 
in a quiet pedestrian area within walking 
distance of the Acropolis, Plaka and 
Monastiraki Flea Market, and only 50 
metres from Omonoia Square.

     

P  
R

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £256pp

Extra Night  
from £26pp 

7 nights for the price of 6, 
 

+

Code: 12113

Plaka Hotel
Athens
A great base from which to explore all 
of the archeological sites and museums. 
Perfectly positioned on the lowest slopes  
of the Acropolis, giving breathtaking views 
of Acropolis and Plaka area.

    

P  
R Larissa 3 km 

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £321pp

Extra Night  
from £44pp +

Code: 11494

InterContinental Athens 
Athenaeum
Athens
This luxury hotel features a vast array of 
restaurants and bars, a convenience store, 
gift shop, extensive on-site health and 
fitness centre and a seasonal outdoor pool.

         

P  
R Larissis 3 km  

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £482pp

Extra Night  
from £73pp +

Code: 16941

Dorian Inn Hotel
Athens
Located in Omonoia Square, this  
stunning hotel is ideally places for those 
wanting to explore the very best that 
the city has to offer, along with all of the 
historical sights.

      

P  
R

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £266pp

Extra Night  
from £26pp +

Code: 15263

Best Western Candia Hotel
Athens
This stylish and modern hotel is situated 
conveniently in the heart of the famous 
historical city of Athens, and features a 
superb Roof Garden which provides an 
oasis of calm. 

       

P  
R

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £315pp

Extra Night  
from £42pp +

Code: 20895

Wyndham Grand Athens
Athens
Situated in the heart of Athens on 
Karaiskaki Square, this contemporary 
hotel offers some of the finest dining 
options in the city and a spectacular 
Roof Top Pool allowing guests to 
experience some of the best views of 
the city.

         

P  
R  

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £439pp

Extra Night  
from £92pp +

Code: 20826
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Discover the magic of Marrakech 
Larger than life, the ‘red city’ will test your senses with 
astonishing sights, sounds and flavours. A truly dazzling mix 
of old and new, this shimmering sun baked hive of life is filled 
with fantastic mosques, elegant squares and beautiful gardens. 
A labyrinth of alleyways offers irresistible market stalls and 
heavenly food for next to nothing.

Historical Tour Marrakech – 1 Day
Emerging from the foot of the Atlas Mountains and the ancient palm 
grove, this tour aims to show you the enchanting past and magnifi cent 
spell of Marrakech. Plus, lunch is included.

Ourika Valley Private 
Tour
Look forward to a day excursion up 
the stunning Ourika valley to the 
waterfalls at Setti Fatma. A private 
walking guide will escort you as far 
as you wish to go up the falls which 
have seven levels. 

Kasbahs Excursion 
Private Tour
This amazing Kasbahs excursion 
takes you on a hundred and fi fty mile 
voyage of discovery through the 
stunning Atlas mountains.

Add 
attractions & 
experiences
to your 
Super Break

Adult from £44pp 

Adult from £81pp Adult from £63pp

  
How to get there

Flight inclusive breaks
3 nights accommodation + fl ight from £136 per person

Fly to Menara International (RAK)

Marrakech
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dates available. Prices correct at time of print and are subject to change.

Le Caspien Hotel
Marrakech
Traditional Moroccan architecture greets 
you at this lovely hotel. Ideally located in 
the centre of the city, away from the  
hustle and bustle but still with easy access 
the main historical monuments of the 
Medina and Jamaa el Fna. Shopaholics  
will enjoy its close proximity to the mall 
Carre Eden and the Central Market.

     

P

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £136pp

Extra Night  
from £20pp 

Jul-Oct 18.

+

Code: 9975

Marrakech Riads
Marrakech
These 4 Riad hotels each have their 
own distinctive personality, and offer 
outstanding service. The Riad Star is 
located in the heart of the Old Town, 
the Riad Papillon in the fashionable 
Dar El Bashah district of the Medina, 
Dar Habiba is a traditional secluded 
Riad minutes from the famous Jemaa 
el Fnaa square and Riad Cinnamon is a 
beautifully restored merchants’ house in 
the heart of the Medina.

         

P  
R

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £193pp

Extra Night  
from £38pp +

Code: 9895

Radisson Blu Marrakech 
Carre Eden
Marrakech
Set in the heart of Marrakech, this hotel 
welcomes visitors to the vibrant Gueliz 
quarter, with easy access to stores, 
restaurants and trendy nightlife  
nearby and steps away from the 
Hivernage neighbourhood. 

         

P

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £311pp

Extra Night  
from £77pp 

Oct 18.

+

Code: 19946

Opera Plaza Hotel Marrakech
Marrakech
Located in front of Marrakech Train  
Station and the city’s Royal Theatre, the 
stylish Opera Plaza Hotel Marrakech  
offers an outdoor swimming pool,  
3 restaurants and a nightclub.

         

P

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £206pp

Extra Night  
from £42pp +

Code: 17771

Diwane Hotel & Spa
Marrakech
Located in a shopping district of 
Marrakech just 2 km from Marrakech 
city centre. Find yourself in the midst of 
the cultural attractions including snake 
charmers, herbalists, acrobats,  
storytellers and dancers. 

       

P

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £157pp

Extra Night  
from £26pp +

Code: 21155

Ryad Amiran Hotel
Marrakech
This hotel is an ancient residence that 
has been completely restored. In an ideal 
location, at the heart of the Medina 
of Marrakech, in the Bab Doukala 
neighborhood, near the souks, the  
palaces and monuments. 

         

P

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £167pp

Extra Night  
from £29pp +

Code: 17773 
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Experience the extravagance of Dubai 
Adventure and luxury awaits you on an escape to Dubai. 

One of the fastest growing cities in the world, Dubai boasts 
contemporary architecture, jaw-dropping wealth, beautiful 
beaches and islands like The Palm and scorching temperatures. 

Head for the heights of 
the Burj Khalifa 
Be dazzled by the ‘Vertical City’ that 
expertly infuses art with magnificent 
engineering and awe-inspiring 
craftsmanship. Boasting the highest 
observatory in the world, you 
can view Dubai from above for a 
spectacular experience. 

Break the bank in the 
decadent malls 
Shopping is a favourite pastime in 
this extraordinary city. Traditional, 
vibrant souks meet super-modern 
malls. For streets lined with dazzling 
jewellery shops head to the famous 
Gold Souk. 

Add 
attractions & 
experiences
to your 
Super Break

 
Adult from £50pp

  
How to get there

Flight inclusive breaks
4 nights accommodation + flight from £473 per person

Fly to Dubai International (DXB)

Dubai

Sightseeing Bus Tour 
City Sightseeing Dubai offers the best views of Dubai. Take in 
panoramic views of the city from the open top double decker bus that 
stops at all major attractions such as; the Burj Khalifa, Atlantis the 
Palm, Dubai Mall, Burj Al Arab, Souk Madinat, Old Souk, Gold Souk 
& Mall of the Emirates.   

With this 24 hour ticket you can choose from 4 routes with over 40 
stops. Plus, audio commentary on-board is available in 13 languages.
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Prices valid from 1 July 2018 - 30 June 2019. Prices are in £’s per person based on 2 adults sharing a room. Lowest prices shown will vary within the date band depending on departure date, time of 

available. Prices correct at time of print and are subject to change. 

Holiday Inn Express Dubai  
– Jumeirah
Dubai
Stay at the Holiday Inn Express Dubai – 
Jumeirah and enjoy instant access to the 
cosmopolitan Jumeirah district, just a  
20 minute ride from Dubai Airport. 

Hop on the complimentary shuttle ride 
from the hotel and explore Dubai’s many 
shops, bars and restaurants, as well as the 
picturesque Jumeirah Beach. 

     

P

4 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £473pp

Extra Night  
from £22pp +

Code: 18510

Golden Sands Hotel  
& Apartments
Dubai
The Golden Sands Hotel & Apartments 
offers you a home away from home on your 
break in sun-drenched Dubai. Located less 
than a mile away from Dubai centre, close 
to the major shopping centres and within 
easy reach of Dubai’s fine sandy beaches. 

Situated in the Bur Dubai, the Golden 
Sands Hotel & Apartments offers so much 
to do and see close by. 

     

P

4 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £507pp

Extra Night  
from £34pp +

Code: 8980

Hilton Dubai Jumeirah Resort
Dubai
Situated on ‘The Walk ’, Dubai's popular 
beachfront promenade of boutiques, 
restaurants and contemporary Arabic 
culture, Hilton Dubai Jumeirah Resort 
offers a stylish retreat in the heart of the 
Dubai Marina. This Jumeirah Beach hotel 
is the perfect base from which to explore all 
that Dubai has to offer. 

         

P

4 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £646pp

Extra Night  
from £96pp +

Code: 18199

Ibis Hotel Mall of the Emirates
Dubai
Ibis Mall of The Emirates hotel is located 
on Sheikh Zayed Road, next to Mall of the 
Emirates & Ski Dubai. 

Only a short drive from the Dubai Internet 
& Media Cities and 5 Metro stops from 
the Financial Center. The entertainment 
areas of Palm Jumeirah, BurjAl Arab and 
Jumeirah Beach are also located near 
the hotel.

     

P

4 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £493pp

Extra Night  
from £29pp +

Code: 9099

Movenpick Jumeirah Beach 
Dubai
The Movenpick Hotel Jumeirah Beach 
lies in the heart of one of Dubai’s newest 
and most lively urban locations, Jumeirah 
Beach Residence. This 5 star hotel is 
modern, chic and contemporary all in one, 
featuring lively dining and entertainment 
options and is only few steps away from the 
beach of the stunning Arabian Gulf. 

         

P

4 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £626pp

Extra Night  
from £73pp +

Code: 17783

Waldorf Astoria Dubai Palm 
Jumeirah
Dubai
Waldorf Astoria Dubai Palm Jumeirah 
is a remarkable destination. A pristine 
white pearl surrounded by the azure 
waters of the Arabian Gulf, it has a 
generous private beach with soft sands, 
palatial public spaces and luxurious 
guest rooms and suites of elegant, 
timeless design. 

         

P

4 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £767pp

Code: 11781
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The USA offers spectacular and varied landscapes, 
unbelievable cities and incredible landmarks. Discover the 
stunning Manhattan skyline of New York, be mesmerised by a 
hedonistic world of delights in Las Vegas, visit award-winning 
theme parks in Florida or be amazed by San Francisco’s iconic 
Golden Gate Bridge – America is one of the world’s most 
exciting and unique destinations. 

Be spoilt for choice in the amazing USA

What’s your short break style?
With so many hotels to choose from, we have something to suit all budgets. 

Treat yourself to a stay at 
the 5  InterContinental 
New York Barclay Hotel

– see page 161

For great value, stay 
at the 2  Pennsylvania 

New York Hotel 
– see page 160

Code: 8539

Relax at the 
4  Luxor Hotel & Casino 

– see page 161

Code: 19747 Code: 9899

Save £ Spend £ £ Splurge £ £ £ 

How to get there
Flight inclusive breaks
3 nights accommodation + fl ight 
from £529 per person

Fly to JFK Airport, Newark Liberty International Airport 
or McCarran International Airport

For details of our latest special offers visit:
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New York

Adult from £27.50pp

Statue of Liberty Cruise 
Get a close look at the Statue of Liberty  
from the water on this relaxing and 
informative New York Harbour cruise. 

Adult from £75pp

24hr Hop On Hop Off 
City Sightseeing Bus Tour 
Orlando
Have fun across 15 stops as you soak 
up the sunshine in bright Orlando, from 
premium shopping outlets to amazing 
attractions. 

Adult from £21.50pp

Washington DC  
Sightseeing Night Tour
See Washington DC lit up at night and 
witness some of the city’s top memorials 
and attractions.

Adult from £33.50pp

New York All Round 
Sightseeing Bus Tour
The downtown area of Manhattan 
encompasses some of the most iconic 
sights in the entire city, and this tour will 
introduce you to them all. 

Adult from £52pp

Landmark Cruise  
See the most famous NYC landmarks on both the Hudson and East 
Rivers, plus breathtaking views of Manhattan’s downtown skyline.

Add 
attractions & 
experiences
to your 
Super Break‘‘
‘‘

“I have booked with Super Break  
many times and have always found their 

service excellent.”
Super Break Customer,  

March 2018
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Prices valid from 1 July 2018 - 30 June 2019. Prices are in £’s per person based on 2 adults sharing a room. Lowest prices shown will vary within the date band depending on departure date, time of booking and 

The Roosevelt Hotel
New York
An iconic Manhattan hotel opened in 1924 
at the height of the Jazz Age, the Grand 
Dame of Madison Avenue continues 
to impress guests in a prime location 
at Madison Avenue and 45th Street in 
midtown Manhattan.

         

P
m

3 Nights 
Room Only

Flight inclusive 
from £556pp

Extra Night 
from £71pp +

Code: 8563

Pennsylvania New York Hotel
New York
Based in the heart of Midtown Manhattan, 
close to the Empire State Building, Times 
Square and Broadway, this great value 
hotel is ideally located for the city’s central 
attractions. Hop on the subway right next 
to the hotel for city sightseeing trips.

         

P
m

3 Nights 
Room Only

Flight inclusive 
from £533pp

Extra Night 
from £73pp  +

Code: 8539

Hampton Inn Brooklyn/
Downtown, NY 
New York
Perfectly located for discovering 
everything Brooklyn has to offer; don’t 
miss the superb views of Manhattan from 
the Brooklyn Heights Promenade, terrific 
shopping and Brooklyn Botanic Gardens. 

         

P
m

3 Nights 
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive 
from £816pp

Extra Night 
from £75pp  +

Code: 9587

Candlewood Suites
Jersey City
This stylish hotel is ideally located for 
enjoying the best of what this beautiful 
city has to offer. Stroll along the Hudson 
River, take in the sights of Times Square 
and the Stature of Liberty or indulge in a 
shopping spree at Manhattan. 

         

P
m

3 Nights 
Room Only

Flight inclusive 
from £529pp

Extra Night 
from £70pp  +

Code: 18577

Holiday Inn New York 
– Times Square South
New York
Ideally located in Midtown Manhattan, 
just two blocks from the theatre district, 
this new hotel is also close to shopping, 
dining and entertainment spots, and 
approximately 45 minutes from JFK and 
La Guardia airports.

         

P
m

3 Nights 
Room Only

Flight inclusive 
from £582pp

Extra Night 
from £83pp  +

Code: 18621

Crowne Plaza – Times Square 
Manhattan
New York
In a great location directly on Times 
Square, situated next to all top city 
attractions and travel links, Stroll 
through the palatial Central Park, enjoy 
shopping along the famous 5th Avenue 
or catch a show at Broadway.

         

P
m

3 Nights 
Room Only

Flight inclusive 
from £614pp

Extra Night 
from £89pp  +

Code: 18620

For details of our latest special offers visit:
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Prices valid from 1 July 2018 - 30 June 2019. Prices are in £’s per person based on 2 adults sharing a room. Lowest prices shown will vary within the date band depending on departure date, time of booking and 

The Venetian Las Vegas
Las Vegas
This world-famous, Italianesque hotel is 
situated on the Vegas Strip, in a prime 
location for guests to explore all that this 
casino lovers paradise has to offer.  
An elegant hotel with its own  
St. Marks Square.

         

P

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £823pp

Extra Night  
from £59pp  +

Code: 17835

Luxor Hotel & Casino
Las Vegas
Located in one of the most prominent 
buildings – a pyramid on the Strip housing 
a world-famous nightclub and casino –  
this hotel really stands out.

      

P

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £645pp

Extra Night  
from £51pp  +

Code: 19747

Treasure Island Hotel and Casino
Las Vegas
Situated at the heart of the infamous  
Las Vegas Strip, all rooms in this  
stunning hotel benefit from floor to  
ceiling windows, giving stunning views  
over the Vegas skyline.

         

P

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £775pp

Extra Night  
from £79pp  +

Code: 19450

Circus Circus Hotel & Casino
Las Vegas
Conveniently located along Las 
Vegas’ strip, this hotel has tonnes of 
entertainment, such as the world’s largest 
permanent circus show.

         

P Las Vegas 6 km   

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £640pp

Extra Night  
from £18pp  +

Code: 18874

Staybridge Suites Times Square 
– New York City
New York
Boasting an ideal location and cool  
design, this sleek, modern hotel is perfect 
for all travellers visiting Manhattan.

         

P  
m

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £644pp

Extra Night  
from £94pp  +

Code: 18627

InterContinental New York 
Barclay Hotel
New York
Situated right in the heart of the 
city, this luxurious residential-style 
experience maintains its original 1926 
elegance and enjoys a characteristic 
atmosphere. 

         

P  
m  

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £715pp

Extra Night  
from £107pp  +

Code: 9899
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There’s nothing like a group getaway 
There’s a whole world out there waiting to be discovered and what  
better way to do it than with your friends? Whether you’re looking for 
an annual holiday or you’re wanting to celebrate a special occasion, from 
sun-drenched city breaks to cultural getaways, our Groups Team have 
you covered. 

We can tailor-make your itinerary to suit your group – flights, luggage, 
transfers to your accommodation, exciting event tickets, world-class 
attractions and much more – making your break one to truly remember. 

Plus, with ABTA and ATOL protection providing peace of mind, you  
can relax and enjoy your break. *Call or see online for more details.

Iceland
Famous for its volcanic-landscape, 
geothermal pools and roaring waterfalls, 
Akureyri is the perfect base to experience 
all Iceland has to offer.

Explore Europe and beyond with some of our great group breaks – here are some customer favourites.

Krakow
Filled with stunning 
architecture, 
picturesque streets 
world-class art.

Prague
Marvel at the 
cobbled streets 
and beautiful 
architecture.

Rome
Explore this 
fascinating & 
breath-taking 
historic city.

Every group is 
welcome
No matter what the 
occasion 10 or more adults 
or 5 or more rooms can be 
organised quickly and easily by our expert team, 
leaving you to enjoy the fun! Remember, we have 
a wide range of group breaks available across the 
UK and Europe!

Contact our specialist Groups Team today
Call 01904 436 050 | Visit www.SuperBreak.com | See your local Travel Agent

Barcelona
Uncover rich 
Spanish culture 
whilst soaking up 
the sun.

Group 
organiser goes 

free*

3 nights from £699pp
3 nights  
from £88pp

3 nights  
from £86pp

3 nights  
from £169pp

3 nights  
from £114pp
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These conditions form the basis of your contract with Superbreak 
Mini-Holidays Ltd (ATOL 10518 and ABTA Y1453). The following are the 
key terms of our contract with you. Our full booking conditions can be 
found online at https://www.superbreak.com/about/privacy-and-terms/. 
Our full terms contain additional important limitations and exclusions 

age Travel and Linked Travel Arrangements Regulations 2018.
Special Note: We reserve the right to amend the price of unsold holidays 

Groups
Group reservations of 10 or more adults or 5 or more rooms are subject to 
additional which may differ from and vary these terms and conditions. All 
group reservations will be made through the SuperBreak Groups and Special-
ist Sales Department. When making a booking, the party leader must give full 
details of the group booking requirements at the time of booking. A rooming 
list giving the names of those occupying each room must be given in writing 
a minimum of 14 days before the date of travel. Please note that any addi-
tions to the booking may be charged at a higher rate as SuperBreak reserves 
the right to change the price of its services at any time before booking.

Your Booking
You will be required to make full payment on booking. A binding contract 

mation procedure gives you a booking reference. When you buy an ATOL 

travel agent acting as our agent is held by that agent on behalf of and for the 

subsequently accepted from you by the agent, is and continues to be held by 

Trust without any obligation to pay that money to us.

Changes, Cancellations and Transfers of Bookings by You Before Departure

notify us (by post, telephone or email) as soon as possible. Where changes 
are possible we reserve the right to apply the amendment fees/cancellation 
charges shown on our full booking conditions on our website. Any alteration 
requested by you within 7 days of departure will be treated as a cancellation 
by you and you will have to pay the cancellation charges set out on our web-
site. Please note that any requested amendments will only be approved at our 
discretion and no refunds will be made for tickets or services booked but not 
used. Since we incur costs in changing or cancelling your arrangements, you 
will have to reimburse us in respect of the reasonable losses we suffer. We 
will notify you of those charges when you contact us to request a change or 
cancellation and full details of the likely charges we will impose can be found 
in our full booking conditions on our website. Please note that in some cases, 
charges may be 100% or more of the original cost and charges will increase 
the closer to the date of departure that you notify us of a cancellation or 
change. 
Transfer of Booking:

may transfer their place to someone else, subject to the following conditions:

applicable to the holiday;

 c.  you pay any outstanding balance payment, an amendment fee of £50 
per person transferring, as well as any additional fees, charges or other 
costs arising from the transfer; and 

 d.  the transferee agrees to these booking conditions and all other terms 
of the contract between us.

You and the transferee remain jointly and severally liable for payment of all 

out in clause 6 will apply in order to cover our estimated costs. Otherwise, no 
refunds will be given for passengers not travelling or for unused services. 

Cancellation by You due to Unavoidable & Extraordinary Circumstances

paying a cancellation charge in the event of “unavoidable and extraordinary 
circumstances” occurring at your holiday destination or its immediate vicinity 

es, we shall provide you with a full refund of the monies you have paid but 
we will not be liable to pay you any additional compensation.  Please note 
that your right to cancel in these circumstances will only apply where the 

or its immediate vicinity. For the purposes of this clause, “unavoidable and 

to human health such as the outbreak of serious disease at the travel desti-

which make it impossible to travel safely to the travel destination.

Delay, complaints and special requests 

contact Superbreak Customer Services on 01904 420440 or email custom-
erservice@superbreak.com. Any complaints made after travel must be made 
in writing by emailing cr@superbreak.com or posted to Superbreak, Artemis 
House, Eboracum Way, YO31 7RE. All complaints must be received within 28 
days of your return.
Failure to follow the procedure set out in this clause may affect ours and the 
applicable supplier’s ability to investigate your complaint, and could affect 
your rights under our agreement.
Complaints received will be acknowledged and replied to within 28 days after 
the date we acknowledge it as per the ABTA code of conduct.
We are a Member of ABTA, membership number Y1453. We are obliged to 
maintain a high standard of service to you by ABTA’s Code of Conduct. We 
can also offer you ABTA’s scheme for the resolution of disputes which is 

your complaint, go to www.abta.com to use ABTA’s simple procedure. Further 
information on the Code and ABTA’s assistance in resolving disputes can be 
found on www.abta.com.
You can also access the European Commission Online Dispute Resolution 
(ODR) platform at http://ec.europa.eu/consumers/odr/. 

booking. Although we will endeavour to pass any reasonable requests on to 
the relevant supplier, we regret we cannot guarantee any request will be met 

a representative of the transportation provider in order to gain immediate 
assistance.

Passengers/Resolving-travel-problems/Delays-cancellations/Making-a-claim/
Claiming-for-costs-and-compensation/

repay scheme directly through the rail company. You must apply directly 
and supply your rail ticket and cost of journey. Please note- some tickets are 
exempt from the delay repay scheme. 

Insolvency Protection
For those booking travel arrangements departing from the UK (including 

holidays.

number 10518 issued by the Civil Aviation Authority of CAA House, 45-59 
Kingsway, London WC2B 6TE, claims@caa.co.uk. When you buy an ATOL pro-

on what this means for you and who to contact if things go wrong. The price 

as part of the ATOL Protection Contribution (APC) we pay to the CAA. This 
charge is included in our advertised prices. Not all holiday or travel services 
offered and sold by us will be protected by the ATOL Scheme. ATOL protection 
extends primarily to customers who book and pay in the United Kingdom.

cases, where neither we nor the supplier are able to do so for reasons of 
insolvency, an alternative ATOL holder may provide you with the services you 
have bought or a suitable alternative (at no extra cost to you). You agree to 
accept that in those circumstances the alternative ATOL holder will perform 
those obligations and you agree to pay any money outstanding to be paid by 
you under your contract to that alternative ATOL holder. However, you also 
agree that in some cases it will not be possible to appoint an alternative 
ATOL holder, in which case you will be entitled to make a claim under the 
ATOL scheme (or your credit card issuer where applicable).

vide the services listed (or a suitable alternative, through an alternative ATOL 
holder or otherwise) for reasons of insolvency, the Trustees of the Air Travel 

absolutely to those Trustees any claims which you have or may have arising 
out of or relating to the non-provision of the services, including any claim 
against us, the travel agent (or your credit card issuer where applicable). You 
also agree that any such claims may be re-assigned to another body, if that 
other body has paid sums you have claimed under the ATOL scheme.

provided by way of a bond held by ABTA (ABTA Ltd, The Travel Association 30 
Park Street London SE1 9EQ www.abta.co.uk). This arrangement means your 
money will be refunded or you will be brought back to the UK (where your 
contracted holiday arrangements include return travel to the UK) if already 
abroad in the unlikely event of our being unable to provide your break due 
to our insolvency.
For accommodation only bookings overseas, all customer monies are held 
in a Trust Account provided by Natwest and they can be contacted at the 
following address: SBR Trust Account, York City Centre, Corporate Banking, RBS, 

4039. This arrangement means your money for this type of booking will be 
refunded in the unlikely event of our being unable to provide your accommo-
dation due to our insolvency.

Airline failure

event that the airline that you are travelling with ceases trading during your 
holiday, you must contact us, in order that we can make alternative arrange-
ments. We will not be liable for any additional costs incurred if you make your 
own arrangements.

Prices
We reserve the right to amend the price of unsold holidays at any time and 

There will be no change made to the price of your holiday once we have 

Our Responsibility

( a)  We accept responsibility as an “organiser” under the Package Travel and 
Linked Travel Arrangements Regulations 2018 as set out below and, as 
such, we are responsible for the proper provision of all travel services 

to these booking conditions, if we or our suppliers negligently perform 
or arrange those services and we don’t remedy or resolve your complaint 
within a reasonable period of time, we will pay you reasonable compen-
sation. Please note that it is your responsibility to show that we or our 
supplier(s) have been negligent if you wish to make a claim against us.

 (b)  Where it is impossible for you to return to your departure point as 
per the agreed return date of your package, due to “unavoidable and 
extraordinary circumstances”, we shall provide you with any necessary 
accommodation (where possible, of a comparable standard) for a period 
not exceeding three nights per person. Please note that the 3 night 
cap does not apply to persons with reduced mobility, pregnant women 

advance. For the purposes of this clause, “unavoidable and extraordinary 

human health such as the outbreak of serious disease at the travel 

conditions which make it impossible to travel safely back to your 
departure point.

Only Bookings
  We have a duty to select the suppliers of the services making up your 

booking with us with reasonable skill and care. Except as stated otherwise 
in these terms, we have no liability to you for the actual provision of the 
services, except in cases where it is proved that we have breached that 
duty and damage to you has been caused. Therefore, providing we have 
selected the suppliers with reasonable care and skill, we will have no 
liability to you for anything that happens during the service in question or 
any acts or omissions of the supplier, its employees or agents.

3.  All Bookings:
 (i)  Many of the services which make up your break are provided by inde-

pendent suppliers (for example, where applicable, rail carriers, airlines 
and accommodation owners). Those suppliers provide these services in 
accordance with their own terms and conditions. Some of these terms 
and conditions may limit or exclude the supplier’s liability to you, usually 

below). Copies of the relevant parts of these terms and conditions are 
available on request from the supplier concerned.

any injury, illness, death, loss, damage, expense, cost or other claim of 
any description if it results from:-

 (a) the act(s) and/or omission(s) of the person(s) affected;
 (b)  the act(s) and/or omission(s) of a third party unconnected with the 

provision of the services contracted for and which were unforeseeable 
or unavoidable; or

 (c)  unusual or unforeseeable circumstances beyond ours or our supplier(s) 
control, the consequences of which could not have been avoided even if 
all due care had been exercised; or

 (d)  an event which either ourselves or suppliers could not, even with all 
due care, have foreseen or forestalled.

(iii) We will not be responsible or pay you compensation: -
  (a)  for services or facilities which do not form part of our agreement or 

where they are not advertised by us. For example any excursion you 
book while away, or any service or facility which your hotel or any other 
supplier agrees to provide for you.

  (b)  for any damage, loss or expense or other sum(s) of any description 
which on the basis of the information given to us by you concerning 

foreseen you would suffer or incur if we breached our contract with you; 
or that relate to any business.

(iv)  Any compensation that is payable will be calculated taking into considera-

tion all relevant factors for example (but not limited to):-
 (a)  whether or not you have followed the complaints procedure as 

liability under this clause that you notify any claim to ourselves and our 
supplier(s) strictly in accordance with the complaints procedure set out 
in these conditions.

 (b)  the extent to which ours or our employees’ or suppliers’ negligence 
affected the overall enjoyment of your arrangements.

 (c)  when making any payment, we are entitled to deduct any money which 
you have received or are entitled to receive from any transport provider 
or hotelier for the complaint or claim in question.

(Please also note that where any payment is made, the person(s) receiving it 
(and their parent or guardian if under 18 years) must also assign to ourselves 
or our insurers any rights they may have to pursue any third party and must 
provide ourselves and our insurers with all assistance we may reasonably 
require.)
(v) We limit our responsibility to you in the following situations:-
 (a)  Luggage or personal possessions and money

The maximum amount we will have to pay you in respect of any claim 
for loss of and/or damage to any luggage or personal possessions or 
money is an amount equivalent to the excess on your insurance policy 
which applies to this type of loss per person in total because you are 
required to have adequate insurance in place to cover any losses of 
this kind.

         When arranging transportation for you, we rely on the terms and con-

extent of our liability will in all cases be limited as if we were carriers 
under the appropriate Conventions, which include The Warsaw/Montre-
al Convention (international travel by air); The Athens Convention (with 
respect to sea travel); The Berne/Cotif Convention (with respect to rail 
travel) and The Paris Convention (with respect to hotel arrangements). 
You can ask us for copies of these Conventions.

 (c)  Claims not falling under (a) or (b) above and which don’t involve injury, 
illness or death

The maximum amount we will have to pay you in respect of all claims 
not falling under (a) or (b) above and which don’t involve injury, illness or 
death these claims is up to three times the price paid by or on behalf of the 
person(s) affected in total. This maximum amount will only be payable where 

at all from your arrangements.

or suffer any problems because of a reason you did not tell us about when 
you booked your break or where any problems you suffer did not result from 
any breach of our contract or other fault of ourselves or, if you have booked a 
package holiday from us and we were responsible for them, our suppliers or 
agents or where any losses, expenses, costs or other sum you have suffered 
relate to any business.
We cannot accept responsibility for any services which do not form part of our 
contract. This includes, for example, any additional services or facilities which 
your accommodation provider or any other supplier agrees to provide for you 
where the services or facilities are not advertised in our brochure or on our 
website and we have not agreed to arrange them.

In relation to all other bookings where a ‘package’ is not formed/ Hotel Only 
Bookings 
We have a duty to select the suppliers of the services making up your booking 
with us with reasonable skill and care. Except as stated otherwise in these 
terms, we have no liability to you for the actual provision of the services, ex-
cept in cases where it is proved that we have breached that duty and damage 
to you has been caused. Therefore, providing we have selected the suppliers 
with reasonable care and skill, we will have no liability to you for anything 
that happens during the service in question or any acts or omissions of the 
supplier, its employees or agents.
Many of the services which make up your break are provided by independent 
suppliers (for example, where applicable, rail carriers, airlines and accom-
modation owners). Those suppliers provide these services in accordance 
with their own terms and conditions. Some of these terms and conditions 
may limit or exclude the supplier’s liability to you, usually in accordance 

relevant parts of these terms and conditions are available on request from 
the supplier concerned.

Force Majeure 
Except where otherwise expressly stated in these booking conditions, we 
regret we cannot accept liability or pay any compensation if our contractual 
obligations to you are affected by “Force Majeure”. For the purposes of these 
Booking Conditions, Force Majeure means any event beyond our or our 
supplier’s control, the consequences of which could not have been avoided 
even if all reasonable measures had been taken. Examples include warfare 

health such as the outbreak of serious disease at the travel destination or 

make it impossible to travel safely to the travel destination or remain at 
the travel destination,  the act of any government or other national or local 
authority including port or river authorities, industrial dispute, labour strikes, 
lock closure, natural or nuclear disaster, chemical or biological disaster, 
unavoidable technical problems with transport and all similar events outside 
our or our supplier(s) control. 

Behaviour

behaviour or that of any member of your party is causing or is likely to cause 
distress, danger or annoyance to any of our other guests or any third party 
or damage to property, or to cause a delay or diversion to transportation, we 
reserve the right to terminate your arrangements with us immediately. You 
must reimburse us fully for any costs or losses we incur as a result of your 
failure to comply with this clause.

Travel Insurance

against the need to cancel the holiday in certain circumstances and to 
provide assistance if you are injured or ill on your holiday. You must reimburse 
us fully for any costs or losses we incur as a result of your failure to comply 
with this clause. 

Information re passport/VISA requirements and health formalities
Up to date travel advice can be obtained from the Foreign and Common-

other EU nationals, should obtain up to date advice on passport and visa 
requirements from the Embassy, High Commission or Consulate of your 
destination or country(ies) through which you are travelling. Requirements 
do change and you must check the up to date position in good time before 
departure. Most countries now require passports to be valid for at least 6 
months after your return date. For further information contact the Passport 

responsibility if you cannot travel, or incur any other loss because you have 
not complied with any passport, visa, immigration requirements or health 

which we incur as a result of your failure to comply with any passport, visa, 
immigration requirements or health formalities. Any cancellation that arises 
due to visa/passport requirement will be subject to the cancellation charges 
detailed above. 
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Terms & Conditions

Please see our full terms & conditions which can be found on our website www.superbreak.com 



Call 01904 420 446 | Visit www.SuperBreak.com | See your local Travel Agent

AT SUPERBREAK WE HAVE OVER 30 YEARS OF KNOWLEDGE, 
EXPERIENCE AND PASSION AS A SHORT BREAK SPECIALIST

WHETHER YOU’RE LOOKING FOR A HOTEL OR THE COMPLETE EXPERIENCE WITH 
TRAVEL & ENTERTAINMENT, WE’LL ADD SOMETHING SUPER TO YOUR SHORT BREAK


